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CHAPTER ONE: JNTRODUCTION

Imagine a typical scenario of a city council meeting in which the city's budget is
being considered The city council's constituents do not support a tax increase to cover
increased service costs. In order to make up for revenue shortfalls or increased service
costs in areas such as public safety, the city council asks the city manager for budget
"savings,"a euphemism for "cuts" in other service programs. The city manager asks the

library director, among other department directors, for cuts.

In this scenario, the library director senses that the library customers will not
appreciate a cut back in the variety of offered library serves. The library director also

understands that the book buying budget is cut to the bone and that there is no redundant
staff to target for layoffs. The only opt ion remaining is to close branch libraries outright
or to cut back on the hours that branch libraries are open to the public. Reluctantly. the
library director proposes that a "redundant" or "underutilized" branch library is to be
closed. During a subsequent public budget hearing to consider this option, the public

protests against the idea of closing the branch. As a result, the city council backs down on

the idea of closing the branch. The branch remains open with no budget savings
accomplished. If the library director chooses the other option, that of cutting back service
hours, a public outcry results in reinstatement of the cut hours with no budget savings

accomplished. The city manager's staff may even work closely with the library director to
consolidate or reorganize library facilities to effect budget savings, but even such a
proposal faces the same sort of public resistance to change that face proposals to close
branches or cut hours.

At the same time I ibrary directors face such external pressure to reduce the budget

of public libraries, library directors endeavor to respond to pressures to increase their

budgets for the sake of increasing senice to their customers. Such scenarios have been
common in personal professional experience

Constantly dealing with opposing financial pressures such as these, year in and

year out, would drive any normal public administrator to the brink of nervous breakdown.
Fortunately for those they serve, public library administrators are not "normal" public
administrators. It is only a slight exaggeration to suggest that library administrators

appear to be superhuman individuals who energetically and passionately believe in their
work of providing library service to the public. Library administrators reafize that the

"financial" cards are stacked against them in their efforts to provide ever increasing levels
of service. And yet, they continue to work hard to reach their service goals.

However, personal professional experience witnesses that even superhunlan library
administrators complain to time to time, just like mere mortals. Administrators complain

about resistance from those political players who may block access to more financial
resources. Are these complaints unique to library administrators? Probably not. Is there
something about these complaints that is worth further investigation and research? The

germ for this research sprang from curiosity about the possibility of complex relationships
between political resistance and administrative financial dissatisfaction.
A politician with an unsympathetic attitude may pose a unique roadblock to

administrative efforts to obtain and manage resources for the library organization. When a

difference in financial attitudes exists, recognition of the difference is important so that
administrators may work through or around that difference. Without adequate sensitivity

and understanding of existing differences in attitudes regarding financial issues, the

administrator may face excessive resistance in their efforts to obtain and manage the
financial resources necessary for adequate service provision. Therefore, an understanding
of the relative political and administrative attitudes regarding financial issues matters to
savvy administrators.

Purpose Of The Research

How was the focus of the research purpose chosen? A recent graduate student,
Darlene Berghammer, analyzed library administrat ion policy issues from an economic

'

perspective. In her conclusion, Berghammer states t tiat quantitative economic analysis is
a useful t on1 in considering policy options in libraries. While the application of economic

theory can contribute much to decision-making in real-life library administration, it is

certainly not the only useful approach. And, it is certainly not always a readily accepted
approach in social service organizations such as libraries, where a long tradition of a
strong commitment to serving the clients of the organization has been the predominant
focus. Berghammer notes that there are three considerations that go into good decision-

making regarding library policy issues: "equity"(fair and equal service), economics, and
politics. These three considerations of good decision-making are somewhat similar to

what at least one other scholar has suggested as a similar triumvirate of possible
approaches to settling policy issues in social sentice administration^.^

I

Sec Berghalnmcr ( I 995, p. SO.)
Sec Shdds ( 1989) where human services arc considered in terms of the m i a l work tmdit~on,economic
eficicncy, and pragmatic balancing of interests in a politicized envimment. AIso scc Shields (1996)
where the approaches ot practitioners, theorists and pragmatists are cons~dered.

While Berghammer has successfu1ly taken an economic approach in the analysis of
library administration issues, duplicating such an economic approach would not be
feasible. Duplicating Berghammer's approach is not feasible because not enough time has
elapsed to merit a replicative study. Without a personal background formal training in the
professional library science discipline, neither is a traditional library and information

science approach practical. In addition, personal curiosity bends the research focus

towards consideration of administrative frustration with perceived political resistance. For
these reasons and owing to a strong academic background in public administration, this
research project is focused through a somewhat political approach on library
adrninistration. At the same time, the available body of literature acknowledges other
possible approaches to library finance administration. Therefore, the literature review
touches on each of these three approaches - economic, traditional, and political - in
keeping with the public administration tradition of pragmatic use of various applicable
approaches.3

The purpose of this research is two-fold. First, the attitudes of two groups of
decision-makers, library administrators and politically-elected officials (herein,
subsequentIy referred to simply as "politicians"), regarding public library financid issues in
Texas are assessed. Secondly, the attitudes of these two groups are compared.

lnherent in the topic of public finance in any agency is the issue of resolving
competing claims for scarce resources. Obviously, decision-makers do not have a blank
check. Different groups have different priorities, and these different priorities can be

reflected in how these groups perceive public finance decisions.
3

Shields, (1996, p. 399), suggests that the public administration tradition of pragmatism recommends

Personal observation indicates that there is a gap of perception between
administrators and politicians. Both groups are vital to the allocation of resources to and
among library programs. If these groups cannot come to a common understanding or

agreement, library organizations may suffer negative impacts. Are there commonalties
between the attitudes of the two groups that would indicate hope for the future of public
libraries? Are there political attitudes that administrators can capitalize on or change for
the benefit of public libraries? Thus, the research question: Is there a relationship
between the attitudes of library administrators and politicians regarding public library

financial issues in Texas?

Chapter Summaries
Chapter One has introduced the topic area of this research. Chapter Two reviews
the literature from which sprang the conceptual framework, the variables to be measured,

and the focus of this research. Chapter Three delineates the technical and practical aspects

of the methodology chosen and implemented in this research. Chapter Four discusses the
results of the research efforts. Finally, Chapter Five summarizes the conclusions that may
be drawn from the results of the research.

being comfortable with a variety or approaches to policy issues.
5

CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction To The Literature
Library Mission

The American Library Association (ALA) is continuously developing standards for
professional conduct and industry objectives (Officefor Intellectual Freedom, 1992, p. 3).
According to ALA standards, libraries are to serve as forums for the free exchange of

ideas and information resources for all people. Quirk and Whitestone (1 982, p. 1 3 7) call
for libraries to seek to increase the public's awareness. Molz ( 1978, p. 4 16 ) argues that

democratic societies are obligated to provide library service so that the citizenry has
adequate access to information and knowledge.' In providing idbrnlation for the general
interest and enlightenment of the public, public libraries are to represent all current and
hstorical perspectives.5

This research paper and the literature considered herein are primarily concerned
with public libraries. There are two other general kinds of libraries: private libraries (such
as those libraries developed by, and for, private corporations and professional

organizations for reference in private research and development efforts) and academic

libraries (such as those at universities and schools, regardless of the public or private

st atus of the academic institution). These private and academic libraries serve different
audiences and have different organizational cultures than public libraries. For the

purposes of this paper, and by cotmlon practice, public libraries are general purpose
libraries which exist to serve the general populace in a particular political jurisdiction. The
4

Ramsq and Ramseq (1 986, p. 5 2 ) also hscuss he common basic public library mission to probide
acccss to information and knowlcdgc.

term "public" in "public library" is a reference to the general populace "public" in the
particular political jurisdictiotl, mare tila11 it is a reference to the method of funding the
library.b
As Ramsey and Ramsey (1 986, p. 57,) point out, the Public Library Association

encourages its member libraries to guide customers in the customers' efforts to locate, to
use and to evaluate information. Generally, libraries should provide user-friendly ways t o
help customers meet their educational goals in using the library system and services. The
Office for Intellectual Freedom (1992, p. 3) of the American Library Association urges

libraries to stand firmly against censorship as a matter of policy. Libraries are to
cooperate with advocates of freedom of expression and freedom of access to ideas.
Libraries are to grant access to all individuals to library resources regardless of the
background of the individual. Libraries are to be equitable in the distribution of their
resources. Libraries must be able to determine how to fund, purchase and distribute those

resources in light of community needs and preferences in an efficient, effective and
equitable manner. In this section, the reader has gained some exposure to the common
public library mission. The next section will begin to consider financial aspects of public
libraries.

Financial Issues
The variety of financial issues found in the public library administration literature is

demonstrated in Table 2.1. According to Bookstein (I98 1, p. 4 lo), the economics of
'Sm.for example: Office of Intellectual Freedom (1992. p. 3); Quirk and Whitestone (1982, p. 137);
and Ramw and Ramscy ( 1986, p. 5 2 ) .

TABLE 2.1. Examples Of Financial Topic Categories In Literature
PU3lJIl' 1,MRARY FNANCE TSSI FS

AUTHORS

Berghammer ( I 9%)
Bmkstcin ( I 98 1)
Cwrigan ( I 994)
Dannelly ( 1993)
Dunn & Martin (1994)
Goudy & Altman ( 1994)
Hicks ( 1980)
Keene ( 1 989)
Off1w for Inteliectual Freedom ( 1992)
Ottensmann & Gleeson ( 1993)
Quirk & Whitestone (1 982)
e b c r (1 995)
Flamsey & Ramsey (1986)
Rccd (1992)
Sweeney ( 1994)
Van House (1 984)
Van House & Childers ( I 99 1)
Weingand ( 1995)
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library finance is concerned with the distribution of scarce resources7to maximize social

benefit.

Indeed, library resources are usually scarce or, at least, limited. Durn and Martin
( I 994, p. 566) suggest that library management can make better decisions regarding how

to conduct library business when management has a clearer knowledge and understanding
of costs. However, as Bookstein observes, even if libraries could perfectly manage the

6

Although the method of funding for public libraries usually includes some revenues from a public tax
base.
7
Shelds (1988, p. 61) observes that "Ultimately, financial decisions concern choices about allocating
scarcc rcsourccs among competing ends." In her assessment of thc financial issues in thc field of human
scrviccs, Shields considers topics quite similar to those discusscd in this literature review, topics such as
costs (p. 68), revenues (p. 74), and "Building Funding Capacig" (p. 80, similar in spirit to the
"community context" topic). However, rathcr than duplicate the details of discussion presented by Shields
in the cunsidering human seniccs, this review considers public libray finance in light of the public
library finance literature availabte, which dws not always dovetail with Shelds's discussion of human
services.

distribution of resources, there is high competition to acquire these resources in the first

place. Raber ( 1995, p. 168) contends that, for governmental financial support to occur,
elected officials must buy into the idea that funding public libraries is legitimized by the

need to secure access to information for all citizens.
The body of literature included in this research covers the complexity of these

public library finance issues. While no one source comprehensively covers all possible

financial issues in public libraries, the revjewed articles do overlap to varying degrees in
covering topics in public library finance, such as costs, community context, revenue
sources, services and programs. Table 2.1 demonstrates the diversity of topics covered in
the reviewed literature. This section has provided a brief overview of issues related to

library finance. The next section will consider the variety of perspectives evident in the
literature's discussion of these issues.

Perspectives: Library Service Tradition, Economic Theory, Accountancy, And

Politics
The body of literature on public library finance encompasses a diversity of

perspectives.8 As Table 2.2 demonstrates, authors sometimes draw from more than one
perspective in approaching their topics even when the selected perspectives are drawn

from academic disciplines which do not represent the authors' primary

Even so,

it is clear that inclusion and consideration of multiple viewpoints can lead to a more

8

Perhaps ths is h a u s e librarians are so widely well-read and wellsducated that t h q are able to draw
froni their exposure to a variety of disciplines.
9
I o b s n ~ from
e
professional experience, that many public library adrmnistrators are expected to
demonstrate nlasrery of many hsciplines. A sa\y library professional should bc able to weigh the
i~nplicationsof multiple p e f s m v e s to make balanced decisions.

TABLE 2.2. Examples Of Perspectives Presented I n Literature
PERSPECTIW,S
SERVICE
A U I L IORS

TRADlTION

Hicks (1980)
Kecne ( 1989)

Ofice for Intellectual Freedom ( 1992)
Ottensmann & Gleeson ( 1993)
Quirk & Wh~tcstonc{I 982)
Raber (1 995)
Rarnsey & Ramsey ( 1 986)
Reed (1992)
Sweeney (1994)
Van House ( 1984)
Van House & Chllders (199 1)
Weingand ( 1 995)
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Carrigan ( 1994)
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Goudy & Nnnan ( 1994)
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balanced, comprehensive discussion of I ibrary financial issues.
A traditional professional perspective focuses on service to patrons. Serving the
maximum number of patrons takes priority over economic or political consideration^.'^
For instance, imposing fees may limit the access of potential patrons to library services.

Therefore, from a strictly traditional library service perspective, fees would not be

recommended.

l o Lancaster (1988. p. 8-1 1) drscusses the trahtional senice paradgm approach to library senices as an
approach in which the focus is on maximizing circulalion. satisfying the needs of customers, publicizing
and promoting library services and resources available to customers, making services and resources
convenienlly and readily accessible to cuslomcrs, and adapting lo changing needs and technologies.
Nolice a lacb of i m s on political respnsivcness as well as a lack on fiscal accountability This dws no(
mean that librarians are nol concern& about politics or fiscal matters - il IS simply not their priman:
concern.

Economic theories focus on such concepts such as economic eficien~ies,'~
supply.I' and demand1" For instance, imposing fees may successfully ration consumer

demand for over-used "private good library services and thereby achieve certain
economic efficiencies. Therefore, from a strictly economic efficiency perspective, fees

would be recommended.
Political perspectives focus on what the voters and other political actors will
accept.l 4 For instance, political considerations may prohibit the elimination of duplicated
services. Certain "for fee" library services may actually duplicate services available in

private markets. For example, if a library were to circulate videotapes for a minor fee, the

library would be duplicating services available in video rental retd stores. In an effort to

placate and win the maximum support from all possible constituencies, the politician may
opt to have libraries provide video services for nominal rental fees. Pursuing such an

option might strike a politically feasible compromise between two groups of constituents.

One group of constituents - customer service-oriented librarians and videotape customers
who wish to open up videotape circulation services to free access with the elinunation of

fees - might settle for a more inexpensive access to videos than the private sector would
otherwise provide. Another group of constituents - economists and competing videotape
II

Savas (1487. p. 40) identifies libraries as economic toll g o d . Howcver. Savas (1987, p. 52) also
recognizes that, through government provision. society often seeks lo provide more of certain "worthy"
toll g d s than would be economically efficient through private markel mechanisms alone.
Van House ( 1984. p. 4 15) suggests that efficiency can k n~easuredby the ratio of inpuls (resources) to
outputs ( g m l s ) and outcomes (services).
12
Supply can Ix thought of in terms of the supply m e , an m n o m i c mdel which describes the
relationship belween the price of a good and the quantity of the g o d supplied. See Aronson (1985. p.
60 1) and Mansfield (1 99 1, p. A32.)
l 3 Demand can bc thought of in t ems oft he demand curve, an economic model which describes t l ~ c
relationship ktween the price of a g a d and the quanlity of the good demanded. (Aronson, 1985. p. 592;
Mansfield. 199 1 , A25.)

retailers who might wish to eliminate this seemingly ineffjcient duplication of services

altogether - might settle for sharing the videotape market on a limited basis with libraries
charging competitive user fees. Political perspectives often seek such compromise

factions between opposing constituencies.

Literature Review Purposes

While clearly there are many possible perspectives to consider, what is the focus of
this literature review? The purpose of this literature review i s to examine the issues
involved in how libraries manage and augment their finances. This review also considers

some of the factors which influence, or are influenced by, libray financial management.
From this considerat ion of the literature, the researcher has constructed a conceptual
framework of topics and working hypotheses regarding perspectives on those topics. The
subsequent discussion of the literature is organized around the components ofthe

conceptual framework.

Conceptual Framework

The conceptual framework provides the structure for this exploratory research.
The relationships between two categories of people (politicians and administrators)
regarding their opinions about four loosely defined categories of issues that impact library
organizations (community context, revenue sources, costs, services and programs) are

explored. These issue categories are types of issues apparent in the professional and

scholarly literature oft he last several decades in fields concerned with public library
wildavskq ( 1992, pp. 106-126) dimsses political budgeting strateges, p m d a r l y at the federal level,
I2

finance administration.I s In the body of literature reviewed, regardless of the approach

(traditional, economic, accounting, or political), these four issue categories cover the
topics of scholarly discussions in the literature. These issue categories reflect concerns

from all identified approaches to library administration policy decisions, each to a varying

degree
As the conceptual framework allows for exploration of potential relationships

between political and adadnistrative attitudes, it is only natural that the research developed
reasonable expectations of results or findings of relationships in the form of working

hypotheses. These working hypotheses16include the following predictions which were
tested during the course of the research:

WH1: The attitudes of administrators regarding public library financial issues are
similar to each other and are not neutral."
W2:The attitudes of politically elected officials (herein referred to as simply
"politicians") regarding public library financial issues1' are similar to each
other and are not neutral.I9
WH3: The attitudes of the administrators regarding public library financial issues
differ from the attitudes of the politicians regarding the same issues."
m:The administrators are more interested in making their attitudes21 known to
the researcher, than the politicians are."
a1 grca! Icngrh.
I' For instance: Reed (1992) discusses methods for developing and maintaining a community context or
environment that is favorable tor libraries, Carrigan (1944) discusses fund-raising Tor altcrnatc rcvcnuc
sourccs; Bwkstein (1 98 1) discusses costs as they relate to the economic prduction h~nciionof libraries;
and all library finance discussions in the reviewed lilerature presume a need to provide library services
and programs in some capacity.
16
At first gIancc, these working hypotheses may sccm simplistic and uninformative. However, please
keep in mind thal a comparison of attitudes will be undertaken for each issue area. Therefore, the analysis
results will be "issue-rich."
17
Null hypothesis: The attitudes of the administrators (in each of the four issue a r a s ) are neutrdl.
I%
Specific issucs include the topic categories of programs and services, mmmuni~conlest. mcaues. and
costs. These categorics are presented, tested, and discussed in no pmicular order. These cate~oticsare
interlinked. The order of presentation docs no1 indicate relative importance. All ior~rcalegorics arc
equaHy important.
19
Nu1 l hypothesis: The attitudes of the politicians (in each oft he four issue arcas) arc neutral.
2U
Null hypothesis: There is no significant difference between the attitudes of the administrators and the
attiiudcs of the politicians (in each of thc four issue areas).
Regardrng public 1ibrary financial issues.

'

How these working hypotheses were tested will be discussed in the methodology chapter,

following this literature discussion. Having now considered how these issue or topic areas

will be considered in the original research portion ofthis paper, the next sections will
consider how these topics have been treated in the existing literature, beginning with the

topic of library senices and programs.

Programs And Services

Perspectives On Programs And Services
A focus on services is the natural orientation of the traditio~iallibrary service
perspective.23Maximizing service and program delivery is a major component of
traditional library objectives. However, library scholars have used the language and tools

of economic theory to determine how best to achieve their service objectives24 In
addition, administrators may take into consideration the focus of a political perspective in
determining what service mix is appropriate for their organization.25

Focusing Evaluation On Programs And Sewices
Many years ago, Hayes (1979, p. 132) pointed out focus on program and service
delivery is important. at least in part, because libraries can be producing unwanted shelves

of books at maximum levels and still not meet the specific needs of the customer market
Keene (1989, p. 106) suggests that beyond a certain point, additional investment in library
22

Nu11 hypothesis: There is no significant association between the number of sunleys returned and the
group affiliation of the participants wlro rcturnd surveys.
23 See Oflicc For Intellectual Freedom's ( 1991. p. 3) coveragc of thc " L i b w Bill af kghts" for a detailed
coverage of this persp31ve.
24
For instance, Cooper, a library scicnu: scholar. considers "The Economics of Library Size" (1979.)

resources does not necessarily result in increased customer satisfaction. Ramsey and
h i s e y (1 986, p. 62) recommend that libraries evaluate the degree of performance

objective achievement to determine whether resources have been used in the best possible
way. As Van House (1984, p. 409) observes, decision-makers for libraries must

determine an appropriate service mix, including how much of each service to supply
Library administrators need to budget realistically in light oft he services they wish to offer
and the cost of those services. Library managers may need to readjust service levels to
bring costs in on or under budget.

According to Durn and Martin ( 1994, p. 5651, the most complex kind of library
budget is the program budget. Weingand (1995, p. 402) suggests that expenses fiom line

item budgets need to be related to the cost of service measurement of program
budgeting." As Ramsey and Ramsey (1986, p. 1 9) explain, program budgets group costs
by program. Keene (1989, p. 97) observes that program budgeting focuses on program

spending to make budgetary decisions and that it takes a service delivery approach to
budgeting.
Sweeney ( 1 994, p. 67) suggests that library managers should focus on end results

and how to satis& the customers for library services, not on the processes, procedures, or
inputs. The ends of a library service delivery process are often more important than the
means of that process. Weingand (1 995, p. 403) observes that, ideally, outcomes of
library programs should reflect the service goals and missions of that program. However,

Van House and Childers (1 99 1, p. 276) contend that, even with program service
25

Van House (1981.p. 416) suggests that at times, political influence deiernlines service levels.

measures, comparing unique and different library organizations with each other can be
problematic. Yet, according to Van House and Childers, there is still value in knowing
how one library is faring in comparison to other libraries. The variety of purposes and
types of service mixes make such a comparison complex. The next section will address
this apparent variety.

Purposes And Types Of Programs And Services

As Molz ( 1 978, p. 4 16) points out in general ternls, public library service reflects
democracy society's desire to provide access for the citizenry to information and

knowledge. In contrast, as Hayes (1 979, p. 120) points out, in specific terms, public
library services vary from library to library. As Bookstein (1981, p. 41 3) observes,
circulation is the most significant direct service of public libraries. According to
Bookstein, use of other library services27generally is positively correlated with circulation.

Certainly, Bookstein (1 98 1 , p. 4 14) admits that traditional circulation does not measure
the complete benefits of library senrice to society.28 For instance, some libraries also offer

services such as basic on-line bibliographic database search services (Cooper, 1978, p.
4 191, preservation of historical records (Dannelly, 1993, p. 87), interlibrary loans (Dunn

and Martin, 1994, p. 568), electronic collection development (Dunn and Martin, 1994, p.
5701, exhibit spaces (Ofice For Intellectual Freedom, 1992, p. 3), meeting rooms,

*' What Weingand is suggesting is that administrators need to translate line iten1 costs into costs
asmiated with p i f i c programs. Although program budgeting primarily fc~lscson outcomes, it does
not altogether ignore the costs of achicling preferred outmmes.
27
Such as use of noncirculating materials.
28
W
d (1973, p. 193) agrecs with Bookstein on this point.

homework resource centers (Van House and Childers, I99 1 , p.275), preschool programs,

summer reading programs, and reference services (Van House, 1984, p. 4 12).

Appropriate Measurements
In the previous section, the reader has gained some exposure to the variety in

library services. This section considers how to measure the adequacy and success of these

services appropriately. Van House (1984, p. 4 10) cautions that it can be difficult to

adequately measure library service outputs in a comprehensive and meaningful way. As a
measurement, service transactions underestimate the value a€service readiness.
Certainly, as Bookstein ( I 98 I, p. 4 14) emphasizes, circulation does not measure
the complete benefits of library services to society. Public libraries should not measure

circulation to the exclusio~of measuring other library service programs. An emphasis on
book circulation increases circulation efforts. An emphasis on library traffic increases

library events to draw in people. Many years ago, Goddard (1 973, p. 193) cautioned that
circulation, as an output measure, does not capture the entire social benefit or utility of
library services.

However, as Hayes (1 979, p. 121) pointed out many years ago, circulation
statistics are generally reliable and consistent for comparison between public libraries.
Circulation measures the success of the Iibrary efforts to provide books that Iibrary
customers want.2g In this way, circulation is a more significant measure of library worth

than measures such as the number of books in a library collection.

29

In economic terms, circulation volmne is st the point where h e supply and denland curves intcrscct.

E Fectiveness measurements are also related to service capacity. As Bookstein
( I 98 1, p. 4 16) explains, these measures can include: the percentage of some baseline
collection that the library owns, the fill rate, and the probabiIity of finding a book where it

should be.30 Hayes ( 1 979, p. 121) pointed out long ago that research resource service
measurements are often weak because they can be hard to define and to measure with any

kind of consistency or reliability. Nevertheless, as Ramsey and Ramsey ( I 986, p. 59)
suggest, sometimes imperfect measurements can be better than none at all when assessing
library programs.

Making Adjustments

AAer having considered measurements of service, it is perhaps natural to consider
how the service mix can be improved. Ramsey and Ranmy ( 1986, p. 13) recommend

that, beyond the minimum service level of giving the community what it needs, perhaps the
goal of public libraries should be to provide services according to the desires of the
"supporting community." While it may be relatively easy to decide to keep a high

demand 1 low cost program or to eliminate a low demand I high cost program, Weingand
(1995, p. 403) cautions that it is often difficult to decide on the appropriate service mix

among programs that are high demand 1 high cost and low demand / low cost programs.

Ramsey and Ramsey (1986, p. 13) observe that, with tightening revenues and
increased costs, it is more difficult to maintain service levels. Budgeting for public library

-
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Cmpcr ( 1979, p. 64) also had much to say about such fiectivenes measures along the same tines many
years ago. In addition, Cooper (1479, p. 65) suggesls that output can be measured in terms of the number

oiquesuons answered in a library reference =lion.

services requires realism about the services to be offered and the cost of those services.
Once again, service levels may need adjusting to bring costs in on or under budget.
There are many ideas about how libraries should set appropriate service levels.

Van House ( 1984, p 4 16) contends that political influences and space and cost
considerations initially determine the service level of new library programs and locations.

Hicks (1980, p. 458) explains that during periods of fiscal stress, public libraries either can

expand and diversify their revenue sources, or they can narrow and redefine their goals,

roles, scope and function of offered services.
Objectives for library service perfomlance should be measurable, quantifiable, and
representative of expectations that are neither extremely high nor extremely low for
optimum resource use. Weingand (1 995, p. 403) recommends that performance

objectives should be designed to meet library gods and missions. Many years ago, Molz
(1 978, p. 428) suggested that perhaps public libraries should not be concerned about

maintaining historically comprehensive collections. Public libraries might be able to leave
the development of historical collections to specialized research institutions. Perhaps
public libraries should concentrate fewer resources on main central libraries with research

titles and focus more resources on branch circulation with popular titles to meet increased

demand in middle class suburbs and to encourage circulation of popular reading materials

among central city low-income communities.
As Ottensmann and Gleeson (1 993, p. 86) discuss, in terms of collection
development services, public libraries can use circulation analysis software to determine
whether certain allocation total amounts will be sufficient to reach circulatjon program
goals. Such an automated linkage of historical circulation and historical allocation data to

current proposed allocation [and beyond current allocation to future circulation] may
allow the public library budget process to become more results-oriented and more easily
understood in terms of results.
Undoubtedly, this discussion of ways in which service mixes can be altered is not
e.xhaustive. Now that this section has considered some of the myriad ways of changing
service, the next section will consider how priorities are reflected in the choices between
service change options.

Priorities
As Van House and Childers (1991, p. 276) observe, often the service mix is a

political choice. Specific goals for service can be based on community needs. However,
Ramsey and Ramsey (1 986, p. 49) recommend that, with limited resources, public library
administrators need to limit library activities, services and programs to specific roles as

much as possible. Expanded roles require expanded resources and perhaps should only be
pursued if expanded resources are made available.
Public libraries constantly face pressures to detiver more service and to maintain
current service levels with decreasing resources. Library organizations that regularly

succumb to the pressures to deliver more "bang for the buck" may face a backlash as
compromises are made within the organization and quality declines, morale declines, and
criticism rises from customers who may perceive poorly funded service programs as poor

service delivery. Reed (1 992, p. 63) goes so far as to suggest that if the public is not

willing to support public libraries through public W i n g , perhaps the public should feel
the consequences of their neglect of the libraries rather than have the libraries raise money

from other sources. After libraries have prioritized and streamlined services, libraries can
tactfully and vocally insist that revenue reductions mean service reductions.

According to Reed, if legislators oppose supporting libraries, library advocates

should find out the reasons behind the opposition. It is possible that libraries can learn

from critics how libraries might better serve the community. Raber ( 1 995, p. 168)
suggests that for federal financid support of local public library programs to occur,

legislators may be persuaded to buy into the idea that the national need to secure access to
information for dl citizens legitimizes federal funding of public libraries. Van House
( 1 984, p. 408) points out that, in the end, funding organizations, not the libraries, decide

how much the library will spend on services.

Thus, services do not simply reflect the priorities of the professional library staff.
Clearly throughout this discussion, service mix concerns do not determine the conduct of

library financial administration independently of other library financial issues. The next
section will consider another equally important library financial topic that has influence
over the conduct of library financial administration - community context.

Community Conted

The issue of community context for public libraries is at least two-fold. In one
way, community context for public libraries concerns itself with how the library fits into
the community and influences the community. In another way, community context for

public libraries concerns itself with how the community influences the library. Such a
description, however, is surely an oversimplificationof a very complex and dynamic
relationship.

The literature has much to say in exploring this relationship as it relates to public

library finance. An examination of different perspectives will begn tlis review of the
literature regarding the topic of community context in the consideration of public library
financial issues.

Perspectives On Community Context
Community context means different things to different people The topic category

of "community context" is inclusive of many perspectives. Library professionals,
economists, and politicians understand and use concepts of "community context" in
slightly different ways. A traditional library service perspective views the community as
the recipient of library ser~ice.~'
This traditional orientation might persuade

administrators to customize library services to reach all groups in the community. Library
service focuses on customer service. The community is the customer. Economists seek to

quantify and predict cornmunit y context for econometric purposes. Economic theory
considers conmunity context only inasmuch as it translates into demand for a supply of

library goods." Community context is only one factor in the economic equation for public

sector actibity . Politicjans pay attention to community context for political reasons. From
a political perspective, community context is a primary consideration, as community
values become political imperatives for services.33 Political responsiveness to community

''

T ~s isI sinlit i la Shelds' discussion of social welfare services (1 989, p. 72), in whch casc workcrs
view p p l e as clients, ,accordmg to their trabtional service perspective.
32
Accorhng to Sluelds (1989. p. 72), the mnornic eficienq perspactlve approaches peoplc as units of
labor or as consumers.
3.3
Moh ( 1978. p. -128) observed tnany years ago that th~sis certainly the case when a community so valucs
its neighborhd l i b n q that it exerts political force to keep the neighborhood branch library open, even
when the branch i s an inefficient allocation of resuurces or overlaps its scrvice coverage area with that of
other bnnch libraries in die vicinity.

context can mean making political decisions that impact public library finances. Lack of
political responsiveness to community context can mean a loss of community support for

the unresponsive politician. Thus, politicians may focus on community context for the

sake of gaining voter support. This section briefly has considered community context as a
customer service, community context as a predictor of demand, and customer context as

responsiveness to voters. The next section considers what public libraries offer the

community.

What Libraries Offer The Community

Given the variety of perspectives, it is perhaps not surprising that there are many
reasons to support libraries in the community. Bookstein (p. 198 1, p. 421) suggests that

the presence of libraries contributes to the ability of the cornmunity to attract desirable
residents. Bookstein contends that libraries attract well-educated, middle-class residents
to the community

and help maintain the value of local red estate.34 Van House and

Childers ( 1 991, p. 275) point out that libraries are thought to be good for economic
development. As Van House and Childers observe, libraries help create jobs and help

b~sinesses.~~
Indeed, according to Book stein ( 198 1, p. 4271, public library funds are

'-'Such a belief in the positive cxtcrnaIities of public libraries is wide-spread. It would be interesting to
conduc~a quantitative study to measurc the impact of xfi~ce
quality on the ability of communities to
atlracl migration lo the community. Certainly, popular media ratings of communities include "quality of
life" amenities such as library senices. These popular ratingsjudge the relative attractiveness of
communities on Ihe basis of these amenities as well as other factors such as pollution. crime and cost of
living. It i s thought that these widely-published rankings of communities influence migration patterns
among communities, but I have seen no specific statistical evidence to supporl or hsprme his theory.
35
The i d a here is that budding entrepreneurs who are tight on financial rewurces in the beginning can
use Ijbm- resources to research their chosen field of enterprise and to build Iheir knowledge basis for
heir tlew enterprise at a minimal cost using easily accessible and inexpensive 1ibrary s e ~ c e s .In
addition, an uncmplqed person looking for a new career can educate lhemselves on possible new fields of
endeavor without the expense of takmg a course or buying a book themselves. Some libraries provide

thought to subsidize the publishing industry. Van House and Childers ( I99 1, p. 275) point
out that llibraries are thought to attract money and businesses to the commurlity.

According to Van House and Childers, libraries stimulate work force quality through
literacy enhancement. Many libraries also assist their customers in job placement and
career planning efforts. This section has briefly addressed some of the ways in which

libraries impact communities. The next section considers how communities may influence
libraries.

Financial Influences
As Keene (1 989, p. 96) observes, conlmunities support tibraries. Community
demand for library services creates certain economic realities for library finances.

According to Van House ( 1 984, p. 4 I 51, the decision to financiaIIy support tibraries is
related to historical funding patterns, characteristics of the community, and current

community economic health. Van House and Childers (1 99 1 , p. 275) recommend that
library administrators should understand and act on the community's priorities and needs.
Library administrators are expected refrain from asking for more money when the

community feels the need to cut back on public resources.

Economic hard times affect communities, as well as the libraries and other
institutions in those comrnunitie~.~~
Libraries cannot expect to overcome economic woes
that are national in scope. However, Hicks (1980, p. 454) observes that even when

resources for unemployed patrons to type up their resume or investigate what krnd of new jobs they might
already be qualfied for. For instance, Austin Public Library has a business information collection and has
had a job information center. Austin Public Library also has an extensive "qua1ity resource" collection
that inclndes a myriad of bmks on the subject of business managemenl practims.
35
See, for eaamplc: Dannelly, 1993, p. 76; Fhcks, 1980, p. 453: and Moiz, 1978,p. 4 17.

federal financial assistance has been widely available to local governments, public libraries
have not benefited from a proportionate share of those federal resources. Furthermore, as
Goddard (1 973, p. 1 94) observed many years ago, in the case of most any economic

equation, municipal needs are always larger than municipal resources. Even so, according
to Keene (1989, p. 941, the size of the municipal financial pie influences the ability to

secure adequate library resources. As Molz ( 1 978, p. 4 1 8) cautions, it is difficult to justify
giving libraries more tax dollars when taxpayers are suffering their own personal financial

difficultiesand want to contribute fewer tax dollars to government operations in general.

Coping With Fluctuations In Community Needs And Expectations
Now that the reader has an understandig of how communities may influence

libraries, this section considers how changes in communities might influence libraries.
During historical periods of economic depression, library services have been in high
demand. During the depression years, library budgets decreased dramatically while library

circulation increased dramatically. Reed ( 1 992, pp. 64-65) suggests that, as economic
conditions decline, libraries are used more. Demand expands as resources shrink.
As Goudy and Altman ( 1 994, p. 3 7) point out, even in periods of economic

growth, tax revenues lag behind growth in the business cycle. Economic growth trickles

down: after business grows, profits start to grow; after profits grow, tax revenues begin
to grow; after tax revenues grow, public library resources may have an opportunity to

grow. Particularly with this lag in resources, the community's needs for libraries will
always be greater than the resources available to meet those needs. Rarnsey and Rarnsey

(1986, p. 13) suggest that effective library budgets should include social and economic

trend forecasts as these trends may result in certain impacts on the management of library
goals. In light of restrict resources, library managers may be motivated to cooperate with
each other to find more economical ways of doing business. These alternative business
strategies may include: the centralization in common library facilities, jointly sharing
library material acquisition, catalog maintenance and material processing; division in
responsibility for developing specialty collections; loaning staff; and sharing storage

faci~ities.~~

The Impact Of Diverse Needs
Even in stable communities, where tittie or no change occurs, dealing with

community diversity can offer a particular challenge to public library administrators.
Community characteristics influence the financial picture of the public library. For

instance, comn~unityfactors that can influence customer needs and expectations include:
education level, average income, age, ethnicity, and prior exposure to library

service^'^

As Bookstein (1 98 1, p. 41 4) points out, demand for circulation of library materials can

vary as community interests vary.
For instance, changes in community interest can result in changes in the desire for
library services and in changes in the usage patterns for those services. Public demand

combines with the library's service capacity to result in circulation use.39 As another
example of how community characteristics can influence the demand for library services,

3-
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Thcsc ideas for cooperidti\-eefforts are certainly not new. See Cmpcr ( 1 979.p, 64).
These conununity factors were identifd long ago by scholars and practitioners such as Haycs (1 979. pp.

123-121).

'%enlarld for circulation + capacity for circulation = size of circulation. This is a simpIistic formula that
overlcoks mcurrences of unmet demand and unused capacity.

Cooper (1978,p. 425) observed many years ago that poor communities use tibraries less

than communities with relatively higher incomes. In addition, according to Dunn and
Martin (1994, p. 569), communities with low technology skills may need the library to

provide expensive pubIic technology training and training facilities to augment the
conununity's ability to access library technological resources. Van House (1 984, p 4 15 )
observes that in these and other ways, different communitv groups differently value and

denland different services and goods. It is clear that demographics and individual
customer characteristics greatly influence the level of library use €or that customer.40
According to the available literature on libraries and the community context of

libraries, libraries need to appeal to the diversity of their c~rnmunities.~~
Ramsey and

Ramsey (1986, p. 13) suggest that one of the goals of public libraries is to provide
services according to the desires of the supporting community. Keene ( 1 989, y. 104)
points out that the Public Library Association recommends that libraries develop service

standards unique to each community to better respond to the unique needs of each
community. According to Cooper (1979, p. 65), library administrators should identify the
different types of customer demands at each library location.
Unfortunately, public library managers are not always in touch with the reality of

the surrounding community environment.

'' Without awareness of customer demands, an

organization can have the perfect means of service production, and yet be missing the

1

?his observation is not ncw or unique. See Hayes (1979, p. 124).
See. for instance: Ramsey and Ramsey (1986, p. 13); Keene (1989. p. 104); Cmper (1979, p. 65);
and Van House and Chlders (I99 1. pp. 275-276.)
4 2 ~ o l(1978,
z
p. 424) offers this verl; same caution.
41

appropriate service ends a~to~ether.~"urthermore, according to S weeney (1 994, p. 64),

the needs of library users can change rapidly and may require library services that are
better or newer than currently provided services. Staffing levels can even be adjusted to

meet changes in patterns of program or service usage if the organizational environment
allows for such staffing

adjustment^.^^ This section has considered the impact of diversity.

Diversity in communities is often expressed in political terms. The next section turns

attention to political considerations as discussed in library finance literature.

Political Considerations

There are many politically attractive reasons for supporting libraries, reasons that

include perceived economic externalities as well as political posturing. Raber (1995, p.
162) suggests that federal grants to local libraries are relatively inexpensive pork barrel aid

programs. Federal funding of local libraries can also be seen as a means to promote equal

opportunity for individuals.

For instance, politicians can support library services because such library services
grant the right to information access to the citizenry and enhance the prospects for upward

mobility within the community for

individual^.^^

Raber (1 995, p. 167) contends that the

provision of public access to information through libraries in greater quantities than
individuals would otherwise secure for themselves reinforces the idea that public interest is
different from the summation of individual interests. Raber points out that market forces
13

Wlule this should be self-evident.Hayes (1979, p. 122) explains how cmcicnt means can achieve
inappropriate ends.
41
M a q years ago, Hayes ( 1979, p. 1 22) presented the demand for program sew ices as an mnomic
concept. Hayes recornmendsd that the demand for pmgrarn services should dictate the appropriate
staffing levels for those pmgrams.

do not represent the entire public interest. Therefore, Raber suggests that libraries may

gain political support from democratically elected government oficials to protect the

society from the h a h i excesses of pure market forces in the provision of information
access.

Access to informatian produces certain politically desirable externalities Van
House and Childers (199 1, p. 275) observe that such externalities can include creating
jobs, helping businesses, attracting money and business to move into the community,
improving work force quality and literacy. In short, libraries can help make the

community look good. Even so, it is certaidy possible that public libraries generate no
more externalities from providing public access to infomation than other public programs

generate from their particular service^.^ Hicks (1 980,p. 453) goes so far as to contend
that libraries provide fewer collective benefits than public safety services provided by
police or fire departments. This section has begun to discuss haw political interests are

related to the community context of library finance. The next section considers the
relationship between public libraries and political leaders.

Political Leadership
Community political leaders are important to libraries. Keene (1 989, p. 94) points
out, for example, the involvement of civic leaders in the budgetary process can influence

the library's success and control over its budget. Libraries are not unimportant to

45
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See Cooper (1978, p. 425).
Clearly. Cooper (1978,p. 123) admtted to ttus possibility many years ago.

community leaders." However, libraries are often not an important enough priority to
award revenues to local libraries any more than they already are.
Ramsey and Ramsey ( 1 986, p. 14) suggest that support of community political

leadership is important because people and organizations external to the Iibrary ultimately

determine what revenues the library gets. Raber (1995, p. 168) observes that, even

though library managers do not exercise complete autonomy in their management of
public libraries, library management may be able to persuade politicians to grant greater

funding to public libraries for reasons of the politicians' own making." In addition,
according to Raber, for even minimal financial support of basic library services to occur,
politicians must buy into the idea that the need to secure access to information for all

citizens legitimizes the public hnding of libraries. Thus, the support of political leaders is

of vital importance to the continuing survival of libraries. Clearly, poIitical leaders

influence public libraries and public library finances. The next section briefly considers
how the general community indirectly influences libraries, specifically through community
influence over pol;t icians.

4l

Molz, ( 1978, p. 422) made this conunon sense assertion many years ago.
For instance. if a politician supports the promotion of technology, the librarq- may be able to approach
that politician for the crcatiorl of a specla1 technology collection, with adhtional resources made available
for that purposc. TIUSnu)-seem lrke an ethically questionable tactic. However, in communities where
technology development is a hgh priority of the citixns, such a tactic would be responsive to the needs of
the citizerq, wodd appeal to the "higher"interests of the politician, and would augment library
resources. Such a tactic simpIy involves identifq.ing \that is important to the politician, what is important
to the library, and what is important to the community.
48

Community Influence Over Libraries

Communities control the fate and fortunes49of libraries to a large extent.
Community pride and political consideration of that community pride often do not permit

the closure and dismantling of libraries even if the libraries are inefficient, ineffective or

out-of-date." Keene (1 989, p. 94) suggests that it is more common for the size of the
library budget to be influenced by how much the community values the library. Input from

the community may influence the library budgetary process.5'
While the relationship between libraries and the community and politicians may

result in greater resources for libraries, the relationships between other public agencies and
the community and politicians may result in fierce competition for resources between the
libraries and other public agencies. The next section shall turn attention to some

considerations regarding this political competition for resources.

Political Competition For Resources

The literature suggests that library administrators have always had the need to
consider the political context of libraries." According to Bookstein ( 1 98 1, pp. 4 10-41 1 ) a
public library manager's ability to secure resources usually depends on political processes.

The topic of community context is closely related to the topic of resources in this action. Of course, the

IY

topic of community context is also related the topics of "programs and senices" and "costs." None of thc
topic categories are mutually exclusive. The topic categories are simply a usefuI way to organizc

consideration of material issues of the literature and research of public librap finance. Wlule this
approach may appear somewhat artificial, this pragmatic approach uniquely encompasses all the
interrelated literature while providing an orignal framework for surveying the litenture.
50
In my professional experience, t h s has certainly been ihe case. Also see Molz ( 1 978.p. 422).
' ' ~ a ~ (1979,
es
p. 121)suggests that communities that generously allocatc resources to libraries through
the political alloation process often coincide with high library use Icvcls.
5 2 Many years ago, Molz (1978, p. 424) suggested that libraries may not have always been responsit-eto
th~sneed for political acuity. Public libraries have not always been in touch with the political realities of
their community environment to the degree that they might havc k e n .

Public budgets have been the result of competing special interests. Quirk and Whitestone
(1982, p. 38) observe that, historically, libraries have not competed well for Iocal tax

dollars

" Hicks ( 1 980, p. 456) points out that many other local government functions

have developed strategies for justifying their services as rights of citizenship. Because

libraries as a group have had no such successful strategy, the general populace has
remained with the perception of library services as privileges or benefits of citizenship

rather than as necessary rights. Libraries have not been viewed as essential service

providers. Libraries have not had a seemingly legitimate strategy for claiming that libraries
are critical to protecting public welfare. Therefore, libraries have not competed well for
resources. Keene ( 1 989, p. 94) contends that the size of the library budget has been

influenced by haw effectively the library management has marketed the library in a
pottical context in the community.
More recent literature, such as Van House and Childers (1 99 1, p. 277) suggests

that politics is still the "lifeblood"by which libraries survive. Weingand (1 995, p. 407) for

instance, contends that a politically viable rationale is still vital for acceptance of budget
presentations. In addition, it is important for the success of library budget presentations

that the presenter of the budget proposal has sufficient professional, organizational, and

personal credibility to secure the respect of those who are able to approval the final budget
request. It is equally important that the funding authority is able to accept the library's

13 Accordmg to Quirk and Whitestone (1982, p. 381, public libraw stnice expcctalions increased during
the period of "Great Society" federal fundng. With Ihe general demise of "Great Sociev" program
funding, when federal funding diminished, service expectations for public libraries re~nainedh g h . Whle
h
s high post-Great Smicty expiation was not unique, public libraries d ~ dnot replace fcdcral dollars
with state dollars as well as some other Great Society causes d ~ d .Even when state funhng for public
librdries peaked in the 1970s, library support consisted of an eslimatd one or two pzrcent of total I
d
and slate espenditures in the United States.

concerns and needs for finding without the perception that the library is simply protecting

its own vested interests.

Reed (1992, p. 86) recommends that library administrators use the rhetoric of
current hot priorities and issues to argue for greater funding for public libraries. As Van
House and Childers (1 99 1, p. 275) point out that those library advocates who present

library budgetary proposals on the behalf of libraries must know the concerns and interests

of those politicians a i t h whom the library advocates wish to communicate if the library
advocates wish to communicate persuasively the need for more adequate public library

finding. In this way, library advocates can closely align their conununication in terms of

the politicians' concerns, the politicians' interests, and the politicians' language.
People who control funding usually have an agenda that is larger than libraries
There is an expectation that libraries should participate in contributing towards the

fulfillment of that larger agenda. Libraries can make their communities and their leaders
look good in the public eye.

At the same time, libraries can educate funding and governing bodies about what

the library can do for the community with the resources it needs. Library advocates must

understand and respond to the community's political priorities and needs. The public
library management may find it necessary to adjust to community political realities rather
than try to isolate or insulate themselves fiom these political imperatives. This section has

examined the political nature of this competition for resources. Due to the political nature
of this competition, it may be useful for administrators to develop advocacy skills.
Because advocacy is useful and therefore important to administrators, the n e a section

begins to consider advocacy in terns of how the role of advocacy is blewed from multiple

perspectives.

Perspectives On Advocacy
Library professionals are not always comfortable with advocacy. Advocacy i s not

a role that the traditional library service perspective is concerned with except in the
general philosophical passive sense for the promotion of enlightrnent and freedom of

information through provision library services. Thus it is natural for library administrators
advocate responsiveness to diverse community audiences in the provision of library
services. Regardless of the particular situation, library service tradition is particularly

strong in advocating accommodation and inclusion of each segment of the community in
the provision of library services.

Economists are more limited in their support oflibrary administrators as
advocates. Economists may support intellectual advocacy when what is being advocated
is the pure application of economic principles. If economic models indicate that a

particular library service is underutilized, the economic perspective may support the
administrator's advocacy efforts to increase utilization or to discontinue the service.
Sirnilarfy,the economic perspective may stand in agreement with the administrator's
advocacy efforts to ration service or increase service capacity when economic models
indicate that a particular library service has exceed its service capacity

Advocacy is the natural domain of the political perspective. The political

perspective encourages active advocacy on the behalf of libraries.54However, politicians
may resent the advocacy of administrators if such advocacy appears too aggressive or selfserving.55This section has considered three perspectives on advocacy - advocacy for
service, advocacy in reaction to an economic model, and advocacy as a part

of the political

scene. The next section takes up the discussion of how advocacy can facilitate the
political process by developing a mutual understanding between politicians and
administrators.

Dependence On Political Processes And Understandings
It is evident that there is a basic need for a mutual understanding regarding

financial issues between libraries and legislative bodies, whether these bodies consist of

city council members, state legislators, or members of Congress Bookstein (1 98 1, pp.
4 10-4 1 1) points out that the ability of public libraries to secure public resources depends

on political processes. Hicks ( 1 989, p. 458) agrees that public library adnunistrators

usually depend on the political allocation process to provide the support necessary for
programs and services whether or not library administrators recognize their dependence.

54

Recd provides a notable exarnplc of a political perspective of public library finances in her 1992 bmk,
Saving Your Libraw: A Guide to Getting. Usinn and K ine, the Power You Need.
55 It i s my personal experience thal some politicians do not wish to hear thc views of adrm~stratorsexcept
when administrators are caIIed u p r ~to address clarification of technical matters. There is definitely a
Merence between lobbying and developing a rapport of mutual undentandng W e e n administrators
and plilicians. In the name of advocacy, administrators may be able to advise politicians of probable
impacts of polilical decision options. The advocacy administrator s e n may be able to recommend policy
direcl ion. There is a fine line between advocacy and political activism. Thc advocate should not
antagonize the politician by applying or insligating direct political pressure when thc plitical
environment d w s not invite or authorize such activism on the part of the administrator The
admnistrator should show some respect for the trahlional politics-admnrstration dichotomy in this
regard.

Library administrators depend on the political allocation process, whether or not they
choose to facilitate the political process. Hicks suggests that librarians may tend to fear

that involvement in the political processes of government such as advocacy in resource
allocation. Library professionals may fear that such political involvement might
contaminate the librarians with dirty partisanship.
Nevertheless, Sweeney (1 994, p. 68) contends that awareness of the motivations
of all political actors in the process can be important, because these political actors can
play a part in helping or hindering the resource allocation process. After all, as Van House

( 1 984, p. 408) points out, it is these political actors who ultimately decide how much
public financial support libraries will receive. This section has considered the necessity of

developing understanding between politicians and administrators. The next section

considers how administrators might develop a savvy approach to communicating with
politicians in an ethical, yet effective, manner.

Developing Political Muscle
Weingand (1995, p. 407) suggests that public library administrators may need to
actively pursue positive relationships with politically elected officials who control budget
decisions. According to Weingand, negotiation skills are particularly needed in the
context of budget

presentation. In presenting the library's budget, it behooves the library

to include the development of a common understanding regarding library needs. library
user needs, community needs, and service level improvements possible with appropriate

levels of hnding support 5

" ~

promote such a common understanding, according to

Hicks ( I 989, p 456), most other local government functions have developed strategies for
justifying their services as rights of citizenship. ORen public libraries have no such
stratesy and do little to contradict the perception that library services are n~erelypriviIeges

or benefits of citizenship. Public library organizations would like to be viewed as essential
service providers but oRen are not vjewed in such a light Hicks recommends that libraries

should develop convincing strategies for presenting public libraries as critical to the
public's welfare.
Public library administrators can find adequate resources and strategies to augment

their relationships with legislators. Wdngand (1 995, p. 407) cautions that it is important
that the funding authority accept the library administrators concerns without the
perception that the public library administrator is simpIy protecting the library
organization's own vested interests. Nevertheless, Reed (1 992, p. 42) and Van House

and Childers ( 199 1, p. 275) observe that while governing political bodies may look
favorably on public libraries, such bodies have bigger, broader agendas to attend to.
With these broader agendas in mind, Reed (1992, p. 86) suggests that library
advocates can adopt the rhetoric of current hot political priorities and issues to argue for

greater funding of public libraries, without compromising their personal integrity. For

instance, if unemployment issues are a political priority, library advocates can promote

libraries as career information centers. On the other hand, if literacy issues are a political
priority, library advocates can emphasize youth services and adult education services. In
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As menlion4 earlier in this report, Molz (1978, p. 424) points out that public libraries are not always
in touch wirh the reality of their surrounding political emironment. Molz suggests h t public librap
administrators n& to develop their advocaq abilities and their sensiliviv to their political environment.

other words, librluy adnzinistrators can give politi~dofficials legi tirnate and honest reasons
to support libraries, in terms that the politicians can agree with and understand.

Van House and Childers (1991, p. 275) recornlend that, in order to communicate

effectively, library advocates should know the concerns and interests of those politicians
with which the advocates wish to communicate. In this way, library advocates can closely
align their communications with the politicians in terms of their political concerns, their

interests and their language. Reed (1992, p. 42) suggests that library advocates can show
political officials how library services benefit their community, benefit their political
constituents, and benefit the political officials personally. Reed goes so far as to
recommend that library advocates cultivate the support of politicians before the politicians

become elected. At the very least, library advocates can carefully develop strategies to
convince politicians that the need to secure illformation access for dl citizens is a real need

and thal this need legitimizes public funding vr library services. Developing such a
successful strategy might be possible if library professionals are willing to apply concerted,
thoughtful effort to work together towards that end.

A previous portion of this chapter considered the topic of programs and services.
This portion of this literature review chapter considered another topic in public library

financial issues - the topic of "community context" and the politicd realities that arise out

of community context. The next portion of this chapter will consider another
predominant topic in public library finance literature. A comprehensive discussion of
library finance would not be complete without consideration of the topic of revenue

sources.

Revenue Sources
Perspectives On R e v e ~ ~ uSources
e

From a traditional library service perspective, revenues are simple necessary "evils"

required for the provision of service^.^' The library science professional seeks to deliver

the most service at a given revenue level. When the perceived price of the service is zero
for the individual direct customer. demand is maximized. This maximization of demand is

a desirable outcome in the tradition of library service. This rationale supports the
argument for "free" provision of library services through tax subsidies.

However, the consideration of revet~uesis also an important concern for the
economist. What is the character and scarcity of resources available as inputs for the

economic production function for libraries? What is the most economically efficient
means of raising revenues? The argument for fee-based services i s supported by the

efficiency of fees in rationing library services among potential customers

From a political perspective, the consideration of revenues is simply a matter of
political decision-making. After having estimated what the voters will tolerate in the form

of fees and taxes and what is considered to be "fair" by society,58the politician makes a
political policy decision regarding form and level of funding for the public library
organization.
The politician wants a politically favorable revenue structure. The economist
wants an economically balanced and efficient revenue structure.

$7

The library professional

Accodng to Kcks ( 1980, p. 458), library staff may wish to "insulatc" ilsclf from such "drty"tasks as
raising adequate funding through political channels..
58
Savas ( 1987, p. 49) identifies the consideration of how much indn~dualswill pay for senices as an
example of a typical political decision in a public finance context.

is left wanting ever more revenues to increase service capacity. The next section begins to

address the library professionals' common perception of revenue shortages.

Resource Shortages
From a traditional library perspective, when library administrators want to deliver
more service than they can fiord, these administrators experience a perception of revenue
shortages.59According to Keene 11989, p. 941, in the 2 1 st century, libraries will not have

the financial resources that they need and want -but then, this scarcity of resources is not

an unusual state of affairs. Libraries face high competition for scarce revenue resources.60
As Reed (1992, pp. 64-65) points out, typically, as libraries are used more and denland for

library services expands as a result of declining economic conditions, the libraries'

financial resources shrink at the same time. Quirk and Whitestone ( 1 982, p. 1 7) and
Carrjpan (1 993, p. 35) observe that sometimes tax revenue sources are inadequate.

According tu Goudy and Altman ( 1994, p . 3 7), often revenue growth lags behind business

cycle growth.
Yet, Hicks ( 1 980, p. 453) observes that public libraries face chronic problems that
are common to everyone due to trends in politics, society and the economy. Libraries are

particularly susceptible to these problems because of their dependence on local revenue

sources. Although taxpayers are not always discontented with the government activities,

which their taxes are supportitig, taxpayers are sometimes discontented with the regressive
form of property taxation. In light of limitations of tax revenues, according to Dunn and

59

This researcher is not expressing a belief that ttus perceptions is justified or unjustifid.

" See for instance: Bookstein (1 98 1, p. 4 10);Goddard ( 1973, p. 194); and Quirk and Whitestone ( 1982,
p. 38).

Martin (1 994, p. 57 11, Tees are often seen as a means to provide an additional revenue
source. Unfortunately, fees do not usually cover the fult cost of service fur those

programs where fees are charged. Similarly, federal grant revenue sources have reduced

their participation in covering overhead costs.
Despite these perceived shortages from tax based revenue sources, the literature

includes some discussion of rationale for maintaining tax-based revenue flows to libraries
to provide "free" services. The next sections will discuss tax-based revenues before
discussing fee-based revenues and private funds.

Ratia~lalesFor "Free" Access.

Jf a library customers have free access to library services, then these library
services can be described as a "public good." However, what is meant by a "public g o a d

is not necessarily consistent throughout the literature. Table 2.3 points out the different
ways that free access library services are treated as public goods in the literature.

The decision to financially support libraries with tax-based revenues is meant to
ensure equal access to information for everyone.61 Raber (1995, p. 169) contends that
reliance on general tax revenues provides this freedom of equd access to information,

regardless of the individual's ability to afford the information if the individual should have
to pay directly for access to the inf~rrnation.~~
According to Raber, democratic

government should protect the individual Fcom the harmful excesses of pure market forces.

61

Sce, for example: Casper (1979, p. 305); Keene (1989,pp. 94-95); and Molz ( 1 978, p. 416).
Also, see Cooper ( 1978. p. 425

"

TABLE 2.3. Examples Of How "Public Good" Characteristics Are Thought To Describe Library Services
CHARACTERISTICS OF PUBLICLY PROVIDED GOODS'>
Joint
Exclu?;ion Drt'ficult to measure No individual choice to
7AUTHOKS : descri lion of libr

not consume

service

Bookstcin (198 1 ) : in-house use of circulating
and shelved reference materials
Bookstein ( 198 1) : restricted or assistcd
reference services
Bmkskin (1 98 1) : historical preservation
Bookstein ( I48 1) : community enhancement
Bookstein (198 1) : creating demand for bmk
Kcene ( 1 989) : right of free acccss to
information
Van House ( 1 984) : information

'' Cnteria are from Savrts (1987. p. 50).

No indiviJua1 choiw in quality
and quantity of DDds co~~surned

4

4

4

J
J
4

4
d

J
4
J

4
4

4
4

J

J

J

J

J

J
4

4

4
4

J

d

Savas refcrs to those goods whch meet these criteria as "collective g d .
Or, in some cases. exclusion is "highly undesirable".
65 Tkls ''sen~ice"
may seem unusual to the reader. Libraries buy more b k s than the private markets fox books would demand High 1i b w demand Tor books
can encourage the range and profitability of publishing companies in the business of printing books. In this way, public library e.upcn&tures are thought to
"subsidize"the private publislung industr). by increasing the quantity and variety of books sold.
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On the other hand, as Hicks ( 1 980, p. 354) points out, as a market mechanism, user fees
tend to focus service delivery on specific paying customers instead of serving the citizenry
in general. Van House ( 1984, p. 4 17) contends that taxes are often preferable over fees

when the institution of fees might influence library service behavior in shifting the service
focus away from "free" services for all toward fee services for the few,

Although Bookstein (198 1, p. 41 3) is a library academic professional, he
acknowledges economic theory regarding public sector subsidies when he suggests that if
library services are like other appropriately publicly provided goods, then fbnding libraries

through taxpayer subsidy may be appropriate.66Bookstein ( 1 98 1, p. 4 1 1) claims that, like
other goods provided by the public sector, some benefits of public libraries are intangible

and shared. While not a perfectly appropriate public sector good,67library services are not
a purely private good either. Because an organization can give and keep information at

the same time, Van House (1984, p. 408) suggests that information goods and services are

neither exclusively appropriate public sector goods nor exclusively private goods.68
Carrigan (1 994, p. 3 5 ) observes, regardless of the particular appropriateness (or

inappropriateness) of taxation for libraries, tax revenues continue to play a significant part

in the public library funding equation, often because the institutiori of fees for services
faces frequent ~ p p o s i t i o n .Van
~ ~ House (1 984, p 4 1 6 ) suggests that the fee or free

" Casper ( 1 979, p. 305) contends that library sen. ices do resemble appropriate public sector goods.
''Library scrvices are not a perfect public sector good. bccause you cannot check out a book right

IIOW

that someone else already has checked oul and has not yet returned. It could be argued that, because
libraq services are imperfect public sector goods, fees may bc appropriate or possible.
Cwpr (1 978, p. 422) suggests that the tax base oAen supports libraq information senices as a merit

*

good.
69
Many ycars ago, Casper ( 1979, p. 305) observed that demand for on-line services is particularly price
sensitive to a shfi from "free" tax supporl to fee price structures. Underutili7xd xnices may need the
"free" price structure of tax support to encourage hlgher customer demand or use. Casper suggests that
tax based revenues are often preferable mcr fees because tax supporl is simply the trahtional n1el11Ddof

decision can be made while keeping in mind the goal of maximizing society's greater

benefit. There is oRen no consensus regarding the fee or fiee debate.

The tax or fee debate notwithstanding, some library goods and services clearly are
appropriate for tax based support.'0 There are at least some positive externalities from

public provision of access to information. In the tradition of library service, Van House
( 1984, p. 408) suggests that information is valued for its usefulness, and the library serves
as a

tneans to provide access to information without diminishing the stare of that

information when it is distributed to information consumers. Bookstein ( 198 1 , pp. 4 1 14 13) contends that at least some of the service benefits that libraries provide are intangible

and shared, and therefore, are appropriately public sector goods. If these service benefits

are an appropriately publicly-provided good, then funding these library services with
taxpayer subsidies is appropriate.72This section considered the rationales presented for

tax-based services. The next three sections will examine the various tax bases.

funding public libraries. According to &per and DeWath ( 1 '177.p. 304) and Cooper (1978, p, 422).
librap senices are trahtionally provided for "free," due lo the e~istenceof perceived spillover h e f 1s.
And finally, according to Casper (1979, p. 305), oflentimes, taxes are easier to administrate rhan fee
coltection.
'0
This suggests that libraq seniccs may be unbundled. Ccnainlg.nothing in the literature suggests that
rnultipIe sources of revenue would be inappropriate. In practice, many, if not most, libraries are supported
by-a combination of user fees, lml laxes, private contributions of time and money, and state and federal
funds. Most controversies arise over issues of: which services are appropriate Tor particular fundmg
sources; how much funding is appropriate; and when should economic ef5cienq be sacrificed to
maximize access to services.
?' Whtle it would seem log~cal
for libraries to associate themselves with ihc cxtcrnalities ofjwenile
literacv, Ihere is no aidence in the Literature that the libraries have b a n successful in sustaining this
thcoretjd connection. Access to reabng materials has not been equated with acquisition of reading
skills.
72
As Cooper 11978. p. 424) observed many ycars ago. taxpayers are willing to pay for indirect service
benefits to the community even though they do not always drectly benefit as inhviduals.

Local Taxes
Local taxes are one possible tax source of revenue support for libraries.

According to Hicks (1980, p. 453), public libraries are particularly susceptible to chronic
problems because of their dependence on local revenue sources. The major source of
revenues for public libraries is the property tax.73Hicks (1980, p. 454) observes that the

public is often discontent with property taxes. According to Hicks, local property tax
bases are strained beyond capacity on occasions when federal funding is withdrawn from
programs. And yet, the expectation for local service delivery at the federally-hnded level

remains. Furthermore, during those rare periods of relatively plentiful local revenues,

local municipal spending levels rise, creating rising expectations for Gtue service delivery
that can not be met easily during periods of less ptentihl local revenues.
It bears repeating that, even in the best of times, libraries do not compete well for

local tax dollars as Quirk and Whitest one ( l982, p. 38) have suggested. According to
Van House and Childers (199 1, p. 2751, in times of greater financial stress in municipal

governments, municipal leaders expect library administrators to be an example of fiscal

restraint. Furthermore, Van House and Childers suggest that municipal view libraries as

an easy target for funding cuts.

State Taxes

State taxes are another possible tax source of revenue support for libraries.

Methods of state support include general aid grants, flat grants to geographic regions,
discretionary funds to aid libraries on the local level, and reimbursement for certain

expenses.74 According to Ramsey and Ramsey (1 986, p. IS), state revenues for public
libraries are usually restricted to dedicated uses that reflect state priorities for local public

library service. Reed ( I 992, p. 86) suggests that library administrators should use the
rhetoric of current hat state priorities and issues to advocate greater state funding for

public
Hicks ( 1980, p. 457) suggests that, on a statewide basis, library financing methods

could be reformed using a common school finance reform

Such a reform calls

for the redistribution of locally raised property tax revenues through the state for
equalization of per capita funding of public libraries across the state. However, this
method is not perfect in that state redistribution on a per capita basis is not favorable to

rural communities.

Federal Taxes
Finally in our consideration of taxes, federal taxes are yet another possible tax
source of revenue support for public libraries. As Quirk and Whitestone (1982, p. 38)

observe, federal hnding of local public libraries increased in the era oCNGreatSociety"
programs, but then dependable federal revenue sources dried up. According to Hicks
( 1 980, pp. 455-456), when federal assistance has been available to local governments,

73

For many ywrs, property taxes, on which pubiic libraries rely, have bccn considered regressivc. Scc
Cooper ( 1978. p. 424) and Molz (1 978, pp. 3 17 41 8).
74
The obsemation that Molz (1478, p. 423) made many years ago, that methds of state financial supprt
to local public libraries vary widely from state to state. still holds me.
Many years ago, Molz ( 1978. pp. 420-42 1) suggested that raising state revenucs for local libraries has
k e n dficult where there are no state income taxes, as income taxes are thought to be the most eficient
means of raising revenues. Furthermore, sales tax is thought lo k a too regressive and an already overused method of raising revenues.

-

''
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Also, see Molz ( 1978, p. 420).

local government functions expanded. As Hicks observes, local governments lacked
incentive to conserve local financial resources when federal financing was so readily

available. When the federal government withdrew its financial assistance, local
governments were expected to maintain service levels in spite of lower resource levels.
According to Hicks, this higher expectation level caused financial strain on all local
government programs including public libraries. With the withdrawal of federal support,

local governments drew more heavily from local property tax revenue sources. On those
occasions when federal financial assistance has been widely available to local governments,

public libraries have not benefited from a proportionate share of those federal resources.

Furthermore, Hicks suggests that the federal government sometimes ineffectively filtered
federal funds through state agencies to local libraries.
Dunn and Martin ( 1994, p. 572) suggest that, even when available, federal grants

have reduced their participation in covering those overhead costs associated with federal
grant programs at the local level. Rarnsey and Ramsey (1986, p. 18) point out that federal

revenues to local public libraries are usually restricted to specific uses. According to

Hicks (1 980, p. 457), federal funds for public libraries primarily assist capital development
efforts and are not reliable as on-going streams of future resources for public libraries.?'

This and previous sections have considered the rationde for and sources of tax-based
revenues for public libraries. The next section considers the literature regarding rationales

for fee-based revenues for public libraries.
As has been pointed out earlier in Molz (1978, p. 422 - 423), libraries are no1 unimportant. Yet,
libraries are not an important enough priority for the federal government to award rmenues to 1-1
libraries any more than the federal government already does. Molz observed that federaI appropriations
€or local public libraries often have been less than federal legislative authorizations. At times, federal
77

Rationales For Fees

If a library customers have to pay directly for access to library services, then these
library services can be described as a "private good." What is meant by a "private good

library service is fairly consistent throughout the literature. Table 2.4 points out the
different ways that user fee library services are treated as private goods in the literature.

Bookstein (1 98 1, p. 4 13) contends that if the outputs of public libraries are private

goods, then hnding library services with service fees is appropriate. Hicks (1980, p 454)
suggests that libraries provide private services as outputs that can be chargeable on a

received benefits basis. Van House (1984, p. 4 1 7) points out that, in some respects, fees

are thought to be more equitable than taxes on the poor. According to Van House, taxes

TABLE 2.4. Exampies Of How "Private Good" Characteristics Are Thought To
Describe Library Services

CHARACTERISTICS OF PIUVATE GOQDS~'
A W O K S : description of
I~braryservice

Bookstein (1981) :
circulated materials

Individual
consumption

Easy
exclusion

Easy to
measure
performance

choice to not
consume

Individual

Ind~vtdua)choice in
qual~lyand quantity of

p;&

wnsumed

J l9

J

J

J

J

J8"

J

4

J

J

J

4

J

J

J

J

J

J

J

J

Hicks (1980) : nonresidents ' senices
Dunn & Martin (1994) :
database searches
Dunn & Martin (1994) :
photocopy services

government revenues for local public libraries have bcen only a quaner or what would have been
neccssq to meet American Libraq Association goals.
'b
Criteria are from W a s (1987. p. 50).
" Whle a book is checked out to one individual, it cannot be checked out to another individual for that
period of time. This is not perfect indnldual consumption. but neither is it perfectly joint consumption.
'"For instance, whcn a h,vpothetical "Tow A Li b m y prwides service to a pafiidar "Town B citizcn.
in direct competition with "Town B" Library, tangible individual benefits are thought to be transferred to
the 'ro~rnB citizen, without a similar transfer of intangble joint consumption knefits to Town B.

on the poor are thought to be less equitable because the poor are not thought to get as
much benefit from public libraries as they contribute in taxes in comparison to other
economic classes.
Even so, Carrigan (1 994, p. 3 1) suggests that often, fees can be charged when tax

revenue is inadequate to support library

service^.^' According to Dunn and Martin ( 1 994,

p. 571), fees can be attractive because they are revenue generating, demand rationing, and

For instance, nominal fees can prevent abusive waste of otherwise

value

"free" services.
Also. fees in the library marketplace, for a variety of library services, may be usehl

as measures of comparatively how much customers value and are willing to pay for certain

"fee" library services in comparative preference over other "fee" library services. In this
way, customers can vote with their dollars on an ongoing basis to indicate where the

library consumers of specialized services would like the library to concentrate the library's
developnlent of these services. The customers' willingness to pay fees directly for special

services indicates the demand for these services.83 If administrators can anticipate the
potential volume of services that will be accessed by patrons, administrators can better
plan to provide the immediate resources for those services8', particularly in adjusting

personnel schedules at appropriate levels to meet anticipated user needs.85

Am, ser: Cwpcr (1 978, pp. 4 19, 42 1422).

'' Also. set Casper (1979, p. 304).
83

Many !cars ago, Coopcr (1978, p. 424) suggested that taxpayers often arc willing to pay additional fees
directly for adhtional senices that they use hrectly.
84 This is ~ i c u l a r l y
useful in making personnel scheduling adjustments to mcct the fluctuating nccds of
variable numbers of users. For instance, if typically the customer trmc into a libray is lower at certain
times of the week or I hc year. why staff at high levels during those periods? Why not partlallq- reallocate
staff~ngresources to wver the needs of busier times?
85
Other past suggestions of how fees may result in incread allwation efliccncies include the Cooper and
DeWath (1977, p. 3 17) clam that fees may even motivate library staffto deliver fee-based services more

Dunn and Martin (1 994, p. 5 7 1 ) would point out to those who might object to
charging fees that the "fee or free" discussion is misleading because nothing is actually

frees6 Charging fees is an alternate method of payment, with perhaps a different
distribution of payment among the population. "Fee" or "free," someone always pays.
Library administrators may be able to unbundle library services. That is to say,
library customers can pay all or part of the cost for certain services directly with fees while
they pay for other services indirectly through taxes. Keene ( 1989, p. 95) suggests using

fees to supplement basic tax-supported services with additional specialty ~ervices.~'
Keene observes that the trend in library services has been towards fee-based
specialty services for individual users and away from tax-based service ~tructures.~~

According to Dunn and Martin (1994, p. 571), public libraries often charge fees for

making copies.89Another typical fee is for non-resident library cards.

Hicks (1980, pp. 460,471-473) and Van Hause (1984, p. 4 17) explain nonresident card fees as a method to charge suburbanites for their use of municipal libraries.
Suburbs outside a municipal boundary are not taxed to support municipal libraries. Non-

efficiently in light of the knowledge that the Wprsorl w11l have to face the paying customer personally
and be ready to just* the value of the services rendersd at a direct cost to that aatomcr.
86
Many years ago, Cooper (1978, p. 410) observed that sometimes a e private soctor information industq
supports the institution of fms in public libraries, because it is hficult for the private scctor to compete
awnst "free" public services, wen though those "free" public services are tax s u p e d and are not really
free.
d:
Many years ago, Casper ( 1979, p. 307) recommend4 that fccs be charged when libray senice goods
bchave Me alternative or substitute goods for more expensive, privately obtained information service
goods. Also. see Molz (1978, p. 426).
88
Historically, fees often havc k e n charged for on-line search servias. because such database
information services are perceived to k merent from other trahtiod libraq sen~ioes.See Cooper and
DeWath (1977. p. 304) and Cooper (1978, p. 4 19). The public library acts as a m i d d l e - m ktween
bibliographic database vendors and users. Vendors charge the library for each search and only the
individual requester can u x the search results. Therefore it is simple to charge tbe user a &rea fee for
the easlly ideatfied service unit of one search.
89
Other senices for which fees havc been charged have included mu1tsmodia rental collections, reserving
h k s . and book or copy delivery. See Cooper ( 1978, p. 420).

resident fees are a way to fairly export benefits and costs of municipal libraries to suburban
communities. Non-resident user fees can be an efficient link between the paid price and

received services. Perhaps surprisingly, in light of the tradition of maximizing library

service without regard to political boundaries, non-resident fees effectively decrease use of
library services by non-residents." Nevertheless, non-resident user fees may achieve
greater equity because, without tees, inner city property taxes would have to go up to

support non-resident use of library services. Thus, non-resident fees exist as a
compronuse between the desii to provide service and the need to pay for the service.

Several fee structures are possible for library services. The more recent literature

reviewed for this project has little to say about fee structures. However, earlier literature
does include fairly extensive discussions of possible fee structures. For example, Casper

1 1 979, p. 305) recommends a sliding fee structure based on the ability of the individual
user to afford a fee. Moh (1978, p. 427) suggests that libraries can provide their services
to individuals on a "free" basis, while charging businesses modest fees for those same

services. Cooper (1978, p. 422) explains how libraries could grant access to their services

to groups which merit access for "free"up to certain usage levels and then charge for
services rendered once those usage levels have been exceeded.

Of course, ths is in keeping with thc natural mnomic law of demand. For a11 but the most inelastic
demand cumes, as prices increw, thc quantity of demand for most prducts decreaes at the lugher prices
as compared to the qurrntity of denland at lower prices.
This surprising contrast between library service tradition and the use of non-resident fces exists because
library service mdttion embraces concepts of "I jleracy" and "freedom of idormation" whrc h are not
confined to the geopolitical boundaries of the lax base. Maximizing universal literacy and frcedorn of
information services is juxtapod with minimizing use of these serviws Wugh charging user fees. Thls
is a paradox. Although to be fair, proponents of user fees would exphn that limiting senqce, to allow
=nice to only those who pay. increases the library's abdity to afford k t t c r quality senice to those paying
customers.
WJ

Casper ( I 979, p. 305-306) considers models for setting fee pricing structures

which concentrate an either maximizing revenues or rnaxirnizir~gbenefits to the users
Focusing on maximizing revenues, libraries can set their fees at a point where nlarginal

revenue equals marginal cost. The more inelastic the demand, the higher the price can
be.91 According to Casper, to ration services equally among users, fees for users with

highly elastic demand should be set at a lower rate than fees for users with a more inelastic

demand. The fec can be set at a point that reflects the inverse relationship between the
user's willingness to pay the fee and the user's willingness to privately supply their own
iriformation through private channels. As Casper points out, focusing on maximizing

benefits, libraries can set their fees at a point where the fee equals the cost of one extra

individual service unit so that use of library services is maximized in terms of quality and
quantity of service.
However, faced with large fixed costs, libraries cannot survive on marginal cost-

based fee revenues alone. Cooper cautions that public library fees usually reflect only the
partial cost of service, sometimes reflect the full cost of service, and rarely reflect a profit.

More recently, Dunn and Martin (1994, p. 572) observe that fees seldom cover overhead

costs of space, equipment, hardware and software maintenance, and training involved in

the service delivery. This section has concluded a consideration of taxes and fees (and the
relative merits of each.) The next section discusses an often overlooked, underdeveloped

' The p i n t is not that library services are absolutely inelastic or absolutely inelastic. At issue is the
relative elasticity or inelasticity for each individual user. The idea is that Werent users have different
elasticities. C a s f ~ contends
r
that there is no signifimt single average value for the elasticity of demand
for libraty services to represent all library customers. However. Casper theorizes that there are M e r e n t
ciasticities for dflerent classes of library customers.

revenue source. The literature includes some consideration of private donations to public

libraries.

Private Funds

When public libraries do not wish to turn to over-burdened tax-based or fee-based
revenue sources for additional funding, public libraries sometimes choose to raise private

funds to augment their financial support.92Carrigan ( I 994, p. 3 I ) suggests several
avenues for donations fiom private money including individuals, companies and charitable
foundations. Many of the active fund-raisers for public libraries include: library directors;

boards of trustees; friends' organizations;g3 tax-exempt foundations; permanent staff
such as a development directors; and fund-raising professional consultants. Carrigan
cautions that, before libraries rush headlong into private fundraising, they should consider
any possible risks. Reed (1992, p. 62-63) contends that raising funds from private sources

for public libraries can erode public support of libraries in the long run. As finds from
private sources become temporarily accessible, politicians may expect the libraries to raise
more and more private money to meet library needs. Politicians may be tempted to rely
too heavily on the future availability of private money rather than raise unpopular taxes.

Reed warns that it may become easier for politicians to cut library budgets when they
believe that the library has private contributions to fa11 back on that will supplement public
See,for cwnple: Carrigan, 1994; Keene, 1989, p. 97; Quirk and Whtestone, 1982, p. 9; and
Ramsey and Ratnsq, 1986, p. 18.
93 Friends*orgaruzations are independent non-profit groups outside of the government structure. For
inslance, "The Friends of the Austin Public Library" is a non-profit group that exists as 3 mans for
community involvement through volunteerism and fund-raising efforts which support the local publ~c
library. The Friends are not controlled in any way by the public library's administration. Thc Friends
groups often work in collaborative efforts with the public library orgamzaions to promote h e goodwill of
public iibraries in the communilies.
92

money. Reed suggests that the politicians may even begin to see libraries as charities

rather than as service providers worthy of public funding.9J
In previous portions of this literature review, this chapter has addressed the topics

of "programs and services" and "community context." Now in the most recent sect ions.
the reader has been briefed on the literature regarding where and how libraries get their

financial resources. But what happens between resource allocation and service delivery?
Service delivery is produced at a certain cost. The final portion of this chapter moves the
discussion to include these costs as the fourth and final topic considered in this literature

review.

Costs

Perspectives On Costs
As in the case of revenues, from a traditional Library service perspective, costs are
simply the necessary means required for the provision of

Cost control is

secondaryMto senice. The idea that cost control is secondary to service does not mean

that the traditional librarian is not conscientious with public money. The idea that cost
control is a secondary concern does mean that the traditional library service perspective
relies on other perspectives to balance and complement it. In this manner, costs belong to

the domain of the accountant who is charged with the responsibility of tracking the costs,
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It may k possible that private funding may be used as a lever to raise latching government support
and that private funding can be viewed as a vote of confidence from the cornmunib. How cr cr. the
literature does not recommend this approach as a reliable means of suppn
9 5 This seems to be an odd dcfinilion of costs, but the mdcr should kccp In m ~ n d
l l ~llle
l traditional
perspective does not f m s attcntion on costs unless there is a oompclling r c m n I o do so.
9h
In practical terms, cost control may be even less of a priority for trad~tionalI~brarians.

particularly the cost of service, on the behalf of the library service ~ r ~ a n i z a t i o n .The
~'

consideration of costs is also a concern of the economic perspective. Given certain costs,
are there possible econolnies of scale? Given certain costs for services, can libraries meet

the demands for services?

From a political perspective, the consideration of costs is hardly a concern, except
when fiscal crises emerge, either from within or from without the library organization.

Politicians seldom find library costs a large enough issue to focus the larger political

debate. Hence, the issue of library costs only really emerges when voters threaten to

become outraged by government extravagances or when exogenous fiscal pressures arise.

Measurement Of Costs
Those non-accountants who are not familiar with library operations may be

surprised at the full range of costs incurred by libraries for personnel, facility operation,
commodities, books and other circulation materials, and other capital. Accountants are
more concerned with the accurate reporting of costs and with staying within legally

mandated appropriation limits98than they are with developing any sort of cost
"philosophy." Table 2.5 provides examples of the kinds of costs incurred by modern
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As a practicing accountant, I observe that most literary discussio~lsof libraq costs are simple, dry and
unirnagmative. Tlus is typical of the no-nonsense, straight-forward,bottom-line approach that is common
to thc accountancy profession.
w
A single library organization can have multiple appropriation limit s. This is due lo the fact that lhere
ttlay be multiple sources of appropriations. For instance Austin Public Libraq has: one opera1ing
appropriation unit, approved and funded by the municipal govenunent through gcneral tax revenues and
fees; multiple capital appropriation units, approved and funded by the municipal govenunent and the
general electorate through bond elections; multiple intergavernmcntal grant appropriation units, apprwed
by the municipal government and funded by state and federal governments: and n~ultipleprivatc donation
appropriation units. Other appropriation structures are possiblc in other public libraries.

TABLE 2.5. Examples Of Costs I n Libraries
Twe of Cost
Exam~les
Personnel costsg9

rcgu Iar professional salaries
non professional wages
ovcrtimc costs
payto1l benefits

tminuig

Facilih operation costs""

Comdp

Books and circulation materials
C O S ~ S ' ~

Capital costs lo3

temporary staff
utility expenses, such as heat, power and light
cleaning costs
equipment service contracts. such as Qpcwitcr c l m i n g
and microform reader maintenance
insurance
facility leases and rents
phones
bookmobile maintenance and operation
inhrect a1located expcnscs
binding and other library specific supplies
suppiles to support audovisual programs and scrvices
professional membershps
travel
software programs
gcncral books
professional and reference bmks
audiovisual materials
periodicals and other serials
microforms
builQngs
cap~taldepreciation
furniture
equipment for audovlsd materials
vehicles
cumputcrs

-
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Personnel cosls are d i m 5 5 ~ dby several authors, including: Cwper (1979, pp. 6669); Dunn and
Martin (1 994, pp. 565-566, 573); M017. (1978, pp. 416,12 1. 425); and Ramsey and Ramscy (1986, pp.
19, 25, 3 1, 77-79).
IM
Faciljiy operalion costs are discussed by many authors, incluhng: Cooper (1979. pp. 6345,671;
Dunn and Martin (1994, pp. 565-566, 569, 575); and Ramsey and R a r n w (1988. pp. 25,81).
101
C o m r n d t y costs are d ~ w s c d
by many authors, including: Quirk and Whiteslonc (1 982, p. 11 1); and
Ramseq and Ramsey (1986, pp. 19, 26,50, 80-84).
Costs for h k s and othcr circulation materials are discussed by many authors, inclubng: Carrigan
( 1994, p. 3 1); Quirk and Whitcstone (1982, pp. 4-5, 17, 90); and Ram% and Ramscy (1986, pp. 16, 19,
27, 85-86),
103
Capital costs are d~scussedby many authors. including: Hayes (1979. pp. 119-120. 122-127); and
Ramsey and Ramseq.(1986, pp. 16,85-871.

'"

1

public library systems. Clearly, operating a public library costs more than simply the cost

of a book, a sheIf and a librarian.
Accurate cost measurements are necessary for responsible li bray financial
management in many ways.lo4 Surprisingly, a common assumption is that library costs

generdly can not be reduced by better management . I o 5 Rather, cost measurements are

used in order to project the probable cost of additional levels of service, assuming that
marginal costs remain constant.

As administrators measure costs of different services,

decisions can be made about which service mixes the library can afford and how much

service the library can afford to provide its customers.107In addition, costs can be
monitored so that the desire to provide service does not outpace the organization's ability

to pay the casts of providing that service.lo8Finally, accurate cost estimates are necessary
in preparing adequate budget proposals.lo'

Controlling Costs

Now that the previous section's discussion has identified libray costs, this section
will direct attention to cost control. Libraries are continuously challenged to control
''"~unn

and M m n ( 1984, p. 565) suggest thal knowing costs is esscntia1 for fiscal restraint.
According to Van Housc (1 984, p. 4 lo), anaIyses of library finances and services generally assume that
the libraries are using their allocated resources to ptduce the maximum possible outputs, as eficicntly as
lb5

possible.
""; For Instance,Van House ( 1 984. p 4 15) recommends that library management use efficiency measures
to consider the ratio of resource inputs to commodity outputs and service outcorn-, rather than
recommending using efficiency measurcs to focus on efforts to increase efficiency, per se.
'07 Dunn and Marun (1994, p. 566) suggest that as public library administrators gain clearer knowledgc of
costs, admi ni stnlors are able to make better decisions regarding how to conduct libraq bus~ness.
108
Accorhng to Quirk and Whltestonc (1982. p. 3,understandingspenchng patterns can help
administrators be pre pard to cope with the rarmficalions of thm spending patterns for the organi7alior1,
twlh cn the short term and in the long run.
1W
Keene (1989, p. 97) discusses the linc Iten1 budget, which is a common tqpe of budget that relies on
accurate cost estimates. Although this is not the only typc of budget whch relies on costs estimalcs, linc

costs. As Van House and Chjlders (1 99 1, p. 276) explain, there is 1101 much flexibility in

library budget allocations because so much of the library budget is spent on salaries.
According to Dunti and Martin ( 1994, pp. 565-5661, the conibination oft he size of

libraries, the long hours that libraries are open to the public, and the heavy trafic through
library facilities means significant building maintenance costs for the library. Efforts to

renovate or build new library facilities can easily overextend the financial resources of the

library if the added burden of additional maintenance costs is not taken into account in the
planning stages of such projects. Automation adds power, heatins, ventilation, and air
conditioning requirements, which are seldom included in cost projections. Automation
results in new concentrations of machines and people with new concentrations of noise

and heat.

Library systems often must endure the cost of fitting new systems into old
facilities. It can often be difficult to adapt old buildings to meet new demands. An

increased reliance on electronic equipment means higher replacement and upgrade costs,
which results in further strain on the library budget. Telecommuting of users to the library

is often seen as an opportunity to cut costs. Dunn and Martin (1 994, pp. 565-566)
observe that such proposals usually overlook the cost of telecommunications, the cost of

training staff, equipment and installation costs and ongoing maintenance costs.
Weingand (1 995, p. 406)cautions that new library technologies can mean both

volatile expenses and improvements for public libraries. If appropriately used, great
benefits can be realized in terms of time saved. Even so, technology is costly for public

libraries.
item budgets expressly fmus on expenses, category by categoty, to aid in budgetary decisions. Tlus is a

With or without electronic media technology, libraries invest heavily in traditional

collection development, as would be expected. Dunn and Martin ( 1994, p. 570) caution
that technology acquisition can also encroach upon traditional collection development
resources. However, according to Van House and Childers (1 984, p. 2761, even
traditional reference resources are expensive. Furthermore, as Dannelly (1 993, p 75) and
Goudy and Altman (1994, p. 3 8) observe, the periodicals price index often increases much

faster than the book index or the general price index. As new journals have flooded the
market, specialized journals drove the journal price index up higher than the consumer

price index. A competent administrator knows how to control costs. However, a
competent library administrator is sensitive to the relationship between cast and service.
The next section shall consider ttus relationship.

Linking Costs to Service
Changes in the use of library services often precipitate changes in costs. 110

Changes in expenditures can result in changes in service capacity. Often, public libraries

can increase the capital resources at the disposal of the employee, and thereby increase the
amount of service the employee can provide to the public. However, Keenes (1989, p.
106) points out that beyond a certain paint additionaI investment in library resources such

as buying more copies of a particular title or more titles does not necessarily result in
"shopping fist" approach to budgeting costs.
" ' h b ~ i clibraq organizations seek to balance the cosls of materials and human capital to provide 11briiq~
services to the public. Hajcs (1'379, p. 119) suggests that the staffing lcvcls should fluctuate with thc
changes in the needs for service. In other words, when the library is bus\., staffing levels should be
increased. When the library is nat busy, staffing levels should be decreased. And within rhc librar)~,when
one service program is busier than another service program, he busy senice program should have more
staff allocated to it, while I hc less busy program should have fewer staff allocated to it, according to Hayes
(1 979, pp. 122-1 23). T h s d m not mean that jobs or sewices in the library are directly interchangeable

increased customer satisfaction with services. Hicks ( 1980, p. 458) observes that,
unfortunately for library customers, a trend of increasing costs can mean that libraries have
to cut back staff levels, cut back on specialization of services, cut back their hours of

operation, cut back on collectior~acquisitions, or postpone (or even cancel) plans for
customer demanded expansion."'

Quirk and Whitestone (1982, p. I ) suggest that

libraries can also choose to reorganize or share resources with other libraries when faced
with rising costs. Rarnsey and Ramsey ( 1 986, p. 14) recommend readjusting service levels

to bring in costs on or under budget.

This chapter has successhlly reviewed a body of literature regarding public library

finance issues. The topics of service, community context, revenues and costs are
intertwined. In the following chapter, the researcher will review how consideration of

these four topic areas was extended through the conceptual framework's warking

hypotheses. The methodology chapter will discuss measurement of attitudes about the
topics as well as those statistical methods used to test the working hypotheses.

"

' Also. scc Molz (1 978, p. 42 1)

CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY

This chapter details the technical considerations and steps taken to operatjonalize

the research design. This detailed discussion includes consideration of the working
hypotheses, variable measurement and the statistical tests used in this study. Justification
of the research design is presented throughout this chapter.

The Decision To Use Surveys

This research project used a combination of survey techniques. The research
included the limited use of a preliminary survey instrument with open-ended questions,
and the wider use of a subsequent survey instrument with closed-ended questions. This

methodology allowed for the exploration of attitudes concerning library finance issues as
well as the exploration of the possibility of the existence of relationships between the
attitudes of administrators and politicians regarding those library finance issues.

Yin (1 994, p. 6 ) sees little advantage of any research strategy aver another when it
comes to exploratory research - each possible method is adequate for most exploratory

research purposes. Babbie ( 1 989, p. 237j also recognizes the appropriateness of survey
research methodology as a tool in the exploratory research of attitudes. Surveys may be
the best technique for gathering information from populations that wodd otherwise be
cost-prohibitive, time-prohibitive, or distance-prohibitive to observe more directly.

0'Sullivan and Rassel ( 1995, p. 177) consider self-administered questionnaires to be the
most convenient opinion-gathering tools when soliciting responses from busy, difficult-to-

reach professionals like administrators and politicians.

Scholars are quick to point out the potentid weaknesses and strengths of survey

research. According to Babbie (1989, p. 258) among the potential weaknesses of suney

research can be artificial questions and superficial responses. In addition, as 0'Sullivan
and Rassel(1995, p. 175) caution, personal interviews can drive up research costs, [nailed

questionnaires typically have low, slow response rates, and long telephone surveys may

tend to be too imposing. Despite potential weaknesses, sunfey research has much to
recommend it. Babbie (1989, p. 258) suggests that survey research can be economical

and can effectively gather data from a larger population than would be practical using
other research techniques. Potential weakness of survey methodology can be overcome
and compensated for with careful planning.

Working Hypotheses
As discussed in previous chapters, the conceptual framework of this research

encompasses the working hypotheses that derive from the combination of the topic areas

(from the literature review) and intellectual curiosity about possible attitude conflicts

regarding those topic areas. Once again, the working hypotheses are:
WH,: The attitudes of (library) administrators (in Texas) are similar to each other,
and are not neutral.
W2:The attitudes of politicians (in Texas) are similar to each other, and are not
neutral.
WH:: The attitudes of the (library) administrators (in Texas) differ from the
attitudes of the politicians (in Texas).
WH4: The (library)administrators (in Texas) are more interested in making their
attitudes known to the researcher, than the politicians (in Texas) are.

From this point forward, references to findings regarding "administrators" will be
understood to mean "library administrators in Texas." Similarly, references to findings

regarding "politicians" wiIl be understood to mean "elected politicians in Texas."

Relatianship Between Working Hypotheses

WHI and WHZseek to establish whether administrators and politicians have

opinions at all. Certainly, W H 3 cannot be legitimately tested to compare opinions if no
truly representative opinions exist on which to base a comparison. Therefore, WHI and
WH2 are prerequisite working hypotheses on which WH3 b d d s . W h qualifies and aids in

interpretation of WH3 results as the Results and Conclusion chapters shall demonstrate.

Therefore, WH3 is the central working hypothesis because it compares the opinions of the
two groups.

Identification Of Populations

For the pilot study, the preliminary survey involved purposive or judgmental

sampling. Such a non-representative sampling approach was possible because the purpose
of the pilot study was to generate more specific questionnaire items, rather than to test for
and representative statistical sigmficance. The participants included seven locally elected
oflicia~s''~
and ten municipal administrators at various levels of municipal government ' I 3

These participants were close at hand and known to the researcher.

The seven nlerubers of a city council, i n c l d ~ n ga mayor.
I n d d n g one of each of the fol1owing: city manager, assistant ciw manager, library &rector, library
mnt program manager. libmv grant financial analyst, library assistant &rector,library administrator,
library financial manager, library technology manager, and library organizational development
coordinator.
"?
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For the findstudy, the full survey included the population of Texas public library

directors and Texas state legislators. The full survey targeted the population of library
directors as a comprehensively representative source of library administrator views in
Texas. It is relatively simple to address surveys to be sent to the attention of the generic
title of "Library Director" with a readily available list of the names and addresses of all

public libraries in Texas. While some head library administrators may hold different titles

other than "Library Director," such a designation was sufficient for the purposes of this
survey. Clearly the response rate did not suffer as a result of such a designation.

Naturally, there are probably other library administrators (such as assistant directors and

the like) who are not library directors but who have opinions that influence library finances
in Texas. For the sake of simplicity and convenience, such potential library administration
actors were not included in the population of "library administrators."

The research design depended on the reliability of the list. In retrospect, the
reliability does not appear to be a problem, because only one survey was returned as
"undeljverable." The research design also relied on the comprehensive nature of the list -

certainly if there are more than 492 public libraries in Texas, the number of additional
public libraries excluded from the population list cannot be significant.
The full survey targeted the population of Texas state legislators as a somewhat

representative source of political views across Texas. State legislators are elected locally
to represent their local communities in the larger state-wide arena.'14 It is relatively simple
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I rccugnize that state legislators do not perfectly or comprehensively represent Iocal polilical views
because Iwal government My elected officials are not included in the population of the final study. I
regrefs that time dd not permit identification of all I d politicians in Texas for inclusion in the
population of this study. Certainly if such an identification process were fmsibb, which i t is not, such a
list would include thuusands of local politicians from which to selm a random sample.

to address surveys to be sent to the attention of individual legislators with a readily

available list of the names and addresses of all 'Texas state legislators.
The Lieutenant Governor of Texas, while officially a significant participant in the
Texas legislature, is not included in the survey population for two reasons. The first

reason is that Lieutenant Governor's political influence is significantly different from that
of other state legislators. Secondly, the Lieutenant Government is elected in a state-wide

political race for state-wide representation rather than in a local district political race for
local representation at the state level of government.

Prior to the preliminary survey, a systematic sampling of fifty percent of public
library directors in Texas and fifty percent of state legislators in Texas was included in the

research design for the final survey. However, after the preliminary results, it appeared
that there might be a risk of inadequate politician response for testing purposes. At that

point, the research design was revised to include 100% of the directors and legislators in
the final survey.

The population of directors include those from 492 public libraries in

Texas, while the legislators include all 18 1 senators and representatives in the State of
Texas Legislature. Both lists are available via Internet downloads (from the federal
government and the State of ex as). 'I5

A fifty percent response rate for administrators and a fifteen percent response rate
for legislators was anticipated If less than twenty-five percent of the administrators or

less than ten percent of the politicians had returned their completed surveys, a foHow-up

mailing would have occurred. Response was sufficient to forgo a folow-up mailing.
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Scc Appcnhx A for the &tailed population list.

tden tification Of issue Topic Categories

The issue topic categories of "programs and services," "community context,"
"revenues,"and "costs" are developed from the natural content of the literature, as

discussed in great detail in the previous chapter. identification of issue topic categories is
instrumental to providing the issue content for the open-ended questions for the pilot
study. Thus the working hypotheses regarding "opinions" are made specific with regard
to the issue focus of those opinions. Consider now how this combination of working

hypotheses and categories drove the development of the pilot study instrument, and the
subsequent development of the final survey instrument.

Pilot Study Survey Instrument
The purpose of this first survey was to identify community context, revenue
source, cost, and service issues of interest to politicians and administrators. The purpose
of this preliminary survey was not to show statistically significant relationships. In

keeping with this purpose of identifying specific items of importance to politicians and

administrators regarding library finance, open-ended questions asked both "what
enhances" and "what strains" library finances in each of the topic areas. For example, in
the case of the "community context" topic category, the survey asked both "I. In your
opinion, what community factors enhance the financial status of public libraries in Texas?"
and "2. In your opinion, what community factors strain the financial status of public
libraries in Texas?While thjs formulation may appear to be a duplication of questions,
such an approach seeks to avoid bias and to draw out comments regarding both the

strengths and weaknesses of library finance in Texas.

The results of this preliminary survey were tabutated for frequency of common
responses in each of these four issue areas The open-ended questions allowed for
detailed responses from the participants. Appendix 3 provides an example of the
preliminary survey instrument. The preliminary survey was printed on a double-sided

sheet of paper for ease of handling. The surveys were coded with the designation of "A"

for administrators and "P" for politicians, in the upper right hand corner of each survey.

Operationalization Of The Final Survey Instrument
Table 3 . 1 , on the following page, is the type of variable table was used in the

tabulation of pilot study responses. Once again, the purpose of the pilot study was to
generate more specific hypot hcses in each of the four issue areas.'I6 AAer tallying up the

responses, the top responses in each category were included in the development of the

final survey instrument. Table 3.1 details the most common responses to the pilot study
questions.

The common pilot study responses became the basis for operationalizing the final
questionnaire items for each topic category. For example, a typical response to the pilot
study question "6. In your opinion, what library-provided services and programs enhance

the financial status of public libraries in Texas?' was "Active, aggressive, 'no-limits'
reference services enhance the financial position of public libraries in Texas." This pilot
study response became the first questionnaire item in the final survey: "In your opinion,

how strongly do you agree or disagree that: Active, aggressive, 'no-limit s' reference
services enhance the financial position of public libraries in Texas."

""~ee

Appendix C for a paraphrased summay of responses to the open-ended questions.

TABLE 3.1. Most Frequent Pilot Study Responses
(Frequency of pilot study responses appear belo~vin parentheses.)
lPosjtions of correspondmg question in full study su rvcy appear below in brackc~.]
Independent variable:

Administrators:
Community
Contm:

enhance
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*
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n e
t
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strain
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a e
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a
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e n

Revenue
Sources:

enhance
strain

Costs:

enhance
strain

Rogrom &

enhance

g

Senice3

satisfied customcr advocates (3x) [ I 2 1
strong, articulate library commissions,
Friends groups & citizens (3x) 1 13 1
wealthy communities (3x) 171
well-educated communities (3x) [8]
stable economic base in community
(2x1 1 141
wmmunity belief in the library's
importance to cultural & educational
life (2x) 1 1 91
vocal public intercst (2.u) ( 151
poor local economic conditions ( 3 4
[ 171
low~ereducation levels in communities
(2x) [IS]
an ever widening funding gap (2x) 121
"Public libraries are poorly funded in
Texas." (2s)161

Politicians:
community intcrcst
( 3 4 131

political clout of "Big
Interests" with whom
libraries are not a
priority (2x) 1211
the pressure of rapid
growth (2x)1201

lower labor costs ( 2 4 151
expense for techology services (5 x)
[4 J
technology (4x) [ 161
reference services (3x) [ 1]
youth serviccs (2x) [9]
responsive tailoring of programs to
mcet community interests (2x) [ I 0)
well stocked current fiction collections
( 2 ~ 11
) 11

strain

The original responses were edited to remove any potentially inflammatory
language where possible. However, for the most part, the original jargon contained in the

responses was retained in order to reflect "typical" opinions of administrators and
politicians in words that they relate to and understa~ld Because the statements are based
on opinion, there is some degree of ambiguity in the interpretation of responses to these

statements. Furthermore, as opinions, the bias ofthe politicians and administrators are

reflected in the content of the pilot study responses. Because opinions and attitudes are
inherently biased by definition, such a bias is unavoidable. Nevertheless, the final survey
instrument consisted of twenty-one Likert scale items1'' based on the responses from the
prelinunary survey. An example of the final survey instrument is found in Appendix D.

The final surveys were coded in three ways to ensure differentiation between
administrators and politicians. The first "code"was a fleck of black ink placed in a certain
position on the surveys for the politicians. This fleck was absent on the surveys for the

administrators. The second "code"was a particular postage stamp on the return
envelopes for the administrators surveys. The politicians' envelopes bore a different
postage stamp. A third "code" was a serial number for each individual survey that was

placed underneath the return postage stamp. The serial number was placed in order to

track responses for the purposes of a follow-up mailing, had one been necessary The
serial number was placed underneath the stamp so as to be less canspicuous to the

"'

respondents.

A traditional Likert scale was used to score the responses from "Strongly Agree"
(+2), "Agree" (+ 1 ), "Neutral" (O), "Disagree" (-11, and "Strongly Disagree" (-2). Likert

scores were collected for each returned suwey item. Each returned survey has twenty
individual item scores as well as four category scores. These four "category" scores

' It should be notcd that individual responses did not always neatly correspond to the questions askcd
For instance, when asked about "community context", one response focused on "tax dollars", whch this
researcher associates more closely with "revcnuc." Therefore, the rcsearcher categorized *'laxdoilars" as
a "revenue" issue response mther than a "communitycontcxr" response.
'1t was m c r the researcher's intention lo intimidate potential respondents with any pcrceivd effort to
tie individuals to their responses. The researcher is committed to maintaining the confidentiality of
individual responses. However, future researchers might wish to explore any relationships that might
"

consist of the sum of individual scores for items in a particular issue category. Where an
itetn in a category of items has no response, a category score is not calculated for that
individual survey.

Tests For WH, And WH2

Frequency distributions of responses (including "no response'' or skipped
questions) to individual questions were tabulated. The frequencies were reviewed for each

question and group affiliation to determine whether a meaningful central tendency exists

or whether the pattern of response is random. This review of frequencies tested the
working hypotheses that the attitudes of administrators are similar to each other and that

the attitudes of politicians are similar to each other. By this test, the researcher initially

determined whether administrators as a group and politicians as a group have a
representative opinion on public finance issues. If single modal values are evident for each
set of responses far each respondent group, the researcher assumes that an opinion exists.

The means for responses (to individual statements and issue areas) by respondent
group were t-tested for neutrality. The t-test tested the null hypothesis that the mean

equals zero. If there is a finding of a non-zero mean, the test establishes that the opinions

held are not neutral "non-opinions." This test considers the working sub-hypotheses that
attitudes of administrators are not neutral, and that attitudes of politicians are not
neutral.

For these two-tailed t -t ests, results are considered to be statistically significant

exist between political affiliation. gmgraptucaI district representation, and anitudcs regarding library
finance.
' I 9 It should be notcd that a finding of neutrality may indicate a mynad of individual altitudes ranging
from confusion .. to a lack of consensus... to reluctance to express an opinion, for whatever reason.
Neutralit): i s not uninteresting, it is simply difficult to interpret.

at p=. 05 or less. If the mean vdue for each set of responses for each respondent group is

significantly different from zero, such findings establish that a non-neutral opinion exists.

Tests For WH3

A preliminary chi-square test for association was conducted for responses to
individual questions to determine if the possession of certain attitudes is particularly
associated with administrators or politicians. Many of the chi-square test cells initially
contained fewer than the required frequency of five expected responses; therefore it was
necessary to consolidate some of the cells for chi-square testing purposes. The chi-square

tests of association results were used to corroborate the findings of other tests of

differences. A chi-square test finding of statistical significance would indicate that the

possession of certain attitudes is particularly associated with administrators or politicians.
A non-parametric test of difference was conducted in order to determine the

appropriateness of parametric testing for ordinal Likert scale items. The Mann-Whitney

test was selected.'" In those instances where parametric results contradicted nonparametric results, interpretation of the results relies on the findings indicated by the nonparametric results.
By these tests, the research design examines the working hypothesis that the
attitudes of administrators differ from the attitudes of politicians. For all chi-square,
Mann-Whitney and t tests, results are considered to be statistically significant at p-. 05 or

As recommended by DiLeonardi & Curlis (1 992, pp. 20-25 & 77).
Statistics were compiled using SPLT.T.fnrIl lndon's. Relesse 7 .O. December 1 9, 1995. Standard Version.
Copyright Q SPSS Inc., 1484-1995.
I2O
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Test For WH4

The possibility of a difference in response rate was tested with a chi-square test,
comparing the number of "returned surveys" with the number of "unreturned surveys" for

the two groups of potential respondents. For purposes of chi-square testing,

''ret~rned/u~~;etumed"
status was converted to an ordinal scale for analysis The

researcher used a chi-square test to determine if there is a statistically significant
association between the number of surveys returned and the respondent group. Although
other interpretations of such an association are possible, the researcher used this test of

association to examine the working hypothesis that administrators are more interested in

making their attitudes known than the politicians are.122For these chi-square tests, results

are considered to be statistically significant at p-. 05 or less. Findings of chi-square
statistical significance indicate that responsiveness to the survey is associated with group
affiliation.

Assessment Structure
As discussed in this chapter, several statistical tests were conducted to assess the

working hypotheses. Table 3.2 summarizes how the working hypotheses have been

122

Other interpretations might include considerations of ddTcrences in opportunily or mail delivery
service.

TABLE 3.2. Statistical Methodology Summary
Working
hypotheses
WHI & WHI

WHJ

WH4

lhit of

Level of

measurement

measurement

attitudes
attdudcs

o r M
interval

attdudes

(assumd)
ordinal

attitudes

ordnal

attitudes

interval
(assumed)
nominal

surveys

test in^ for:
opinions exist'?
opinions are not
neutral?
opinions associated
with group
affiliation?
diffcrencc in opinions
held by groups?
difference in opinions
held by groups?
responsiveness
associated with group
affiliation?

Statistical test:
Frequency (mde)
t-test (difference
from zero)
Pearson chisquarc
Mann-Whitney U

(&Rererice
between means)
Pearson chi-

t-test

square

operationalized, including identification of the test statistics which were used to assess the
working hypotheses. After having reviewed this summary of methods in this chapter, the
next chapter proceeds to a discussion of the results of ail these tests.

CHAPTER FOZJR: RESULTS

The previous chapter delineated how the statistical tests of the working hypotheses

were to be conducted. This chapter considers the results of the tests of the working
hypotheses. As developed previously, the working hypotheses are as follows:
WHI: The attitudes of administrators are similar to each other and are not neutral.
WH?: The attitudes of politicians are similar to each other and are not neutral.
W3:The attitudes of the administrators differ from the attitudes of the
politicians.
Wt4: The administrators are more interested in makjng their attitudes known to
the researcher than are the politicians.
Possible interpretations of the findings are explored in this chapter. Possible implications
of the findings will be discussed in the concluding chapter

Working Hypothesis: Administrators Have Opinions
The evidence supports the working hypothesis that administrators have similar,

non-neutral opinions. The findings from a tabulation of the responses indicate that the
first part of the working hypothesis, that administrators have similar opinions, is correct.
Administrative response frequencies indicate a single modal value for each survey
statement. All frequencies are reported in Appendiv E. On the basis of these single modal

values, the researcher assumes that central opinions edst for administrators.

For the most part, the administrators' responses are represented with a modal
positive opinion for all survey statements, with the exception of the item regarding "labor
costs" for which the administrators' modal opinion was negative. Table 4.1 summarizes

the administrators' modal response for each test statement.

TABLE 4.1. Summary Of Modal Administrator Attitudes
STRONGLY AGREE

AGREE

Librarirs arefinancial& better

Libraries are finunciully better oS/
becaudvh en:
Libraries provide effective
youth senices programs that
address modcrn concerns and
problems.
Library programs and scmiccs
are lidored lo respond to
community interests.
There are active. aggessive,
"no-lirnits"reference services.
Libraries have well stwkcd and
current fiction collections.
Libraries have up-to-date
technology for information

o g becaushhen:

There are strong, articulate
library commissions,
Friends groups, and prolibrary citizens in the
community.
Thc community klieves in
the librarv's irnprtance to
the cul~rrraland educational
life of the community.
There is v m l public
interest in maintaining
support of libraries.
There are satisfied libraty
customers who are wi.iilIing
to bc advocates for libraries.
There is comn~unity
interest.

DISAGREE
Libraries are/inanciaily
better off becaus&hem:
There are low labor costs.

services.
In wellducalcd co~nmunities.
a

There is a slable mnornic base
in the community
In wealthy communities.

L h w i e s arejinanchlly uwrse ofl
beeuus&hew:
There is the political clout of
"Big Interests,"with whom
libraries an: no1 a priority
There is demand for cosdy
tecluiolo~~
dcpcndent semices.
There are poor L
m
l economic
condi~ionsin the oommunity.
a
There arc lower education
levels in the community.

There is an ever widening
funding gap.
There is the con of rapid
population growh.
Libraries are poorly fundcd.

The findings from comparisons between the means and a neutral value of zero
indicate that the second part of the working hypothesis, that administrator opinions are not
neutral, is correct. The results of t-tests, which compare the mean values of administrative

responses for each survey statement to a mean of zero,indicate that the response means

are significantly different from zero for each survey statement. Details of these

"neutrality" t-test results are presented in full in Appendix F. On the basis of the results of
these t-tests, without exception, the researcher assumes that the opinions of administrators

are not neutral.
In summary, administrators have attitudes which are similar to each other and are

not neutral, as predicted by the first working hypothesis. Administrators agreed that
public libraries in Texas benefit from strong programs and services. In considering
community context, three types of administrator response were evident. First,

administrators strongly agreed that public libraries in Texas benefit from strong
community support. Second, administrators agreed that public libraries in Texas benefit

when the community is strong and healthy itself. And third, administrators agreed that
public libraries in Texas suffer when other political interests in the community overshadow
library interests. Administrators agreed both that public libraries in Texas suffer from

increasingly inadequate revenues and that public libraries in Texas suffer when other

competing governmentd needs for revenues drain financial resources away from libraries.

In considering costs, two types of administrator response were evident. Firstly,
administrators agreed that public libraries in Texas suffer from bearing the cost of
technology. Secondly, administrators disagreed with the statement that public libraries in
Texas benefit from low labor costs. This section has demonstrated that administrators

have identifiable opinions. The next section will consider whether politicians have
identifiable opinions.

Working Hypothesis: Politicians Have Opinions

In most cases, the working hypothesis that politicians have similar, non-neutral
attitudes regarding library finance usually holds up under scrutiny. For the politician

group, this section examines the findings for each part of this working hypothesis.

For every survey statement, the findings from a tabulation of the responses indicate
that the first part of the working hypothesis, that politicians have similar attitudes, is
correct. Politician response frequencies indicate a single modal value for each survey
statement. Once again, all frequencies are included in Appendix E. For all test
statements, politicians expressed opinions whjch cumulatively indicated a modal frequency

(in other words, a most frequently occurring opinion). In no case does the politicians'

modal opinion express a negative attitude or disagreement towards the test statements.
On the basis of these sin~lemodal values, the findings indicate that central opinions exist

for politicians. Table 4.2 summarizes the politicians' modal response for each test
statement.
For the most part, the politicians' responses are represented with a modal positive

opinion for all survey statements. However, for a couple of test statements, "Big
Interests" and "labor costs," the average mean response was not significantly different

tiom zero, which is generally indicative of a neutral attitude.123This neutrality may be the
result of poor test statement design. This neutrality also may be the result of a general

reluctance on the part of the politicians to proclaim a mare definitive opinion. It is even
-

Oncc again. please notc that a finding of neutrality may indicate are myriad of inhvidual attitudes
ranging from confusion... to a lack of consensus... to reluctance to express an opinion, Tor whatever
reason. Neutraliry is not uninteresting, it is simply difficult to interpret. A finding of neutrality d m nor
ncccssarily iwalidate furher tests lo compare politicians' attitudes uith administrative auitudes, it may
simply render the results from such comparisons less compelling and morc complex.
'23

TABLE 4,2, Summary Of Modal Politician Attitudes
NEUTRAL

AGREE

Libraries arrfmancially better
off becaushvhen:
There arc strong, arlicuiatc l i b r a ~commissions. Friends groups,
and pro-library citizens in the cornmuniQ.
The community believes in the library's importance to the
cultural atid educational life of the communiQ.
Therc 1s vocal public interest in maintaining supporl of libraries.
There are satisfied libraq customers who are willing to be
advmtes for libraries.
There is community interest.
Libraries provide effective youth senices programs that addrcss
rrtodcrn concerns and problems.
L ~ b r programs
n~
and services are tailored to respond to

Librarigs areftn~nciul!~~
bmer
off becausdwhen:
Therc arc lon labar cosls.
a
Libraries hake well stocked
and current fiction
colIections.

conimuniQ interests.

There are active, aggressive, "no-limits" reference services.
Libraries have up-to-date technology for information sen7ices.
In well-educated communities.
There is a stable economic base in the community.
In wealthy communilies.
Librarivs urefmanciaIIr.w t s r
off becausrtnhm:
There is dcmand for cost1)- ~echnologdependenl seniccs.
Tliere are poor local cconomic conbtions in the cornmunit)
There are lower educatron levels In the c o ~ i u n u n i ~ .
There is an ever widening funding gap.
There is the cost of rapid populalion grow711.
Libraries are p r l y funded.

Libraries art.financially worse
ojr becausdvhen:
Thcrc is the political clout of
"Big Intcrcsts," ~ i t w11om
h
libraries are not a priority.

possible that the politicians have not giver1 sufficient thought and study to the issues of
how "Big Interests" and "labor costs" n i g h t itlfluence Library finances.
The findings from comparisons between the means and a neutral value of zero

indicate that usually the second part of the working hypothesis, that politician attitudes are
not neutrd, is correct. The results of the t-tests, which compare the mean values of
politician responses for each survey statement to a mean of zero. indicate that the response

means are signif cantly different from zero for each survey statement, with the exceptions

of the statements regarding "Big lnt erests" and "labor costs." Details of these "neutrality"
t-test resuits are presented in full in Appendix F On the basis of these results of these ttests, the findings indicate that the attitudes of politicians are not neutral, with the

exceptions of "Big Interests" and "labor costs "
In summary, politicians have attitudes which are similar to each other. Usudly,
these attitudes are not neutral. These two findings support the second working
hypothesis.

It1

considering programs and services, politicians agreed that public libraries in

Texas benefit from strong programs and services, with the exception of fiction
collections.'" In considering community context, three types of politician response are
evident. First, politicians agreed that public libraries in Texas benefit from strong

community support Second, politicians agreed that public libraries in Tesas benefit when
the community iiself is strong and healthy. And third, politicians were neutral about
whether public libraries in Texas suffer as other political interests in the community

overshadow library interests. Politicians agreed both that public libraries in Texas suffer
from increasingly inadequate revenues and that public libraries in Texas suffer when other

governmental needs for revenues take precedence over library needs for revenues. In
considering costs, two types of politician response were evident First, politicians agreed
that public libraries in Texas suffer from bearing the cost of technology. Second,
politicians were neutral about whether public libraries in Texas benefit from low labor
costs. This section has demonstrated that politicians have opinions which are usually

identifiable. The next section will consider whether there are measurable differences in the
attitudes of administrators and politicians.
Politicians were neutral about whether public librari~sIn Texas benefit from strong fiction collections.

Working Hypothesis: Administrators' Opinions Differ From Politicians' Opinions

What can be guessed about the third working hypothesis? A comparison of Tables

4.1 and 4.2 is suggestive of differences between the administrators and the politicians

regarding the strength of agreement to several test statements. But are these differences
statistically significant'? And, are there other less obvious statisticatly significant
differences? And, are the answers to these questions different for each topic category?

W H3 : Programs And Services

The literature on programs and services does not predict that administrators or
politicians will have consistent opinions regarding specific progranis and services. The

literature does not suggest that administrative and political opinions will have similar or

different attitudes about public library finances in reference to programs and services.
What the literature does say is that programs and services are a reflection of priorities It

is natural that the attitudes of groups would reflect any variance in the priorities of the two
groups. To measure specific attitudes about specific programs and services, one must

look to the results of statistical tests such as those of this study.
The findings from statistical tests of association for ths working hypothesis

indicate mixed results for the "programs and services" category. Three out of five chisquare tests in this category indicate that certain attitudes are associated with

administrators or politicia~~s.
'?' However, Table 4.3 indicates that the findings from more
statistically-rigoroustests of differences for this working hypothesis consist of slightly
contradictory mixed results. Three out of five tests of differences in this category indicate

'?'

Specific chi-square statistics for this test are jllcluded in Appendix G.

TABLE 4.3. Comparison Of "Programs And Services" Means Between Groups
Significant
n

mean

t

differen~e?'~~

Active, aggressive, "no-limits" reference services
0
no
enhancz the financial position of public 11brancsin
Texas.
50
Administrators 327
Politicians 45
.J9
Public libraries in Tcxas are financially better off w hen
-1.6
no
libraries provide cffect~vzyouth services programs that
address modern concerns and problems.
Administrators 345
.59
Politicians 47 .XI PubIic libraries in Texas are financ~allqbetter off whcn
1.3
ycs117
I r b r a ~programs and sen-ices are tailord to respond to
community interests .
Ahmstrators 346
1.21
1 06
Politicians 47
Public libraries in 'rcxas are financially better off \\-hen
2.1
yes
public Iibrarics have ~uellstocked and current fiction
col lcctions.
Administrators 339
.78
Politicians 45
.47
Public libraries in Texas are finylcially better off \\hen
.4
no
they have up-to-dati: technology for information
senqces.
96
Administrators 34 1
44
Politicians
84

that there is no significant difference between the attitudes of administrators and the
attitudes of politicians.

Indeed, there is no obvious difference in programs and services test items shown in

Tables 4 . I and 4.2 (although these tables are not part of the formal tests for this particular
worhng hypothesis.) Less pronounced statistical differences are found for the individual
test statements regarding: "fiction collections" where administrators more strongly agree

'" Significance is reprtcd where p < .05, using a two-lailcd t-tcst, comparing the mcan value of
administrators' attitudes lo the mean value of politicians' attitudes.
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As measured by the non-parametric Mann Whitney U test. which contradcts and supcrxdes the
parametric t-test for this questionnaire item.

that fiction collections are a financial asset; and "tailored programs services" where

administrators more strongly agree that it is financially beneficial to tailor programs and
services. These mixed findings are inconclusive for the working hypothesis that the
attitudes of administrators differ from the attitudes of politicians regarding the topic of
progra~nsand services.
Administrators agree more strongly than politicians that public libraries in Texas
are better off customizing programs and

services to their customers. Administrators agree

more strongly than politicians that public libraries in Texas are better off with strong

fiction collections. Administrators agree as strongiy as politicians that public libraries in

Texas are better off with strong youth services, strong reference services, and strong
t echnology-enhanced information services. In summary, administrators agree more

strongly with regard to some aspects of programs and services than do politicians.
However, with regard to other aspects of programs and services, administrator and
politician attitudes are similar to each other.

WH3 : Community Context

The evidence of the first statistical test for this working hypothesis shows fairly
consistent results for the "community context" category. Ten out of eleven chi-square

tests in this category indicate that certain attitudes are associated with administrators or
politicians. 12'

The only responses that showed no significant association were those

regardins the influence of "lower education levels." These chi-square
consistent with subsequent test findings.
-
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Specdic ch-squarc statistics for I his test arc included in Appendix G .

test results

are

The statistical tests of differences for thls working hypothesis indicate fairly

consistent results for the "community context" category as shown in Table 4.4.

Tell

out

TABLE 4.4. Comparison Of "Community Context" Means Between Groups
n
Communiv interest cnhances the financial position of
public librdries in Tcxas.
Adrmnistrators 344
Politicians 46
Public libnnes in Texas are financially better off in

mean

t
1.9

Significant
difference?'"
,esl

1n

1.54

I .77
3 .O

yes

2.2

ycs

1.O

yes

3.5

!cs

4.5

y CS

wealthy commi~nities.

Administrators
Politicians
Public libraries in Tesas are financially bcttcr off in wefleducated mmrnunitics.
Administrators
Politicians
Public libraries in Texas are financially ktkr off when
there are satisficd libray customers rr-haarc willing to be
advocates for libraries.
Administrators
Politicians
Public libraries i ti Texas are financially bctlcr off when
[here are slrong, articulate library conlmissions, Fricnds
groups, and pro-libray citizens in the community.
AdminisIrators
Polilicians
Public Itbrdries in Tcxas are financially better on'ahcn
there IS a stable economic base in the community.
Administrators
Poliiicians
Public libraries in Texas are financially bener off when
there is vocal public interest in maintaining supporl of
public libraries.
Administrators
Politicians
Public libraries i n Texas arc financidly worse off when
thcrc are p r local economic conditions in the community.
Administrators
Politicians

342
47

.94
.5 1

341

.91)

46

.70

345
45

1.58

1.29

346

1.65

45

1.33

346

1.34

45

$2
yes
4.4

345
45

1.58
1.18

3.3

347

1 -08

45

.67

Yes

(table continued on next page]
! 29

Sigmficancc is reported where p < .05,using a two-tailcd t-test, comparing the mean value of
admnistrators' attitudes to the mean value of politicians' attitudes.
As measured by the non-parametric Mann Whitney U test, which comradicts and supersedes the
parametric t-test for this questionnaire Ileln.

'"

TABLE 4.4. Comparison Of "Community Context" Means Between Groups

(continued)
S i,pificant
n
Public libraries in Texas are financially worse off where
there arc lower educa~ionlevels in thc community
Administrators 345
Politicians

44

mean

difference'?
no

2.7

yes

7.0

yes

t

-72
.55

The community's belief 111 the library's ilnportance lo the
cultural and educalional tife of the community enhances
thc financial position of public libraries in Texas.

Administrators 347
Politicians 45
The political clout of "Big Interests," with whom librarics
are no1 a priority, strains the financial position of public
libraries in Tcxas.
Administrators
Politicians

1 1

1.38

1.07

-.02

of the eleven t-test findings for statements in this category indicate that there are

significant differences between the attitudes of administrators and the attitudes of
politicians. Only t-test findings for "lower education levels" indicate no significant

differencein mean average attitudes.
With regard to community contexrt, there is generally an overall difference in
attitude, with a finding of statistically significant difference between the groups' attitudes.

Although Tables 4.1 and 4.2are not part of the formal tests for this particular working
hypothesis, there is an obvious difference in attitudes about the community context items

shown in these tables, particularly where administrators strongly agree with several survey
statements and where politicians remain neutral regarding "Big Interests" and "fiction

collections." Not so obvious statistical differences are found for all other community
context statements, with the exception of the item regarding "lower education levels" for

which there was no significant difference I"

Even keeping in mind this one it~cidenceof

no stat istically significant difference, for all community context statements, administrators
tended to agree more strongly than did politicians. On fhe basis of this cumulative

evidence, the researcher rejects the null hypothesis of "no difference" to accept the

working hypothesis that the attitudes of administrators differ from the attitudes of
politicians on the topic of community context.

The findins that administrators have stronger agreement regarding the influence of
community context is a pleasant surprise in light of the literature regarding public library
finances and community contevt issues. All ofthe literature on the subject suggests that
public library administrators should be more sensitively at tuned to the community context

of their organizations. The findings of this study indicate that administrators have heard
the message of the literature and have responded. Public library administrators in Texas
appear to take their community context seriously, perhaps even more seriously that do

politicians.

Politicians agreed less strongly than administrators that public libraries in Texas

benefit from strong community support. Politicians agreed less strongly than
administrators that public libraries in Texas benefit when the community itself js strong

and healthy.

'"

Politicians agreed less strongly than administrators that public libraries in

Texas suffer when other political interests overshadow library interests. In summary,

It1

T h ~ is
s in keeping with a fintfing of no signtficant chi-square aswiation for this test item.
With the exception of the issue of whether public libraries in Texas suffer in poorly educated
communities. Politicians and admnistrators agree equally that public libraries suffer in v r l y educated
communities.
1-'2

administrators agree more strongly than politicians with regard to aspects of community
context.

W H3: Revenues

The evidence of the statistical test of association for this working hypothesis shows mixed

results for the "revenues" category. Two out of three chi-square tests in this category
indicate that certain attitudes are associated with administrators or politicians.13"
Similarly, the statistical test of differences for this working hypothesis indicates mixed
results for the "revenues" category as shown in Table 4.5. In particular, two out of thee
t-test findings for st at ements in this category indicate that there are significant differences

between the attitudes of administrators and the attitudes of politicians.
Any finding of differencesin this category is a little surprising, because there is no
obvious difference in revenues test items shown in Tables 4 . 1 and 4.2 (although these
TABLE 4.5. Comparison Of "Revenues" Means Between Groups
Significant

n
An ever widening fundmg gap strains thc financial
position of public libraries in Texas.
341
Ad~r~i~~istrators
Politicians 47
Public libraries are poorly funded in Texas.
Administrators 343
Politicians 47
The cost of rapid population growdl strains the financial
position of public libraries in Trsas.
Adminislralors 346
Poliliciaru . 45

1-57

rn

t

differ~ncc?'~~

2.3

yes

5.1

6 es

1.7

no

1.26
.98

1.OS
.B4

.78
.S3

Again, wir h the exception of consideration of p r l y educatod communities.
Specific chi-square slatistics for Lhis test arc included in Appcndix G.
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Significance is reported where p < .05, using a two-tailod t-lesr. comparing the mean value of
administrators' attitudes to the mean value of poh~jcjans'attitudes

'

Id

tables are not part of the formal tests for this particular working hypothesis.) Less
obvious statistical differences are found for the individual test statements regarding "an

ever widening funding gap" and "poor funding." And, while responses regarding
"population growth were not significantly different between the groups, administrators
tended to agree more strongly about all revenues statements than did politicians. These
mixed findings do not provide overwhelming evidence to support the working hypothesis

that the attitudes of administrators differ from the attitudes of politicians regarding the
topic of revenues.

Even though these findings are mixed, they are not entirely inconsistent with the
literature. The literature bears witness to the fact that public library administrators more
strongly feel that their library organizations are inadequately funded. And yet, the

literature indicates an awareness of other demands like those brought about by population
growth that drain resources away from public libraries toward other propams such as
public safety.

Administrators agreed more strongly than politicians that public libraries in Texas

suffer from increasingly inadequate funding. However, politicians agree as strongly as
administrators that sometimes public libraries in Texas suffer when other governmental

needs for finding overshadow the needs of libraries for the same limited hnding
resources. The literature and the findings of this study describe perceptions of inadequate
revenues and of rising costs for other public service programs that in turn can restrict

resource availability for public libraries. In the next series of tests, this study examines
how administrators and politicians perceive costs for public libraries.

W B J : Costs

The statistical test of association for this working hypothesis indicates mixed
results for the "costs" category. One of the two chi-square tests in this category indicates
that attitudes regarding "costly technology" are associated by group affiliation, while the
other chi-square test in this category indicates no group affiliation association for "lower

labor

However, the evidence from the statistical tests of differences for this

working hypothesis show consistent results for the "costs" category as shown in TabIe
4.6. The findings for statements in this category indicate that there are significant

differences between the attitudes of administrators and the attitudes of politicians.

While Tables 4.1 and 4.2 are not part of the formal tests for differences, there is an
obvious difference in react ion to the "labor costs" item shown in those tables. The more
subtle yet st atistically significant difference in attitudes regarding "costly t echnolog" is

not so readily apparent in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. In considering the "costly technology"

TABLE 4.6. Comparison Of "Costs" Means Between Groups
Significant

n
Demand Tor costly technolo~4ependcntscrvices strains
the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Administrators 3 43
Politicians 46
Lower labor costs enhance the financial position of public
libraries in Texas.
Administrators 337
Politicians 46

'jh

mean

3.2

&fference?13'
yes

-1.9

!cs'~"

t

1.1 7

.71

-.28
.02

SpecLfic clu-squarc statistics for thls test arc included in Appendix G .

' " Significance is reported where p < 4 5 , using a hvo-tail4 t-tcst, comparing the mean valuc of
administrators' attitudes to the mean value of politicians' attitudes.
13"s measured by the non-parametic Mann Whitney U test, which contradicts and supersedes t hc
parametric t-test for thls questionnaire item.

statement, administrators agreed Inore strongly than did politicians; however, when
considering the "labor costs" statement, administrators disagreed more strongly than did

the politicians.
On the basis of the cumulative evidence of these findings, the researcher rejects the
null hypothesis of "no difference" and accepts the working hypothesis that the attitudes of

administrators differ from the attitudes of politicians on the topic of costs. This difference
in attitudes regarding costs is in keeping with the literature on the subject of public library

costs. Clearly, the literature supports the idea that administrators are more acutely aware

of the costs associated with running public Iibraries than are politicians. With the
literature in mind, the finding that administrators express attitudes of agreement and
disagreement more strongly on the subject of costs is not surprising.

W HJ : Summary
Before moving on to the fourth working hypothesis, here is a quick summary of
the findings for the third working hypothesis by topic category. For

the categories of

"Community Context" and "Costs," the results were conclusive. That is to say, there are
significant differences between the attitudes of administrators and politicians regarding

how community context and costs influence library finances. For the categories of
"Programs and Services" and "Revenues," the results were not overwhelmingly
conclusive. Yet even in these inconclusive instances in which differences were statistically
insignificant, the administrators appeared to agree or disagree with the survey statements

more strongly than did politicians.

Working Hypothesis: Administrators Respond More To Library Finance Issues

According to the evidence of the research findings, the working hypothesis that
administrators are more interested in making their attitudes about library financial issues

known than are politicians. Table 4.7 examines the findings of the chi-square test of
association for this working hypothesis. As Table 4.7 demonstrates, the statistical chi-

square test of association indicates that responsiveness, in the number of returned surveys,
is associated with group affiliation.

The response to this survey research project has been phenomenal. Over 400 of
the original 673 surveys were mailed back to the researcher. With this response rate of

sixty percent, no additional follow-up mailing was required. The researcher interprets this
vast outpouring of voluntary response as a measure of responsiveness to survey questions
about library finance issues

139

Seventy-one percent of the administrators and twenty -eight

percent of the politicians returned their surveys t o the researcher. The difference in ths

TABLE 4.7. How The Quantity Of Returned Surveys May Be Associated With
Group AfFilirltion
Number OfSurveys

Ahistrators

Observd

Politicims

Observed

Expecred

Exprt~d

Total

139

Returned
35 1
293
50
1 08
40 1

Not Rcturned Total
14 1
492

Pearson
Chi-Square
105

significant?'*
Yes

IYY

131
73

181

272

673

As inhcated prctiously in the methodology chapter, other interpretations arc possible. Although other
interprsvations are possible. the researcher used a test of association lo examine the ~ o r b n ghjpthesis
lhat adirlinistratorsare more interested in making their attitudes known than the politicians are. Other
interpretations might include considerations of opportunity for response or the quality of mail delivery
service.
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Significance is rcportcd at p ,: .O.f,

rate af return is statistically significant.''I By this difference, the researcher concludes that

the working hypothesis is correct that administrators respond more to survey questions
about library finance issues.

The survey response demonstrates that administrators are

more interested in making their attitudes known to the researcher than are the politicians.

Summary Of Findings
Before remarkins on the possible implications of the research findings in the next

chapter, this summary will review how the evidence met the statistical tests for the
working hypotheses. Table 4.8 summarizes the evidence for each working hypothesis and
statistical test. According to this evidence, in considering library financial issues,

administrators and politicians in Texas have opinions and their opinions are not neutral.

For the topics of "Programs and Services" and "Revenues," sometimes administrators'

attitudes differ from the attitudes of politicians. Yet, sometimes the attitudes of

administrators and politicians do not differ with regard to "Programs and Services" and
"Revenues." For the topics of "Cornmunity Context" and "Costs," administrators'

attitudes differ significantly, from the attitudes of politicians. Although different in

emphasis, the politicians attitudes do not openly contradict those of administrators. It is
interesting to note that for all findings, regardless of the particular test or "significance,"

administrators' attitudes appear to be

than those of the politicians for all

14' Even though there was less response from plilicians Ihan adrninistralors, such a return ratc is
unusually large for politicians. 28% is a ver). respeclable response for politicians.
Where administrators agreed or "strongly" a-.
politicians agreed less on average or were neutral.
Where administrators disagreed, politicians disagreed less on average or were neutral.

'"'

TABLE 4.8. Summary Of Evidence
Working
hypothesis

Testing for:

WHI

opinions cxist ?
opinions are not
neutral?

Statistical test:
Frequency
(mode)
t-tcst

Afiliation o r
Category:
administrators

Supports
Hypothesis?
YCS

adm~nistrators

Yes

pal~ticians

Yes

potitici,ms

Ycs

Programs & Sewiczs
Communi& Contcd
Rcvenues

Mostly Yes
Yes
Mostly Yes
L Yes, 1 No

(difference from
zero)

WH2

WH,

opin~onsexrst?

Frequency
(mode)
opinions arc not
t-test
neutral?
(d~ffcrcnccfrom
zero)
opinions associated
Pearson
with group
ch -squ are
affiliation?

difference in
opinions held by
groups?

t-tcst

'"

(d~fference
behvcen means)

Costs

Programs & Services
Community Contcxt
Revenues
Costs

WH4

responsiveness

Pcarson

associated with
group affiliation?

chi -square

all sun-eys

~ o s t~l ~ 0

Yes
Mostly Yes
yes
Yes

tested library financial topics. This chapter has reviewed the research findings of these

statistical tests. The concluding chapter will consider the possible implications of these
findings.
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Or non-parametric Mann-Whilncy U,whcrc Mann-Whitncq U rcsults contradict and supcrscdc
paranletric 1-test results.
' "superseded by Mann-Whtney results.
'45

Superseded by Mann-Whitng rcsulls.

'

~

CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION
What is clear tliroughout the literature review for this research is the library
professio~l'sgeneral dissatisfaction with the resources made available to public libraries.
Some authors have suggested that it is up to library administrators to reach out to

politicians. The literature suggests that administrators should seek common ground
bet ween adnutlistrators and politicians for the sake of the libraries' financial survival

These research findings indicate that such a strategy of political partnership may be
feasible.
Clearly, state legislators in Texas have their own ideas about public library finance

issues. Their attitudes are not random and are measurable. The same can be said of Texas
public library administrators' attitudes. The v e q good news for Texas public library
administrators is that the overall attitudes of Texas state legislators are not usually in

direct opposition to public library administrator attitudes.

However, even though Texas legislators don't absolutely disagree with Texas
Iibrary administrators, legislators are not as enthusiastic about the public library finance
issues presented in this research as are Tevas library administrators. This observation does

not mean to imply that politicians should more strongly agree with administrator
viewpoints. Rather this observation simply means that politicians have a slightly different
viewpoint. Indeed, if politicians had the exact same viewpoint as administrators,
politicians would probably want to spend their careers running libraries rather than running

for political ofice. Politicians, although sympathetic to the financial woes of libraries.
should not be expected to be as enthusiastic about library finance issues as are

administrators Politicians must look at broader governmental issues of which p ~ ~ b l i c
library finance is only a part.

The task of promoting the financial interests of the lib r a y i s left to the library
administrator "' it is completely natural for library adn~inistratorsto hold strong opinions

about library finance issues. Knowing how similar politicians' attitudes are to their own,
perhaps administrators can build on this mutual understanding to gain the cooperation of
politicians for the financial welfare of the library orsanization. Where politicians' attitudes

differ from their own, perhaps administrators can seek to understand what the priorities of
the politicians are that cause those differences. While it may be possible to influence

politicians by making them aware of how libraries benefit their communities and of the

libraries' financial needs, '' administrators perhaps also can figure out how they can
realign their library organizations to take better advantage of current political priorities

and to cope better with unavoidable political realities.
Libraries are important to library administrators. Library finances are a natural and
appropriate priority of library administrators. Because library finances are such an
important priority, perhaps library administrators should consider reaching out to

politicians to ensure that library priorities are represetlted in the political allocation of
resources.'41
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Library administrators should be encouraged to push the advocacy

Through personal influence, profcssional associalions. lcgislativc liaison ofices, and interaction with
city management at the highest le~els.
147
It is perhaps a testimony to adminislralors' successful efforts to build a mutual understanding between
themselves and politicians that politicians' alliludes arc as similar to administrators' attitudes as thq- arc.
Id' While at times it may k preferable to reach out to politicians with a w l s through otlic~alchannels
(such as appeals through liaison officers and city managcrs), at other timcs ~t ma) behoove administrators
to reach out to politicians one on onc (through networking cfforts and Ihc likc

"envelope" as much as possible without appearing obnoxious or self-sewing."' Public
library customers in Texas rely on public libt-aryadnlinistrators to work with all involved

politicians to secure the public library resources that those customers deserve.

1 49

And preferably. ail hout too badly offending the Iriid~tion of the politics-administration dichotorn)
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A: LISTS OF POPULATIONS INCLUDED IN FULL SURVEY
Sun~eyswere sent to Qrcctors of thc fol!oning publlc libraries in Texas:I"
A.H. Meadows Libraq,
hfi//orhzu~
Abcmathy Public Librap,

Archer Public Library, .,lrcl?er

Aherr~athy

Arlingon Public Librarr. System.
A rlrngron
Arthur Temple. Sr. Menlorial
Libraq, Pineland
Atlanta Public Library. .lrlanla
Aubrey Area Library. .-luhry
Austin Counb Library System.
F'allls
Ausun Memorial Librag,,

Abilcnc Public Libra-. Ahilejle
Alexander Memorial Library.
C'otulla
Alice Public Libraq. Alice
Allan Shivers Libraq, CVooh~~lle
Allen Memorial Public Libraq,
Ilawkrns
Allen Public Library. =Illen
Alma M. Carpenter Public
Librqr. asourI.nke
Alp)ne Public Library. .,l /pine
Alvarado Public L ibrap.
A/vurado
Alvord Public Librar?;,.A lvord
Amarillo Public L i b r a ~,
A~~i~~rzllo
Andrew C.ounty L ibrarq;,
A ncirew,~
Anson Public Libran'.. lnsnn
Aransas Coune Publ~cLibrary.
H och-por~
150

'ily

C'lel,elnnd

Austin Public Libray Austin
Azle Pub11c Librarq, Azk
Bailey H. Dunlap Memorial
Libran, La Jerja
Balch Springs L1brar)-. Ralck
spring.^

Bandera County Libraq-.
Brrt idera
Bastrop Public 1-~brarg:,Bastrop
Bay Civ Pubhc L~brary, bay
Cidy

Baylor County Free L i b r q ,

Seymour

A f ~ t ~ e r nWells
l

Beamnont Public LibrqSystem,

Boyd Public Libraq . Boyd
Brazoria County Libran- Svslem,

Beutimont
B d o r d Public Libraq~,Redford

Bcc Counw Public Librw.
Reevilie
BellWhittington Public Library,

Portland
Bella~rcCiv Librxy, Bellarrr
3ellvillc Public Libra?, Beilvili~
Belton City Libray. Belton
Bertha Voycr Mcmorial Libran;.
Hon~,vGrolbc
Bicentennial Cib-County
Library. Paducah
Blanche K. Werner Public
LibraIT, T ~ II{VR
Blue Momid Cornrnun~v
Librdty, Fort Hbrth
Bozrne Public Library, Roernv
Bonham Public Librav, Bonkam
Booker SchoollPubl~cLibrary.
Roi~ker
h w i c Public Libmrv, Bnnie
Bo)-ce Ditto Public Librac,

A ngldon

Brcckenridge L i b r w ,
Rreckenridge
Bridgc Civ Public Libraty.
Bridge ('I&
Bridgeporl Public Library.
Bridpepnrr
3 r o w n ~ i l l ePublic Ljbraq-,
Rrownml lle
Browmwood Public Libran',
Arou~nwood

BqadCollege Station Public
Library System, U v n n
Buffalo Public Library. Buflalo
Bulverdc Public Libra?.
UulverOe
Buna Public Libray. Runo
Burkburnett Libray,
Rurkburn~tt
Burlesoz~Public Lib--.
Burleson

Saurcc of original lnt: downloaded from internet gopher site at- gnpher:,",~oph~iedgov: IO000~OD~ii~ta~libru~puhIic~Iihra~94
(Tlrblic Data File: 199.4"
National Ccnter for Education Statistics, Waskingon, DC, December I Y95.)

Burnet Counb-Librw System.
Burnet

But I -Holdswonh Memorial
Libraq , Kerrville
Calhoun County Library, Port
I.m,aca

Callahan County Library. Hnird
Cameron Pltblic Library,
C 'mneron
Canyon Public Library, C7aywn
Caprock Public L i b r q ,

Quilaqur

Carl B Mary Welhausen Library,
}wkum
Carnegc City-County L i b r q ,
I,ernon
Carnege L i b r q of Ballinger.
Rall~t~ger

Carrollton Public Librat?..
C 'arrollton
Carson Counq Public Library,
Panh an ditl
Caslroville Public Libran'.
~~~.~~rovjlle
Cedar Park Publlc Library.
Cedar Park

Chco Public Library. Chrcn
Chldress Public Librarq-.
C'hr ldress
Cim Public Librarv, ri.rro
CIV-County Library, ,kfunday
City-Countl; Libnry. Tohoka
City of Prcsi do Library, Prp.\-idlo
City of Wolfforth Library.
U ouj'iorth
Claude Public Librarq, C'lazide
Cleburne Municipal Library,
Cjebunle
Clyde Public Library. qvdt?
Codurn County Love Memorial
L~brary..idorton
Cockrell Hill Public Library,
Cockrell Hill
Coke County Library. Roherr
Lee
Coldspring Area Public Libray,
Inc., Cold.tpring
Coleman Publ~cLibrary,
f 'olt*man

Coll~ngsworthPublic Llbray,
Ib >llmngton

Chambers CounQ Librarq.,

Comanche Public L~brzq,
Comanche
Comfort Public Library. Iilmfort
Cornmercc Public L i b r d ~ ,
C'ornnlerce
Converse Area Public Libran.,

Anahunc

C'orn~t>rst.

Charles J. Rikc Memorial

Cmkc County Libran.

Libran, Farmer.$~il/t
Charlotte Public Llbrar).,
(,'harlorre

Garnesrvlle

Celina Cornmuni~L~brap.
C :r?l311u
Centennial Mernorial Library,
F.~.stland

Copperas Cove Public L ~ b r a q .
ropperu.~('eve

Corpus Chrisli Public L~braq.
C'orpus Christ I
Corsicans Public Libram,
Clorsrcnna
Count?-Cib Library, Sweetwafer
Crane Countv Librim, ( -rune
Crwkett County Public Ubrar).,
Ozona
Crosby County Library.
C'rosbyton
Cross Plains Publrc Library,
Cross PInir~s
Crowley Public Library, rron je-v
Cr).stal CiQ-Mcmorial Library,
c 'pstai Cjty
Cuero Public Llbrary, Cuero
D. Bob Hemon Memorial
L i b r e , :Vederland
Daingcficld Public Library,
Llrringer4eld
Dallam-Harl lcj.Coun* Librar).,
Llalhrrrt
Dallas Public Libray, L)allrr,r
Dawson CounQ L i b w , Lurtw.sa
D d Smith Counlg Librarq-,
Hereford
Docatur Public Library, Decatur
Deer P;uk Public Libran. fleer
Park
DeLeon Public Library. DeLeon
Dclla Mae Baq lor Public Librap.
(mnl
Delia Counv Publlc Libray,
Cooper
Denison Public Libray. Denison
Denlon Public Library, Dcjttnn

DeSoto Public Libnry, DeSuto
Dickens County-Spur Public
Library. Spur
Dimnut County Public Libray,
Cnrrrzo Springs
Dittlinger Mcmoriai Library,
h'ew BrcrunJc1.r
Donna PubI~cLibraw, Donnrr
Dr. Eugene Clark Libraq,
Lockhurt
Dripping Springs Community
Libram, L)ripprng Sprrngs
Driscoll Public Library. D ~ l ~ r n e
Dublin Public L i b v . Dubl~n
Duncanville Public Li bray.
Duneanvill~
b a l CounryISan Diego Public
Libran. Sun Diego
Eagle Pass Public Libmq, Eagle
Pass
East Parker County Libray
Aledo
Ector County Library. Cldessn
Ed & Hazel hchmond Public
Libraq-, ..Iransa.r Pa.7.~
Ed Rachal Memorial Library.
Fauurrras
Eden Public Library. Edc17
Ehnburg Public Libran.
Fdin burg
Edmund E. & Nida Smith Jones
Librap. Dayion
Ed~ardsCounty Melnorial
L ~ b r a q, Rocksprings
Edwards Public Libraq .
Henrietta
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K~mbleCounty Library. Jut~ction
King Counn; Public Library,

jackson County Mcmonal
Libran. Edna
Ja&onv~llePublic Libray,

Guthrre

Jacho~~lalk
Jasper Pub[IC L~braq. .Jirspur
Jeff Davls Couity Lihrarv, Fort
L)wis
Jefferson Courlt?:L i b r a ~ .
Reaurno~ll
Jim Hogg CounQ Public L~bran..
Hebbronv~llt.
John E. Kcctcr Publlc Library

.

Sagtnmu

Johr~sonCity L~bran,Johnsotr
rity
Jourdanton Cornmunib Ltbxarq'.
Jourdunton
Justin Cornmum@L i b r a ~ .
Justin
Karnes City Public Libray,
A-f~rnes( 'ity
Kaufm.an County Library.
k'aqfmnn
Kellcr Public Libran, k'ell~r
Kernp Public Library. N'zchrta
Pails
Kendalia Public Libran.
Kendalra
Kendnck Memonal Libraq ,
Brownfield
Kcnedy Pubtic L i b r q , Lene@
Kent County Ltbran . .lgvron
ILilgore Public Library, f;ll,cr?re
Killeen PubIic L~braq,K ~ l l i ~ e n
Killgorc Memorial Libray,

Puntas

Kinney County Pub1LC Libraq .
Rrackettvl lle
Kirbyille Public Libran,
k'irhwille
Kount1.c Public Library, Kounlzc
Krum Public Library. Kmtn
Kurth Memorial Librap, Luflin
Kylc Community Libraw, Kyle
La Jwa Municipal Libra?. La
Joya
La Marque Public Librav, La
4 forque
Laguna Vista Public Library,
Lrrgunrr Pisla
Lake Cities Libran, Lake D01la.rLakc Travis Cornrnunity Libran;.
A usfin
Lakc Ulutncy Library. Whirnev
Lala Arcaute Public Librav.
A lamo
Lamb County Librarl~.LittlcJeld
Lampasas Public Libran-,
I.nmposus

Lancaster Public Libray,
Lancu.srer
Larcdo Public Library, 1,apeu'o
Leandcr Public L~brary,I,ennrlrr
Lee Public L ibrary, Glurlen~aler
Leon County Library.
C,'mfen~il/c
Loon Valley Public Library. Son
Antonio
Leonard Public Library. Leonard

Lcwisville Public Libra?,
I,ewts~>il!e

Libcn) Municipal L i b r a ~ ,
Liherp
Libsw of Graham, Graham
Llvc Oak County Libra?.
George Wes6
Llano County L ~ b r qSystcm,
Llano
Longvim Public Libraq,
Longview
Loven Memorial Library,
AlcLean
Lovett Mcmorial Library, Pampo
Lubbock Cit? -County L ibraq.
Lubbock
Luq khI1 Patlcrson Memorial
L i b r q . Hockdale
Luling Public Libraq, Luling
Lytlc Public Libray. I.j,tlr
Madison County Libran,.
itludrsunville
Me S. Brucc L ibrarv, Sixnra Fe
Maffett Memorial Li bray:
C;roesbcrXMa~rsfieldPublic L i b r a ~ ,
l\~i~~lgi
?I Id
Marcs Mc~norialLibraq,
L)ickin.~on

Marfa Fublic Li b r q , .Uarfa
h l i o n Community Librap,
Marrot?
Marltn Public Library, il,!arlin
Marshall Public Libraq,
..Lfmshnll
Martin County Libran. Stunton

Mary Lou Rcddick Fublic
Library. Lake Il brth
Mason CountyEckert Memorial
Librarq. i\ l n s ~ p l
Mat tus Public Library. l\iathis
Maud Public L i b r a ~Maud
.
McAllen Memorial L i b m ,
:t.icAIlem
McGinley hiernorid Library,
:Zfc:Gregor
McZiinnq Memorial Public
Library. ,14cKinnq
Melissa Fublic Library, rtrelissu
Mernphr s Public Libra?.
MempJils

Menard Public Library. ~Wenrrrd
Merccdes Memorial Librav.
;Zliercede.~
Mesquite Public Librarv,
I\ iesquite
Mickey Rejly Public Libraq,
IJorrtgan
MidIand Count);Public Librw.
,Ifidland
Mitchell County Public Library.
color ad^ CJip
Montgomery County Librav.
Conroe
Moore Memorial Public Library.
T e r n City
Morcau Memorial Libraq, Budu
Morgan's Polnt Resort Libra?,
Ueltoa
Mutiey County Librat?;, ;Iddudorhlount Calm Rcgional Libraq,
12!0tmt C d m

Mt Pleasant hbllc Librag. .\,it.
Pie asunt
Muenster Public Libran.
A du~ptsrer
h1uIeshoe Area Public L i b w ,
Aft~lcshoe
Murphy Memorial Libraiy.
Livrn~ston

Nacogdoches Pub1ic Libray,
!Vacogdochr.s
Nancy Carol Roberts Memorial
L i b r q , Urenham
Na~lsotaPublic L i b r w ,
,$hvaasotn
Nesbi tt Memorial L i b r a ~ ,

r-'ollc~nbus
New Boston Public Librar?.. Xew

Boston
New Wa~crlyPublic Library,
!Yen Ii'merlv

Newark Public Libraq. :Yewark
Newon Count! Public Libraq.
!lren.ton

Nicholas P. Sims Librar~r&
Lyceum. W m a h chre
~~
Nicholsoti Memorial Library
System. ( ;orland
Nocona Public Libray, ;Vouona
Nonh Richland Hills Public
Librw. .Worth Rtrhlnnd H I
Nueccs Canyon Public Libraq,
Uarkqdul~)
Oldharn Cou~ltyLibrary, Zkgu
Olney Commuruty Libra9 xld
Arts Ccnrer. 0lne.v
Orangc Public Library, Ilrang~

Palacios Library Inc . Polucio.~
Pdcstine Pt~biicL i b r q .
Palestine
Pms Public Library. I'uris
Pasadena Public Li bray.
Pasndrna
Fearsall Public Library, I'enrxall
Pe- Memorial Library.
l'eryvt on
Peiersburg Public Library.
Petershurg
Pflugen~lleCommunity Libray,
I'jlugervi~le
Pharr Memorial Libran. Pharr
Pilot Point Community L i b r w .
I'ilor Point
Pioneer Memorial Libraq ,
Fr~u'enchburg
P~ttsburg-CampC o u n ~Librap,
Pittsburg
Plano Public Library System,
I'iapro
Pleasanton PubI~cLibraq,
Plerrsantnn
Port Arthur Public Libran. Port
r3 rihur
Port babel hblic Library, Port
Isabel
Post Pubilc Libraq, Po.$!
Poteet Public Libraq. Poteer
Pottsboro Area Public Library,
Portsboro
Qucmado Public I,ibrm,

b n s Counh Public Libra?.
Emoqv

Reagan County Library. Big
Lake
Real C o u n ~Publ~cLibrav,
Leukey
Reber Memorial Libraq.
Ra~tt1ondviile
Red River Counry Public
Libraq, ~'lark~-ville
Red WalItr Communih- Library,
.ifaIakofl
Rcfugio Coune Public Libnn-.
ReJGgro
Rhoads Memorial Library,
Di??irnllf

Rhome Public Library, Nhome
kchardson Public Libraq.

Xichurd~on
Ricldand Hills Public Libraq-,
Richland Hill,$
Rio Hondo Public Librq-.Rio
HontJo
h t a & Truett Smith Public
Library. W:vtie
River 0d.s Public Libraq. Fort

FVorfh
Roanoke Public L i b r a ~ .
Roanoke
Robcrt J . Kleberg Public Library,
K~ng.tvilfc
Robcns County Libraq. :2fianli
Rackwall County Library,

Qucmado

Rochull

Qu~tmanPublic L ~ b m q .

Rosenbcrg L i b r w , C;ali.r.\lon
Rotan Public Librae, Rolan

Quitmnn

Round Rock Public Library,
R O U PRuck
I~
Rowlett Public Library, Howlett
Rufus Young King Library.
Ciiddirrgs
R u n g Public Libran, Hunge
Rusk County Libnty . Hendersn?~
Rylandcr Memorial Librap-, Son
Snha

Sachsc Public Library, Sachse
Salado Public L ibrar)~,Salndn
Sam Fore. Jr. Wilson County
Public Li bra^, P'/ore.\~~iile
Sammy Brown Librap.
C'artkage
San Antonio Public Libran., .C;an
,dnton~n
Sm Augustine Public Librar),
.Sfin -4ugustine
San Benito Public Library. Sun
Re11ilo
San Marcos Public Libran-, ,Sun
;\4urcos
Sanger Albhc Libray. Saplst'r
Schertz Prlblic Librar?;, Scherlz
Schleicher Connt? Publlc
L ~brary.Eidorcido
Schulenburg Public Libmy,
,Schulwrburg
Scurry County Library, ,Snyder
Seagorillc Pub1IC Library,
Serrgo~lille
Seguin-Guadalupe County Public
L i b r q , Seguin
Shackelford Couri~Library,
A Ib an,v

Shamrock Poblic Libray,

Stephenville Public L i b r q .

Sharnrock

Shephcrd Public Libra?,
Shepherd
Sbcridan Mcmorial Libray,

Stephenvi lie
Sterling County Public Librarv,
Sicrlmng C.'ity
Sterling Murucipal Library.

Sheridon

Buytown

Shcrman Countl\.Public Libray.
.Tlrafford

Sherman Public Libray.
Sherman
Shnex Pub1IC Libray. SI~iner
Silsbec Public Librw. Sil.vhee
Silvenon Public Libraw:
Si'r(vertnn
S~ngIetar?.
Memorial Library.
Rusk
Sinton Public Library, Si~inforr
Slaton Cily Libraq-. Slainn
Smith-Wclch Memorial L i b r a ~ .
Heurne

Smithville Public Libra?.
Smilhville

Somervell County L~briry.(jitw
Rbse
Speer Memorial Libra?. Afissinn
Spri t~gLakc-EarlhCommunie
Libray, Eort11
Springtorrn Public Libraq,
,Springtown
Stanlford Carncgic Libran-,
Slamford
Starr County Public L i b r a ~Kio
,
( irandc C'iry
Stella Ellis Hart Public Libraq,
Smil<t.

Stonewall County Libra?,
rl.spermont

Sulphur Springs Public Librav,
.Suulphur Springs

Sunnyvale Public Library.
Sunnylwk
Sutton CounQ L i b r q , Sonora
Swisher County Libraq, Tufin
Tafl Public L i b r q . TaJ
Tawakoru Area Public Libraq.
Quinlan
Taylor Public Librav. 7bylor
T e a s e Public Libraq, Skrrgue
Teinert Memorial Public
L i b r q . Bnrtlett
Temple Public Libram, Tenipl~
Terrcll Come Public Library,
Sandersot r
Terrcll Public Library, ?errel/
Texarkana Public Libray,
Texarkana
Tcxline Public U b r a ~TexIine
,
Thc Colony Public Librarj, The
C'olony
The Kcnr~edaleLibrary.
Kenneclale

The Rankin Public Libra?:.
Rmkin
The Village Library. Wimherle.~t

Thompson-Sawyer Pub1ic
L i b r q , (Iuanah
TLL Temple Memorial Library,
niboi
Tom BurncU Memorial Library.
Iowu Park
Tom Green County Librap
System, Sun Angrlo
Tri -County LibrqFamily
Rcsource Cenlcr, il4uiubunk
Troup Municipal Libran-. Troup
Tye Preston Memorial Library,
ranyon Lake
Tyler Public Libraq. Tvler
U ngcr Merrlorial L i b r q ,
I'lo~nv~ea
Univera City Public Library,
I,niversa/ City
Upshur County Libri~ry,filmer
Upton Counv Public Libray,

W.Walworth Harrison Public
Libran', fieenville
W aco-McLennan County
Library. Wart]
Wallet County Libraq,
Herapsfeud
Ward Counq; Libraq. ,140ficlhnn.v
Watauga Public Libraq.
K'u lituga
Weathcrford Publ~cLibrq-,
Weutherfird
Weimar Public Libray, Weimar
Weslaco Public Library, W~siacrl
West Public Librarv, W'e.qt
Westbank Co~nrnunityL i b r q .
Austin

Wharton County Libran..
WAarron
Wheeler Public Library. Hhceler
White Settlement Public L tbrarv.

:McCu~ricy

IVhire ,'&ttlement

Val Verde Counly Library, nei

Whtehouse Cvmmunih: L i b r e - ,

HIO
Van Alstyrle Public L i b r v , Van

Whitehouse

Abty?re
Van Horn Cih-County Library.
I. art I I O ~ Y I
Van Zandt County Library.
Cbtrton

Victoria Public Library, t'rctorin
Vidor Public Library, Fjdor
V i l i a g o f Lake T ~ n g l c w d
Public Libraq ,Amarillo
Virgil & Josephine Gordon
Mernonal Libray- Sealy

Whitesboro Public Libraw.
lfhifesborn
Whitervright Public Libraq.
Whilewright
Wildwood Herit age Museum and
Libra?. T'illnge AIrIls
William T.Cozby Public
Library, Cnppell
Williams Memorial Librm-.
Blanco
Winklcr County Libra?, Kennir
Winlcrs Public Library, Winit~r.~

Wolic City Public Library. M'o&
C:iw

Yoaku~nCounry Library. Plains
Yorktown Public Librw,

Yoakum County Library, I>enver

Ibrkiowrr

Zapata Counv Public Libray.
Zapata
Zula B. Wylie Librw. C'ivl'lrr
Hill

C7ily

Surveys were sent to the follotving Texas state legislators. I"
Rep. A1 Edwards
Rep. Albert J. ( Al) Pricc
Rep. Aiec Rhodes
Rep. Allen D . Place. Jr.
Rcp. Allen Ross fightowcr, Jr.
Rcp. Anna M o w e ~
Rcp. Arlene Wohlgemuth
Rcp. Barbara Rusling
Rcp. Bany B. Telford
Rcp. Beverly Woolley
Rcp. Bill G. Carter
Rep. Bill Siebert
Rcp. B i l l Clemons
Rep. Bob G l u c
Rep. Bob Huntcr
Rep Bob hbuck
Rep. %an McCall
Rcp Burt Solo~nons
Rcp. Carolyn Park
Rep. Charlcs (Layton) Black
Rep. Charles A. Finncll

111

Rcp. Charles HoI+-ard
Rcp. Christine Hernandez
Rcp Ciro D.Rdnguez
Rcp. Cl?~dcH. Alexander, 11
Rep. Cra~gEiland
Rep. Curtis Lce Sc~dl~ts.
Jr.
Rep. D.R. (Tom) Uhcr
Rep. Dale TiIleq
Rep. Dan Kubiak
Rep David A. Swinford
Rep David Counts
Rep. Datt-nru~Dtlkcs
Rep. Drbm Dmburg
Rep. Del\r~nJones
Rep. Diana Davila
Rep. Dianne W l e D z l w ~
Rcp. Doyle Willis
Rep. Eddie De La Garza
Rep. Edmund Kucmpd
Rep. Elliott Naishtat
Rep. Elvira Rqqna

Rep. Frank J. Corte, Jr.
Rep. Fred Hill
Rep. Fred M. Bosse
Rep. Garnet F. Coleman
Rep. Gary Elkins
Rep. Gary Walker
Rep. George E.(Buddy) West
Rep. Gerard Torres
Rep. Gilbert Scrna
Rep. Glen Maxg
Rep. Glenn Lewis
Rep. HaroId V. Dutton , Jr.
Rep. Hanyette Ehrhardt
Rep. Harvey Nlderbran
Rcp. Helen Gidhngs
Rcp. H e q R.Cuellar
Rep. Homer Dear
Rep. Huey McCoulskey
Rep. Hugo Bcrlanga
Rep. Irma Rangel
Rcp. Jack H a m s

Source of original list: doumloadcd from internet gopher sites at: gopher:,,enp1tc11.tcunre IX us 70 00 11.5 JIH
gopher:,kapiloi.tlu..siate.tx. us: 7U/00/tthor~hm/houn1ern
(State of Texas, Austin, Texas, August 1 996 .)

sPiiniPn1

and

Rep. James E. (Pete) Laney
Rep. Jerry K. Johnson
Rep. J e q Madden
Rep.J e w Yost
Rep Jesse W Jones
Rep. lohn H Shelds
Rep. lohn Hirschl
Rep. John J. Carona
Rep.John R. Cook, Jr.
Rep. John T.Smithee
Rep. Judy Hawlq
Rep. Karyne Jones Conley
Rcp. Ken Yarbrough
Rep. Kenneth (km)Brimer
Rep.K e n q (Ken) Marchant
Rep. Kent Gmsendorf
Rep. Kevin BaiieqRep. Kwin Brad?:
Rep. Kip Averitt
Rep. Kylc Janek
Rcp. L. P. (Pete) Patterson
Rep. Lco Alvarado, Jr.
Rep. Letma Van de Putte
Rep. Mark W.Stllcs
R q . Man: Denny
Rcp. M e Jackson
Rcp. Mike krusee
Rep. Nancy H.McDonald
Rep. N a n Moffat
~
Rep. Pat Haggcrly
Rep. Patricia Gray
Rep. Paul Cruz Morcno
Rcp. Paul J Hllbert:
Rcp Paul L. Sadler
Rcp. Peg&? W l n c

Rep Jcssica Farrar
Rep Jim Horn
Rep. Jim Pitts
Rep. J ~ r nSolis
Rep. Joe Crabb
Rep. Pete P. Gallego
Rep Ray Allen
Rep. Rcnato Cuellar
Rep. Renc 0.Oliveira
Rep. &chard E . Raymond
Rep. kchard F. Wc) Williamson
Rcp. Robert A. June11
Rep. Roben E.Talton
Rep.Roben L. (Bob) Duncan
Rcp. Robed M. Sanndcrs
Rep. Robert R. (Bob) Turncr
Rep. Robert R. Pl~en~e
Rep. Roberto Gut~errez
Rep. Robeno R. Alonzr,
Rep Ron Wllson
Rep Ronald E (Ron)Lewis
Rep Samuel W ~ t l v mHudson, [[I
Rep. SCO~I
Hocl~krg
Rcp. Senfronia Thompson
Rep Szrg~oMuno/
Rep. Shzrn Greenberg
Rep. Steve Holzheauser
Rep. Steve Ogden
Rep. Steven D. (Steve) Wolens
Rep. Susan Combs
Rep. Sylvester Tumcr
Rep. Sylvia Romo
Rep. Talmadge L. Heflin
Rep. Ted Kame1
Rep. Toby Goodman

Rep. Joe Driver
Rep. JM Nixon
Rep. J o e Pickett
Rep. John Almos Longoria
Rep. John Culbcrson
Rep. Todd A. Hunlcr
Rep. Todd Staples
Rep. Tom Cradhck
Rep. Tom Ramsay
Rep. Tony Gmlsby
Rep. Tracy King
Rep V11maLuna
Rcp W m e n D. Chsun~
Rep Will Hartnett
Rcp. W~lllatr~
K. (Letth) O ~ c y
Rep. Yronne Davis
Rep. Zcb D. Zbranek
Sen. Bill Ratliff
Sen. Carlos F. Truan
Sen. Chns Harris
Sen. David Cain
Sen. David Siblq
Sen. Don Henderson
Sen. Drew Nixon
Sen. Eduardo A. (Edhe) Lucio. Jr.
Sen. Florence Shapira
Sen. Frank L.Mada. Jr.
Sen.Gonzalo Barrientos
Sen. Gregory Luna
Sen. J E. (Buster) Brown
Sen. James W. (Jim) Turner
Scn. Jane Nelson
Sen. Jeff Wcnlworth
Sen. Jerry Patterson
Sen. John N. Lecdom

Sen. John T.Montford
Scn. John Whitmire
Sen. Judith Zaffirini
Sen. Kcnneth L. (Ken) Armbrister
Sen. Margaret Ann (Peggy) Rosson

Sen. Mario Gallegos
Sen.Michael Galloway
Sen. Mrke Moncrief
Sen. Rodney G . Ellis
Sen. Royce Wcst

Sen. Tee1 Blvi~ls
Sen. Tom bjwood
Sen. William M.(Bill) Sims

APPENDIX B: PILOT SURVEY INSTRUMENT
SURVEY CONCERNING PUBLIC LIBRARY FINANCE ISSUES
(PILOT STUDY)

Plcasc answcr the qucstions below and on the back of this pagc, and rcturn this complctcd
survey to Lisa Gatiiff in the enclosed self-addressd, self-stamped envelope, by August 7, 1996.

Your feedback in response to thcsc qucstions nil1 bc instnrmcntal in generating ad&tional
questions for a comprehensive statewide survcy latcr thts year. There arc no right or wrong
responses. For your privacy, your rcsponsc will be kept strictly confidential.

1. In your opinion, what community factors enhance the financial status of public libraries in

Tcms?

2. In your opinion, what community factors strain thc financial status of public libraries in

Texas?

3. In your opinion, what revenue factors enhancc the hancial status of public libraries in Texas?

4. In your opinion, what revenue factors strain the financial status of public libraries in Texas?

5 . In your opinion, what cost factors cnhancc the financial status of public libraries in Texas?

6. In your opinion, \:hat cost factors strain the fmancial status of pu blic libraries in Tcxas?

7. In your opinion, what library-provided senices and programs enhance the financial status of

public libraries in Texas?

8 , In your opinion, what library-provided services and programs strain thc financial status of

public libraries in Texas?

APPENDLX C : PARAPHRASED SUMMARY OF PILOT STlrDY RESPONSES
Administrators said:

Up-to-datetechnology for information services tends to enhance the financial position

of public libraries in Texas. (4x)

Active, aggressive, "no-limits" reference services tend to enhance the financial status
of public libraries in Texas. (3x1

Satisfied library customers who are willing to be advocates for libraries tend to
enhance the financial position of libraries. (3x)

Strong, articulate library commissions, Friends groups, and citizens tend to enhance
the financial position of public libraries in Texas. (3x1

Wealthy communities tend to enhance the financial position of public libraries in
Texas. (3x)

Well-educated communities tend to enhance the financial position of public libraries in
Texas. (3x)

A stable economic base in a community tends to enhance the financial position of

public libraries in Texas. (2x)
Effective youth services programs that address modern concerns and problems tend to
enhance the financial position of public libraries in Texas (2x)
Lower labor costs tend to enhance the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
(2x1

Responsive tailoring of programs and services to meet community interests tends to
enhance the financial position of public libraries in Texas. (2x1
The community's belief in the library's importance to the cultural and educational life

of the community tends to enhance the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
(3)

Vocal public interest in maintaining public libraries tends to enhance the financial
position of public libraries. (3X)

Well stocked and current fiction collections tend to enhance the financial position of
public libraries in Texas. (2x1

Demand for costly technology-dependent services strains the financial position of
public libraries in Texas. (5x)
Poor local economic conditions in the community would strain the financial position of
public libraries in Texas. (3X)
An ever widening funding gap would strain the financial position of public libraries in

Texas. (2x)
Lower education levels in communities would strain the financial position of public
libraries in Texas. (2x1
Public libraries are poorly funded in Texas. (2x1
A rapidly growing economy tends to enhance the f nancial position of public libraries

in Texas.
Appropriate outreach for local support from the business community tends to enhance
the financial position of public libraries in Texas.

Broad community support, particularly for neighborhood branches, tends to enhance
the financial position of public libraries in Texas.

Citizen perceptions that the library provides basic, valuable service tend to enhance the
financial position of public libraries in Texas.

Citizen willingness to pay non-resident fees tends to enhance the financial position of
public libraries in Texas.
Community participation in groups such as the Friends and Library foundations tends
to enhance the financial position of public libraries in Texas.

Creativity in providing high quality service with increasingly limited resources tends to
enhance the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Demonstrations to decision makers that a library is spending dollars efficiently tend to
enhance the financial position of libraries.
Developing library markets for services not offered by others tends ta enhance the

financial position of public libraries.
Earmarking property taxes for libraries tends to enhance the financial position of
public libraries in Texas.

Earmarking sales taxes for libraries tends to enhance the financial position of public

libraries in Texas.
Effective readers' advisory staff tend to enhance the financial position of public
libraries in Texas.

Foundations that are specifically set up to enhance the financial stability of libraries
tend to enhance the financial position o f public libraries in Texas.

Good economic times tend to enhance the financial position of public libraries in
Texas.

Government officials who wish to expand government senices tend to enhance the
financial position of public libraries in Texas.

High levels of literacy are in the best long term interests of public libraries in Texas.
High property tax rates tend to enhance the financial position of public libraries in

Texas.
High tax rates tend to enhance the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Increasingly inflationary pricing of books in private markets tends to enhance the

financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Information services, which provide resources to enhance the intellectual, emotional,
and economic life of every citizen in a cast effective manner, tend to enhance the

financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Joint citylcounty support of libraries tends to enhance the financial position of public
libraries in Texas.
Library operat ions that are independent of a municipal institution parent structure tend

to enhance the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Library services that meet a specific need that has not been met in private industry tend

to enhance the financiat position of public libraries in Texas.
Lower costs of living tend to enhance the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Progams and services that bring the community into libraries tend to enhance the

financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Properly-configured, well-supported, privately-operated library advocacy groups
would enhance the financial position of public libraries in Texas.

Raising operating funds from private sources tends to enhance the financial position of
public libraries in Texas.
Raising revenues with "for fee" services unique to libraries tends to enhance the
financial posit ion of public libraries in Texas.
Reducing costs tends to enhance the financial position of public libraries in Texas

Responsiveness to business information needs within the community tends to enhance
the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Revenue producing government agencies, such as utilities, which contribute to local

government coffers, tend to enhance the financid position of public libraries in Texas
Risk-taking government officials tend to enhance the financial position of public
libraries in Texas

Strong community support tends to enhance the financial position of public libraries in
Texas.

The ability of libraries to associate real benefits with hard costs tends to enhance the

financial position of public Iibraries in Texas.
The ability of libraries to make shared information affordable for the entire population
of potential users tends to enhance the financial position of public libraries in Texas.

The ability of libraries to share publicly purchased library resources in a frugal manner

tends to enhance the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
The ability to secure grants from both public and private sectors tends to enhance the
financial status of public libraries in Texas.
The availability of books it1 private markets tends to enhance the financial position of

public libraries in Texas.
The contribution of libraries to both the educational and the recreational aspects of

people's lives tends to enhance the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
The cost effectiveness of public libraries tends to enhance the financial position of

public libraries in Texas.
The cost of books in private markets tends to enhance the financial position of public
libraries in Texas.

The perception that libraries appear to reduce costs tends to enhance the financial

position of libraries.

The powerful influence of a motivated Board or Friends group tends to enhance the
financial position of public libraries in Texas.
The support groups that promote library goals tend to enhance the financial position of

public libraries.
The use of "cost plus" fees for library services enhances the financial position of public

libraries in Texas.
Using technology to provide current and accessible information tends to enhance the
financial position of public libraries in Texas.
A lag between service demands and service capacity would strain the financial position

of public libraries in Texas.
A predominance of government officials who do not value the libraries' cor~tributionto

education would strain the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
A predominance of government officials who see libraries as liabilities rather than as
investments would strain the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
A private sector expectation that f braries should be supported by public sector dollars

would tend to strain the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
A reluctance to raise taxes st rains the financial position of public libraries in Texas.

Addressing special interests in the community would strain the financial position of
public libraries in Texas.
Annual increases in costs for utilities, maintenance, and staff benefits would strain the

financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Basic library services, for which user fees cannot be applied, strain the financial
position of public libraries in Texas.
Being dependent on one source of funding would strain the financial position of public

libraries in Texas.
Broken equipment would strain the financial position of public libraries in Texas.

Community unwillingness to close library locations with low usage would strain the
financial position of public libraries in Texas.

Competition for a slice of the general fund pie with public safety departments, such as

fire, police, and EMS, strains the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Competition for private funding among too many worthy causes strains the financial
position of public libraries in Texas.
Competition for resources between books and technology would strain the financial
position of public libraries in Texas.
Competition for support from other organizations, in the form of foundations,

bequests, or donations, strains the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Competition with private business markets would strain the financial position of public

libraries in Texas.
Concentrating too many resources on one type of program or service to the exclusion
of others would strain the financial position of public libraries in Texas.

Demands for small neighborhood libraries, rather than regional library sites, would
strain the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Dependence on one entity for financial support would strain the financial position of

public libraries in Texas.
Elected government officials regularly cut fknding for public libraries in Texas,

regardless of how the economy is performing.
Elected government officials regularly cut funding for public libraries in Texas,
regardless of the relative worth of libraries in comparison to other government

programs.
Escalating costs for library materials would strain the financial position of public
libraries in Texas.
Expanding facilities faster than operating budgets would strain the financial position of

public libraries in Texas.
Extreme caution and frugality exercised by elected government officials would strain
the financial position of public libraries in Texas.

Facility expansion without corresponding expansion of hnding resources would strain
the financial position of public libraries in Texas.

Failing to account for ongoing costs in library budgets would strain the financial
position of public libraries in Texas.
Failing to account for ongoing sinking fundlreplacement costs in library budgets strains
the financial position of public libraries in Texas.

Grants which do not help with ongoing support costs after the grant period ends

would strain the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
High materials and supplies costs would strain the financial position of public libraries
in Texas.
High salaries would strain the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
High standards of living in the community would strain the financial position of public

libraries in Texas.
High utility costs would strain the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Inadequate funding of book collection acquisition would strain the financial position of

public libraries in Texas.

Inadequate planning would strain the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Increasing inflationary costs to provide the basic reading material would strain the
financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Inefficient or ineffective library staffwould strain the financia1 position of public

libraries in Texas.
Insufficient definition of the role of public libraries in the community would strain the

financid position of public libraries in Texas.
Insufficient market research regarding community needs would strain the financial
position of public libraries in Texas.

Lack of cooperation between city and county governments would strain the financial

position of libraries in Texas.
Lack of economic growth would strain the financial position of public libraries in
Texas.

Lack of interest in libraries on the part of policy makers would strain the financial
position of public libraries in Texas.

Legal limitations on what libraries can charge for service strain the tinancial position of

libraries in Texas.
Libraries' inability to articulate what was bought or achieved with money allocated to

libraries would strain the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Limited finding for all public institutions strains the financial position of public

libraries in Texas.
Limited or inaccessible reference service would strain the financial pos~tionof public
libraries in Texas.
Limited or slow acquisition of current, popular books would strain the financial
position of public libraries in Texas.
Low property tax rates would strain the financial position of public libraries in Texas
Low tax rates would strain the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Maintaining overlapping service areas would strain the financial position of public

libraries in Texas.
Neglecting infrastructure maintenance would strain the financial position of public
libraries in Texas.
Non-public services provided with public money in public library budgets would strain
the financial position of public libraries in Texas.

Over-reliance on Friends groups, as alternative revenue sources in times of
governmental withdrawal of public revenues from libraries, would strain the financial
position of public libraries in Texas.

Over-reliance on support of community boards would strain the financial position of

public libraries in Texas.
Political and citizen aversion to user fees strains the financial position of public
libraries in Texas.
Public ofticials do not regard libraries as essential service.

Purchasing procedures that sacrifice quality would strain the financial position of
libraries in Texas
Purchasing procedures that sacrifice expediency for accountability would strain the

financial position of libraries in Texas.

Rapid growth, with demand for services outpacing the ability to provide them, would
strain the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Reliance on performance measurement of soft benefits, such as leisure time resources

provided to the community, would strain the financial position of public libraries in
Texas.
Sacrificing children's programming for technology-dependent services would strain the
financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Sacrificing popular fiction collection development for technology-dependent services
would strain the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Small local government budgets would strain the financial position of public libraries in

Texas.
The absence of "library taxing districts" strains the financial position of public libraries

in Texas.
The absence of county finding would strain the financial position of many public

libraries in Texas.
The absence of property taxes earmarked for libraries would strain the financial
position of public libraries in Texas.
The absence of sales tax revenues earmarked for libraries would strain the financial
position of public libraries in Texas.

The absence of well-supported, privately operated library advocacy groups would

strain the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
The addition of new facilities, without adding any funding for support staff, would

strain the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
The cost of leased space for library facilities would strain the financial position of
public libraries in Texas.
The demand for outreach to disadvantaged communities would strain the financial

position of public libraries in Texas.
The dependence of property and sales taxes on economic conditions in times of
economic downturns would strain the financial position of public libraries in Texas.

The duplication of services would strain the financial position of public libraries in

Texas.
The inability of libraries to gain additional funding for technology would strain the
financial position of public libraries in Texas.

The inability to sustain services levels of raised expectations would strain the financial

position of public libraries in Texas.
The influence of those elected officials who do not value educational institutions
would strain the financial position of public libraries in Texas.

The need to build new branches in remote locations, without the benefit of a sufficient

tax base in those remote, sparsely populated locations, would strain the financial
position of public libraries in Texas.

The need to respond quickly to competition with other information providers, such as

book stores or Internet providers, would strain the financial position of public libraries.
The overlap of service areas would strain the financial position of public libraries in

Texas.
The provision of senices that the community does not want from libraries would

strain the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
The requirement to provide "free" basic services strains the financial position of

libraries in Texas.
The role of the library staff as social workers would strain the financial position of

public libraries in Texas.

The uncertainty of future grant funding would strain the financial position of public
libraries in Texas.
Too many demands from too many competing custorner groups with too few budget

dollars would strain the financial position of public Iibraries in Texas.
Unrealistic service expectations would strain the financial position of public Iibraries in

Texas.

Politicians said:

Community interest tends to enhance the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
(3x1
+

The cost of rapid growth would strain the financial position of public libraries in
Texas. (2x1
The political clout of "Big Interests," with whom libraries are not a priority, strains the

financial position of public libraries in Texas. (2x)
A willingness to spend public dollars on libraries tends t o enhance public libraries in
Texas.

All basic library services that fulfill public needs tend t o enhance the financial position
of public libraries in Texas.
Children's programs tend to enhance the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Easy of availability of tax money would enhance the financial position of public

libraries in Texas.
Loaning books tends to enhance the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Rising costs tend to enhance the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
The availability of newspapers tends to enhance the financial position of public
libraries in Texas.

The availability of periodicals tends to enhance the financial position of public libraries
in Texas.
The volume of the community's use of libraries tends to enhance the financial position
of public libraries in Texas.

Rapid growth means higher costs.
As in dl needed funding areas, a depressed economy would strain the financial

position of public libraries in Texas.
Book loaning programs strain the financial position of public libraries in Texas.

Budget priorities would strain the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Competing budget priorities strain the financial position of public libraries in Texas.

Computer access strains the financial position of public libraries in Texas.

Non-library budget priorities would strain the financial position of public libraries in
Texas.

Public libraries in Texas do not significantly waste financial resources.
The availability of newspapers strains the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
The availability of periodicals strains the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
The collection of fewer tax dollars strains the financial position of public libraries in

Texas.

The cost of rapid growth in communities strains the financial position of public
libraries in Texas.
The instance of more people using libraries strains the financial position of public
libraries in Texas.
The lack of available tax money strains the financial position of pubIic libraries in
Texas.

APPENDIX D: FULL SURVEY INSTRUMENT
OPINION SURVEY
Please take a brief moment to fill out t h e questionnaire below and on
At your earliest convenience, please return this
completed survey to: Lisa G a t l i f f , 12108 L a v i n i a Lane, Austin, TX 7 8 7 5 3 .

the back of this page.

P l e a s e i n d i c a t e how s t r o n g l y you agree o r disagree w i t h each of t h e
following statements below and on t h e back o f this page, by placing a check
mark or a n X in the appropriate box to the immediate right of each

statement.
There are no r i g h t or wrong r e s p o n s e s .
response will be kept s t r i c t l y confidential.

For y o u r p r i v a c y ,

your

KEY
S A = "Strongly Agree"
A = "Agree"
N = "Neutral"
D = "Disagree"
SD = "Strongly Disagree"

In your opinion, how strongly do you agree
or disagree that:

Active, aggressive, "no-limits" reference services
enhance the financial position of public libraries
in Texas.
[I]
An ever widening funding gap strains the financial
position of public libraries in T e x a s .
[2]

Community interest enhances the financial position
of public libraries i n Texas.
[3]
D e m a n d for costly technology-dependent services

strains the f i n a n c i a l position of public libraries
in Texas.
[4I
Lower l a b o r costs enhance t h e f i n a n c i a l position o f
p u b l i c l i b r a r i e s in T e x a s .
[5]

Public libraries are poorly funded in Texas.

[6]

Public libraries in Texas are financially b e t t e r
o f f in wealthy communities. [ 7 ]

Public libraries in Texas are financially better
off in well-educated communities. [ 8 j
Public libraries in Texas are f i n a n c i a l l y better
off when libraries provide effective youth services
programs that a d d r e s s modern c o n c e r n s a n d p r o b l e m s .
Public libraries in Texas are financially better
off when library programs and services are tailored
to respond to community interests.
[lo]
[hiurnhers listed above in brackets did not appear in the satrvey instrument itselj.' These numberLysimply
indicafe 6he posiliun or "number" of the survey stafemenl.]

12 3

r
SA = "Strongly Agree"

In your o p i n i o n , h o w strongly do you agree
or disagree that:

Public libraries in Texas are financially better
off when public libraries have well s t o c k e d and
current f i c t i o n c o l l e c t i o n s .
[11]

A = "Agree"
N = "Neutral"
D = "Disagree"
SD = "Strongly Dieagree"

Public libraries i n Texas a r e financially b e t t e r
off when t h e r e are s a t i s f i e d l i b r a r y customers who
a r e willing to be advocates for libraries. 1 1 2 1

Public libraries in Texas a r e financially better
off when there are strong, articulate library
commissions, Friends groups, and pro-library
citizens in t h e community. [ 1 3 J

Public libraries in Texas are financially better
o f f when there is a stable economic base i n the
community . [ 14 ]
Public libraries in Texas are financially better
off when there is vocal public interest i n
maintaining support o f public libraries. [15]

Public libraries in Texas are finar~cially better
off when they have up-to-date t e c h n o l o g y for
information services.

[16]

public libraries in Texas a r e financially worse off
when there are poer l o c a l e c ~ n o r n i cconditions i n
t h e community.
[17]
Publlc libraries in Texas a r e financially worse o f f
where t h e r e a r e lower education levels in the
ccmrnunity.
[16]

The comrnuni t).' s b e l i e f i n t h e l i b r a r y f s i m p o r t a n c e
t o t - h e c ~ ~ l t u r aand
:
educational life of the
community e n h a n c e s t h e financial p o s i t i o n of public
libraries i n T e x a s .
[19]
The c o s t of r a p i d p o p u l a t i g n g r o w t h strains the
f i n a n c i a l p o s i t i o n of public libraries in Texas.
T h e political clout of " ~ i gI n t e r e s t s , " w i t h whom
Ilbraries a r e n o t a priority, s t r a i n s t h e financial
position of public Libraries in Texas. [ 2 1 ]

/hZlmber.< list.4 nhove it1 bruckets d111 not appear la !he wwey instrument its~!f.'Ihese number.\. simply
indicate the p s i lion or "number" of the survejl stlltement /
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APPENDIX E: RESPONSE FREQUENClES

[Statementposittot1 numbers in brackets.]
Active. aggressive. "no-lim~ts"refcrencc
senices enhance the financial position of
public libraries in Texas. [ I ]

Total
Administrators
Polrticians
An ever widening funhng gap strains the
financial position of public libraries in Texas
121
Total
Ahstrators
Politic~ans
Community interest enhances the finanaal
position of public libraries in Texas. 13 1
Total
A~straiors
Politicians
Demand for costly Wologydcpcndent
services strains thc financial position of
public libraries in Texas. [4]

I

Total
Ahstrators
Politicians
Loner labor costs enhance the financial
pasltian of public libnrics m Texas. 15 1
Total
Administrators
Politicians
Public libraries arc pmrly funded in T e r n
I61
Total
Adrmtllstrators
Politicians
Public libraries in Texas arc fmancially better
off in wealthy communities. 171
Total

Number of responses
(uith modd frequencies in bold ripe)
SA
A
N
D SD tc~tal blank

47

119
12

136
111
25

181
148
33

42
39
3

11

221
202
19

152
130
25

2

144
139
5

169
142
27

21
20
1

68

135
130

54

131

48
6

154
146

8

5

100

4
4
O

3

389
342

3

1
1
0

11

3

0

11

9

3
0

0

390
344
46

53
42
11

23

0
0
0

389
313

12

36

4

138
125

33

383

54

123
106

32

14

17

13

1

337
46

18
14
4

158
141
17

60
44
I6

34
27
7

3
1
2

390
343

186
165
21

68

28
23

7
6

389

5

I

53
15

45
2

8

20

3

0

327

15

47

47

342
47

For all statements. 401 survcys were returned: 351 administrator surveys and 50 politician surveys
" ~ o ~Nunrber
al
of responses" plus "blank" equals number of surveys returned.

29
24
5

12
9
3

7
4

8

If
8
3

12
9
3

Nurnbcr of responses
(with modal frequencies in bold type)
A
SA
N D S

Public libraries in Texas arc financially better
off in well-educated communities. [8j
Total

98

206
184
22

91

Adrmnistrators

60
46
14

22
20

Politicians 7
2
Public librarics in Texas are financially better
off when libraries provide effective youth
senices programs that address modern
concerns and problems. [9]
56 12737
Total 170 Administrators 49 145 113 36
14
1
Politicians 7
25
Public libraries in Texas arc financially better
off when library programs and sen~icesare
tailored to respond to community interests.
t 101
Total 131 216
36
10
Administrators 124 180 32
10
36
4
0
Politicians 7
Public libraries in Tcxas arc linancially better
off when public libraries have well stocked
and current fiction collections. 11 11
Total 86 161
91
46
Adrmnistrators 81 147
68
43
14
3
Politicians 5
23
Public libraries in T c m arc financially better
off myhen thcrc are satisfied library customers
who are willing to be advocates for libraries.

4
3

1

390
344
46

D
I1
7
4

2 392
2
0

335

6

47

3

0
0

393
346

O

47

8
5
3

0

384

17

0

339

I2

0

45

5

5

O

390

11

5
0

O

345

0

15

6
5

1121
Total
Adrmnistrators
Politicians
Public libraries in Texas arc financially better
off when there are strong, articulate library
commissions, Friends groups, and pro-libraq
citizens in the community. 1131
Total
Adrmnistrators
Politicians

234

140
I 12
28

219
15

I1
9
2

126 10 20391
253 -10
,

236

100

8

17

26

2

,

2
O

0
0

346
35

5
5

For aU stalcmcnts, 40 1 sun7eyswere returned: 35 1 administrator surveys and 50 politician surveys.
"total Nurnbcr of responses" plus "blank equals number of surveys returned.
"

Number of responses
(with modal frqutncies in bold ope)
A
N
D SD tutr~l hhnk
SA

Public libraries In Texas are financially better
off when there is a stablc ccononuc base in
the community. 1 141
Total

162

191

Administrators
Polrticians

154
6

162
29

Public Itbranes in Texas arc financially better
offwhcn thcrc is vocal public interest in
maintaining support of public libraries. 1151
Total 224
Adnun~strators 213
Politicians 1 1
Public libraries in Texas arc financially better
off ivhcn thcy have up-to-date technology for
information services. [ I 6 j
Total 102
Administrators 92
Politicians 1 0
Public libraries in Texas are financially worse
off m~henthere are poor local economic
condtions in the community. [ 171
Total 107
Administrators 101
Politicians 6
Public libraries in Texas are financially worse
off where there are lower cducation levels In
the commenit~- l X I
Total 67
Administrators h2
Politicians 5 1
The community's belief in the library's
importance to the cultural and educational life
of the cornunity enhances the financial
position of public libraries in Texas. [19]
Total I80
Administrators 170
Politicians 10
The cast of rapid population growth strains
the financial position of public libraries in
Texas. [ZO]

25
19
6

12
8

1

4

0

11
8
3

1
1
0

1
1

180
160
20

82
71

II

21
18
3

215

47
36
1I

21
16
5

2

78
172
67
1 1 1

46

153

122
31

192
23

193

180
152
28

21
14

7

39
7 1

3YI
346
45

10
5
5

390

I/

345
45

6
5

0

385

O

311
44

16
10
6

1

O

0

2

392
347

0

45

9
4
5

5
5

389
345
4 4

12
6
6

392
347
45

9
4
5

0

r>

2

9
0

2
O

For dl statemenls. 401 surveys were returned: 351 administrator survqs and 50 politician s w e y s
"total Number of responm" plus "blank" equals number oisuwys returned.

1

Number of rcsponscs
(with modal frequencies in bold type)
A
D SD total
SA
N

blank

The political clout of "Big Interests," with
whom libraries are not a priority, strains the
financial position of public libraries in Texas.
[2 1I

Total
Administrators
Politicians

109
107
2

152
140
12

96
81
15

31)

17
13

3
1
2

390

If

346
14

5
6

For dl slatemcnts, 40 1 surveys were returned: 35 1 administrator surveys and 50 politician survgs.
"tntal Numbcr or rcspnses" plus "blank" equals number of surveys returned.

APPENDIX F: COMPARISON OF MEANS TO ZERO
total

Programs & Services variables
Active, aggressive, "no-limits" reference senices enhance
the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Administrators
Politicians
Public libraries in Texas are financially better off when
libraries provide effective youth senices programs that
address modern concerns and problems.
Administrators
Politicians
Public librarics in Te.uas are financially better off when
libmry programs and xnices are lailorcd to respond to
community interests.
Administrators
Politicians
Public libraries in Texas are financially-kbetter off whcn
public libraries have well stwked and current fiction
collections.
Administrators
Politicians
Public librarics in Texas are financially better off when they
have up-to-datc tcclnology for information services.
Administrators
Polilicians
Community Context variables
Community intercsi cnhances the financial position of public
libraries in Texas.
Administrators
PoIiticians
Public libraries in Texas are financially better off in wealthy
communities.
Administrators
Politicians
Public libraries in Texas are financially better off in welleducated communities.
Administrators
Politicians
Public libraries in Texas are financially bctter off when there
arc satisfied library customers who are willing to be
advocaks for libraries.
Adrninislrators
Politicians

152

n

mean

t

significant
differcncc*?'
52

3 27
45

.5
.5

9.5

yes

1.2

yes

345

.6

12.1

Yes

47

.8

7.8

yes

346
47

12
1.1

31.0

yes

15.0

yes

334

.8

45

.5

15.2
4.0

yes
yes

341

1.0

44

.8

21.3
6.5

yes
ycs

344
46

1.5
1.4

48.1

yes

16.2

ves

342
47

.9
.5

18.7

yes

3.9

yes

344
46

1.0
.7

2 1.7
54

Yes
yes

345

1.6
1.3

47.1
15.8

yes
yes

45

Signifrcancc is rcportcd where p < .05, using a two-tailod t-tcst, comparing the sample mean to a mean
of zero.

tolal
n

mean

t

difference?

1.7

55.0
15.9

Yes

Community Context variables

Public librarics in Texas arc financially better off when there
arc strong, articulate librag commissions. Friends groups,

and pro-librq- citizens in the community.

Administrators 346
Politicians 15
Public libraries in Tcxas arc financially better off when there
is a stable economic base in thc community.
Administrators 346
Politicians 45
Public libraries in Texas are financially better off when there
is vocal public interest in maintaining support of public
t ibrarics.
Administrators 345
Politicians 45
Public libraries in Texas are financially worse off when there
arc poor local economic conditions in the community.
Administrators 347
Politicians 45
Public Iibrarics in Tcxas are financially worse off where
there are lower ed~lcalionlevcls in thc community.
Administrators 545
P O ~ I ~ J C I ; L14~ ~ S
The comrnurnty's belief in rhc libran's importanm lo Ihe
cultural and educational life of thc communlt! cnlw~cesthe
financial position of publ~clibrarics in Tcxas.
Adrn~n~strators 347
Polit~cians 45
The political cloul of "Big laerests," with whom libraries
are not a priority. strains Ihe financial position of public
libraries in Tcxas.
Admnistrators 346
Politicians 43

1.3

1.3

yes

.8

34.9
7.1

yes

1.6

50.1

yes

1.2

11 8

yes

1.1
.7

25.4

5.2

yes
yes

.7
.6

14.2

yes

4.0

yes

1.4

34.9

1.1

11.6

yes
yes

1.0

20.6

yes

0

-.2

no

1.B
1.0

30.1
9.5

yes
ycs

1.1
.3

21.9
2.3

yes

.8

15.9

.5

3.5

Yes
yes

Yes

Revenues variables

Public libraries are poorly funded in Tcxas.

Administrators 312
Politicians 17
A t 1 ever widening funding gap s h i n s the financial position
of public libraries in Texas.
Adttut~istrators 343
Politicians 47
The cost of rapid population growth strains the financ~al
153
position of public libraries in Texas.
Adrmnistrators 346
Politicians 45
153

yes

Rapid population growqh is considcrd to limit the amount of i m m d a t e rcvcnucs available to libraries
by redirecting those revenue flows to meet immedtate critical needs such as incrcaslng utilip
infrastructure capacity, etc. Not exdusively a revenue factor, it is inlet-telalcd wiu~other complex libmy
issues as well. Indeed, the four issue categories are not exclusive, bul arc complchl? inter-related.

lolal

significant
difference?

n

mean

I

353
46

1.2
.7

25.2
6.7

yes

337

-.1

46

0

-5.0
.2

Yes
no

Costs variables

Demand for c o s t l ~technologydependent senices strains the

financial position of public librarics in Tcxas.
Administrators
Politicians
Lowcr labor costs cnhance Ihc financial position of public
libraries in Tcxas.
Adrmnistrators
Politicians

ps

APPENDLY G : COMPARISON OF FREQUENCY OF RESPONSES
F'REQUENCTES'~~

Strongly

Disagree

Disagree

NeutraI

+
+

49

111

119

Expected

45

Poliuc~ans Observed

3

2
6
51

119
25
17
136

IIS
12

+

151

Programs & Senices
Active, aggressive, "no-limits"reference services enhat~ce
the financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Admnidra~ors Observed

Expuce J

+

Total
Public librmes in Texas are financially ktter off when
libraries probide effective youth sen-icesprograms that
address modern concerns and problems.
Administrators Observed
Expecled
Politicians Obsen7ed
Exp~cred
Total
Public librmes in Texas are f i m c i d l y bener off when
librav programs and scrvices are tailored to respond to
community ~nterests.
Adm~nistrators Obsemed
Expected
Politicians Observed
Fxpected
Total
154

+
+
3
3

3

+
+
+

-+
+
+

+
+

:

,

Agrec

16
13 1

Strongly
Agree

told

48
48
6
6

327

54

3 72

45

Pcarson
Chi-Square

Sign~ficant?'~~

9.4

Yes

2.6

no

-

146

I5
20
166

345

7
7
56

47

392

180

124

316

190

11-5

170

42
4I

I 46

49
49

145
150
25
?U

36

7

47

216

16
131

193

3

10.5

For purpses of chi-square testing, cells were consolidated (in thc hrection of the arrows) to bring expected cell frequencies to a minimum of five required
for thc Pearson Ch-Square test of association.
Significa~~ce
is rcported at p < .05.

FREQUENCrES

Stronglv
Disagree

are financially M c r off when public
and current fiction collections.
Adml n~strators Obscrved
Expec1ed
Politicians Observed
Fxpcted

TOL~
Public libraries in Texas arc financially beltcr off when t hcy
have up-todatc technologj for information scnlces.
Adm~nistrators Observed
Expct~ri
Politicians Observed
Fxpectt~d
Tolal

+
+
3
3

Disagree

Neutral

43

68
80
23
II

41

3
5
46

+
+

+

3

+

.3

+
+

91

Pearson

Agree

Strongly
Agree

total

117

81

3 39

142
14
19
16 1

76

5

15

I0
86

384

Chi-Square

Significant'?

21.7

yes

.8

no

-

89
YI
II
12

160
1-79

92
90

34 1

20
21

10

44

I?

103

180

102

385

FREQUENClES

Strongly
DIsagrcc

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

3

142
I49

Suongly
Agree

total

202

844

Pearson
Chl-Squarc

Srgn~
hcant?

5.0

Yes

11.5

yes

Community Context
Community interest enhances the financial position of

public libraries in Texas.
Admr nistrators Observed

Expected
Politicians Obsen7ed
Expected

3
3

+
+

+
+
+
+

+

+
+

Tolal

Public libraries in Texas are financially better off in tvcalthy
communities.
Admuustrators Obsen-ed

3

Expetred

-3

Politicians Observed
Expctrd
TotaI
Public libraries in Texas are financially better off in welleducated comrnunitics.
Administrators Obsenled
FCcpcted
Politicians Observed

3

+

R2
91
21
I2
LO3

+
3

3
3

+
3

27
20
169

19

46

26
22 1

3 90

IhS
163

95

312

88

21
23
186

5
12
100

47
389

-

+
+
+
3

Expecred

Total
Public libraries In T c w are financially better off when there
arc satisfied library customers who are willing to be
advocates for libraries.
Adnljnistrators Observed
Expected
Politicians Observed
kpected
Total

+
*+
+

195

+
3
+
+

69

184

76
17
10
86

Ih"

-79
24

106

91
86
7
12
98

344
46

390
''?

3

126

3

138

+
+

3 I)

I h>
136

219
,107
IS
27
234

345

45
390

15.1

4
vcs

FREQUENCTES

Public libraries in Texas are financially better off when there
are strong. articulate libraq commissions, Friends groups,
and p r o - l ~ b rcitizens
~
in the cornrnumty
Adrmnistrators Observed
Expected
Politicians Observed
Expected
Total
M l i c libraries in Texas arc financially better off when therc
is a stable economic base In the community.
Administrators Obsenred
Expected
Politicians Observed
Rxpecfed

Slrongly
Disa ree

Disagree

Neutral

+

+
+

+
+

3
,

+

+

Politicians

Obsened
Fxp~cred

Tom1
Public libraries in Texas are financially worse off when
there arc poor local economic conditions in the cornrnunin;.
Adnt rustrators Observed
Expected
Politicians Observed
Fxpcted
Total

+
+

+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

,

Strongly
Agree

total

110

236

346

122
28

224
17

45

138

29
253

39 1

190
203

156
143

346

6

45

19
162

391

16

39
26

229

Total
Public libraries in Texas are financially bctter off when there is
v d public interest in maintaining support of public libraries.
Administrators Observed
Expected

3
3

Agree

+

+
+
+
+

,

Pearson
Chi-Square

Slgmiicant'?

16.2

YCS

16.5

yes

22.6

yes

12.7

yes

-

4
3

+
+
3

213
198
11
26
224

345

192
190
23

10 1

347

25

12

215

107

172
147

34
19
166

+
+
3
3

3
3

+
+

54

62
16
R
70

45
3 90

95
6

45
392

7
FREQUENCIES
Public libraries in Tcxas are financially worse o f fwhere
there arc lower education levels in the comnunity.
Adnlinistrators Obsened
Expected
Politicians Observed
Expected
Total
The c o n u n l r n i ~belief
' ~ in the library's importance to the
cultural and educational life of the cornmunip-enhances the
linanc~alposition of public libraries in Texas.
Administrators Observed
kpected
Politicians Obsen~cd

+
+

44
35

67

+

7
6
51

11

172
1 71
21

9
78

22
193

3
3

Expected

Total
The political clout of "Big Interests," with whom libraries
are not a priority. strains the financial position of public
libmics in Texas.
Administrators Observed
Exp~cred
Politicians Obsencd
Eqkpecred

Total

3

+
+

Pcarson

Suongly

Strongly

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
3

69

3

177

+

188
35
24

+
3

99
114

30
15

129

62
60
5
7

345

67

389

170
159
10

347

41

45

I80

392

140
135

107
97
2
12

346

109

340

12

no

11.5

yes

21

212

17
152

1.9

44

29.9
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8'5
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+
3
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+
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1
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APPENDLX H: NON-PARAMETRIC COMPAIUSONS
(Mann-Whitney cornpariwn of ranks)

n

Prowarns & Services variables
Aclivc, aggressive, "no-limits" rcrercnce sen~iccs
enhance the financial position of public librarics
in Texas.
Adrninisuators
Politicians

327
45

when libraries provide cffecuveyouth services
programs that address modern ooncerns and
problems.
Administrators 345
Politicians 17
Public librarics in Texas arc finmcially better off
whcn libraq programs and services are tailord to
respnd to community interests.
Administrators 346
Politicians 47
P11b1iclibraries in Texas are financially better off
when public libraries have well stocked and
current fiction collections.
Administralors 339
Politicians 45
Public libraries in Texas are financially bcticr off
when thcy have up-todale technology for
information scnices.
Adrninisuators 34 1
Politicians 44
Commuditv Context variables
Community interest cnhanaes the financial
position of public libraries in Texas.
Adrmnistrators 344
Politicians 46
Pl~bliclibrarics in Texas are financially better off
in wealthy co~nmunities.
Administrators 342
Politicians 47
Public libraries in Texas are financially bcttcr off
in w e l l - d w t d communities.
Administrators 344

I

mean
rank

sum of
ranks

187 23

181.17

61225.5
8152.5

I Y 3.4 1
219.19

66726.0
10302.0

200.72
169.62

69449.0
7972.0

3 97.56
151.36

66974.0
6946.0

191.63
180.35

66369.5

Z

1

significant?'%

-.4

no

-1.6

no

1
yes

-1.6

yes

-.9
7935.5

I
-2.2

1

199.44
166.04

63253.5
10282.5

201 -3')
148.47

68877.0
6978.0

200.18

6886 1.0

-3.2

yes

-2.5

yes

''"igmfkancc is reponcd for Mann-Whiinq U z-score at p<. 05. Sigmlicance indcatcs that thcrc is a
Where Mmn-Whitney U
statistically significance between mean ranks of respnses by group
findings contradict t-test findings. Ihe Mann-Whitney finding is considered morc reliable Tor ordinal lmel
measurements such as those from a typical Likerl scale survey instrument like the one u d here.

mean

sum of

rank

ranks

Z

significant?

-3.7

YCS

Commuaitv Context variables
(continued)
Public libraries in Tcxas are financially better
off when there are satisiierl libraq customers
who are willing io l
x advocates for libraries.
hnistmtors
Politicians
Publ~clibrarrcs in Texas arc financialiy better
off when there are strong, arlidate libraq
commissions, Friends groups, and pro-Iibra~
ci~izensin the oommun~ty.
Administrators

315

202.02

346
45

202.75
144.07

346
55

204.34
131.89

707Tri .O
5935.0

345
45

203.96
130.61

70367.5
51177.5

Adrmnistrators
Politicians
Public libraries in Texas are financially worse
off where there are Iuwer ducation lmels in
the cornrnuniijp.

347
45

202.65
149.11

Administrators

345

197.49

Politicians
The community's belief in the libraq's
imporlance to the culrural and educational life
of the cornrnunjQ-enhances the financial
position of public libraries in Tesas.
Administrators
Politicians
The political clout of "Big Interests," ~ i \ h
whom libraries are not a priority, strains 11r
financial position of pub1 ic libraries in Texas.

44

175.48

347

704 19.0

15 -

262.94
146.87

346
45

207.05
104.66

71640.0
4605.0

Politicians
Public libraries in Tcxas are financially better
offakn there is a stablc economic h in the

69698.5
45 145.48
6546.5

,

-3,9

70153.0
6483.0

comniuni~.

3.5
Administrators

Politicians
Public libmri es in Texas are financially bet tcr
off when thcrc is vocal public intcrcst in
majntaining support of public libmrics.
Administrators
Politicians
Public libraries in Texas are financially worse
off when t herc are prxlr local economic
conditions in (bc community.

Adrmnistrators

Politicians

+
Yes

yes

-3.7

yes
-

-3.3
703 18.0
6710.0
-

yes

-1.3
68134.0
772 1.0

-3 5

6609.0

mean
rank

n

r

g

.

m

d

ranks

d in Texas.
Administrators 343
Politicians 47
The cost of rapid population growth strains the
financial position of public libraries in Texas.
Ahnistrators 336
Politicians 45

200.14

68448.5

157.59

7406.5

205.25

70402.0

124.32

5843.0

198.58

68708.0

176.18

7928.0

e

,

5
Demand for costly technologydepndent
services strains the financial position of public
libraries in Texas.
Administrators
Politicians
Lower labor costs enhance the financial
psilion of public libraries in Texas.
Administrators
Politicians

Z

significant?

-2.7

y-es

-4.9

ycs

-1.3

no

---

revenue^ variables
An wer widening funding gap strains the
financial position of public libraries in Texas.

w

s u m of

--3.7

4

202.14

69334.5

46

111.75

6520.5

337
46

187.70

63253.5

223.53

10282.5

-2.2

Yes

